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INTRO~UQTJ.QN 
A. PURPOSE OF THE THESIS 
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For a young republic like the Philippines, a well 
balanced national economy is a necessity of vital importance, 
primarily for the welfare of its people, and secondarily, to 
maintain the respect and recognition of the world. The answer 
to "l'rhat is the most sui table economic development program for 
the country" is, at the present, the biggest problem confront~ 
ing the Philippine economists. As far back as 1947 to the 
present, the value of the country's annual import has been 
greater than the export. During the early postwar years, the 
difference between.the two values (import and export) did not 
bother the economists so much, because of the tremendous re-
construction and rehabilitation work being undertaken in the 
country. But in 1949, the difference between the amount of 
export and import reached such an alarming value that the go-
vernment was forced to put into effect an import and export 
control to limit importation to essential items such as equip-
ment, raw materials, and semimanufactures for local industries 
and essential consumers goods. Other measures to limit importa-
tion have been adopted such as tax exemption to dollar saving 
industries, gove~nment subsidies and loans and many others, 
but comparatively few measures are put into effect to encourage 
production of new items for export. 
It is the intention of this research to give a more 
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detail~~ analysis of one of these new items for eXport that 
warrants closer consideration. This item is the Philippine 
rubber. 
B. GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE PHILIPPINES 
The Philippines has an overall land area of 115,6qo 
square miles, approximately the size of Arizona State. It has 
over 7,000 islands, but only 466 have an area larger than one 
square mile and only 2,441 have names. It has an estimated 
population of 23,122,200. The climate is tropical with tem-
perature averaging 80° throughout the year. The annual rain-
fa~l is heavy, averaging between 90 and 100 inches. 
~uezon City is the official capital of the country, 
but the seat of the government is in Manila. Tagalog is the 
national language but English, Spanish, Visayan, Ilocano, 
Pampango and Bicol are widely used. The monetary unit is the 
peso equal to 50 U.S. cents. Unit of measures is metric. 
On July 4, 1958, the Philippines celebrated its 12th 
years of Independence. The government is modelled after that 
of the United States with authority divided among the exe-
cutive, legislative, and judicial branches. The President and 
the Vice-President are elected every four years by popular 
vote and may be reelected, but may not serve more than eight 
consecutive years. Cabinet members are presidential appointees. 
A bicameral congress composed of a 24-member senate and a 
.... _,c,p.l 
i~* 32,p.4 
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102-member house of representatives constitutes the legislative 
branch. Senators are elected at large by popular vote for a 
six year term. Representatives are elected by district popu-
lar vote for four years. The judicial branch is headed by a 
supreme court, composed of a cheif justice and 10 associate 
justices. 
C. ECONOMIC BACKGROUND 
The country essentially has an agricultural economy 
with coconut products, sugar and abaka (~~nila hemp) accounting 
for between 70% and 80% of the annual value of exports.* Un-
employment is at present one of the principal economic prob-
lems of the country. The government is encouraging industria-
lization as the method offering the best promise of a solution. 
Several measures have been adopted to .encourage foreign invest-
ment particularly on dollar saving industries utilizing do-
mestically produced raw materials. 
In 1954 gold production amounted to 416,048 oz •. 
Base metal (metric ton): Iron ore 1,479,000, chromite 444,000, 
copper 14,300, manganese 11,500 and lead 1,600.** High pro-
duction cost and market difficulties are among the reasons 
for current difficulties of the country 1 s mining industry. 
Exploration and exploitation of the mineral resources have 
*32,p.1 
** 32,p.4 
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barely scratched the surface of the country's potentialities. 
Probably less than 5% of the total land area has been explored 
for minerals. 
Forest land covers perhaps one-half of the land 
area of the Philippines, and this constitutes one of the 
major resources of the country. Most of these lands are owned 
by the government. Net grow~h figures for Ph~lippine forests 
are between 6 to 8 billion board feet a year. 
Philippine waters contain many hundreds of varieties 
of fish. But only a relatively small number of these are avai-
lable in commercial quantities. There are approximately 96,000 
hectares of brackish and fresh waters devoted to fishponds, 
and there are nearly 600,000 hectares of unused swamplands, 
most of which could be made into ponds.ie- There are also great 
opportunities in the development of deep sea fishing industries. 
Manufacturing at present is _relatively limited in 
scope. It accounts for only 15% of the national income com-
pared to 40 percent for agriculture. Beverages and foodstuffs 
account for 40 percent of the value of industrial output with 
tobacco products, textile and wood products as the major 
categories.** Other individual industries are. sugar, cigarettes, 
lumber and coconut oil. They follow consecutively in importance. 
These enterprises can be divided into two major types. The 
* 31 ' p. 33 
** 31' p. 39 
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first e.re those centered around the processing of products 
chiefly c.c;ricul tura.l ra1v materials for the export me.rket and 
second, those produced chiefly for home consumption, drm·ring 
largely on ra1v materie.ls from abroe..d, mostly from the United 
Ste.tes. 
The country 1 s balance of trade for 1957 had a. deficit 
of P 371.3 million (~185.15 million). This \vD.s due primarily 
to the srea t amount of inflmv of foreiGn goods, particularly 
ra1·T materials and ca. pi tal e;oods, stimulated by the intensified 
industrial a.cti vi ty. Imports amounted to P1, 229.2 millions 
($614.6 million) and export value vms Pe57.9 million($428.95 
million) in 1957. The total trade of the country reached a nevr 
peak of P~,027 million (01 ,048.5 million) the same year.* 
oJI- 38' p. 64 
QJ:!APT~R-! 
RUBBER: ITS HISTORY, DEVELOPI!.ENT 
SOURCES A~-D USES 
A. BR.IEF EISTORY OF RUBBER 
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Rubber, in its crude form, is ~m elastic, coherent 
solid, prautiually incompressible, but its shape easily chanzes 
under pressure. It is obtained from rubber latex, Q milky ernul-
sion occurring in the roots, stems, branches and fruit of a 
\rTide variety of· trees, shrubs, vines and other plants. Its 
practival importance can be attri'buted to its physical char-
acteristic, such as softness, touchness, elasticity, impermea-
b±lity, adhesion ~nc electrical resistance.* 
DISVOVERY OF RUBBER 
Christopher Colu:-.2bus hr.s been vTidely credited '\·rith 
the discovery of rubber in South America during his second 
visit there. He .,,ias astonished to see the native Inclians amu-
sing themselves idth a heavy bl:=-cck_ ball that bounced, maa.e from 
a vegetable e;um. There are si;:·ns that rubber existed in other 
parts of the world before history was written. Some pieces of 
fossilized rubber have been found in Germany, and scientists 
think these might be 55 or 60 million years old.** Ancient 
picture writings indicate that early EthiopianP and Egyptians 
ill 15' p. 60° 
~"*94, p. 5 
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played with objects made from 'rubber. A great many early 
relics of rubber ha~e been found in tte hot region of the 
vrestern hemisphere. Nati-v;es of South Eastern Asia knew at 
an early date of rubb~r prepared from a tree sap. They had 
used it for a long time to make torches and many other 
articles like water-proofing plaited baskets and jars. Eu-
ropeans learned about rubber from the ne'lrl world. 
DESCRIPTION OF PRINCIPAL RUBBER TREE 
Hevea brasiliensis is the best source of rubber 
latex. Because it \va.s found frequently in Brazil, it become 
Hevea brasiliensis. It was not until 1876, when Sir Henry 
Wickham introduced this tree in Asia, t~at the plantation 
rubber industry started with Hevea brasiliensis as the prin-
cipal tree. 
Hevea brasiliensis is a tall tree which on some 
oc Cctsions grovrs up to 1 00 feet high and \vi th a ci:rcumference 
of more than 1~ feet. But the usual bight of nlantation rubber 
tree is between 35 and 60 feet and vri th a circunference of 
approximately 7 feet. Its oval, shiny, dark green leaves grow 
in groups of three. The flo\·rers are usually pale green 1.1i th 
separate me.le and feme.le flmvers being rorne on the same tree. 
After the flov1ers are gone, the seed pods appear. The :rod is 
a capsule containins three seeds ivhich are oval and have a 
bro1m color. When the seed pods are ripe, it explodes violently_ 
and ejects the seeds to a distance of 60 to 100 feet. well 
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beyond the shadm·: cast 'ty the parent tree. 
The structure of the Hevea tree is popularly known 
as the be.rk. It is within this bark i'lhere the latex vessel, 
\'lhich is the chief source of tbe -vrorld' s rubber supply-, can 
be found. The trunk of a Hevea tree may be divided into an 
"' ... _ -...-..._-~:, ..... __ , ·'-' . ' 
inner portion of ivood and an outer portion. of bark. At the 
junction of the carlr and the ivood is the cambium, ivhich i.s 
a layer of cells acout the thickness of a sheet of paper. 
This layer is the seat of e;rmvth, on tbe one hand adding new 
cells to the wood and on the other new cells to the bark. 
Next to the cambium and the soft portion of the~ be~rk are 
fou.nd the latex tulles. The •.vhole is protected by an external 
layer of cork. The diameter of the latex tubes is 
to be about 0.0015 inches. 
FIGURE I 
CASTILLOA ELASTICA B 
A (A~ Sprig-bea;ing male flowers; (B) a seed 
(C). a leaf, (D) sprig bearing female flowers . 
. SOURCE: ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA 
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'®.' i ~. c~ 
B. 
~ G. FIGURE II ~ F ~ HEVEA BRASILIENSIS 
(a) Spri~ bearing trifoliate leaves and several inflorescences, 
(b) (c) (d) detached naked unisexual flowers,(e) androecium, 
(f) gynaecium, (g) section through the trilocular ovary, 
(h) ripe, (1) dehiscent capsule showing the lange oleaginous 
seeds. 
SOURCE: ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA 
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\rliLD RUBEZR 
During the entire years of the nineteenth century, 
all crude rutber cc:-,me frc:n 1vild rub"t:er col ~-ected in the tro-
pical forests of South America and Africa. The Amazon Valley 
in Brazil, South Amccrica, is the ;biggest vlild rutber producing 
region in the world. Hevea brasiliensis, a native tree of the 
ATazon Valley is the outstanding vegetable source cf rubber. 
Rubber plantation industry uses this species ~lmost exclu-
sively, because it yields the largest q_u::>.nti ty of ru1::ber latex. 
Other sources of \'lild rubber are some American and African 
trees, as \-iell as the I~a.dagascar and l-Texican shrubs. Collect-
ing of rubber latex in the Brazilian jungle is tiring, dan-
gerous and non-profitable to the natives, because of nature's 
uneven distribution of rubber trees. There might be a st"'nd 
of half a dozen close together, or the tapper might have to 
1.-ralk a mile bet\veen trees. The average in the Ama.zon Val1ey is; 
about one or two trees to the acre. The biggest and best 
rubber srm-rine; areas lay 20CO to 2500 miles from the Atlantic. 
There 1-rere t1.vo collection depots, Na::1acs in Br?.zil, 1, 00 miles 
up the Amazon and Iquitos in Peru, 1,300 miles still further 
a1·ray on one of the river's numerous tribu+~ries.4~ Collection 
of latex in these areas were not systematic and the tappinG 
oper3.tions '\rlere crude. !•Ia.laria 1-Tas rc>.mpant and very fe1-1 tappers 
* 1, p. 25 
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were Cl,vaila"tle. These are e.ome of the reasons vrhy augmenta-
tion of vrild rubber production vras sl01v and most of tbe time 
put aside. Other reasons were the lack of sufficient facili-
ties for preparing expanded latex output and inaccessibility 
of the forest. 
Another source of wild rubber is the Guayule shrub, 
indigenous to the dry central plateau of Northern jViexico. 
Extracting rubber latex from this plant is rather expensive 
and complicated. Unlike the Hevea crasiliensis, ''There tapping 
.is the means of coll.ecting the latex, Guayule shrub had to be 
harvested including the roots and run througt, heavy ma.cerating 
rools and grinding mills before the rubber lQtex is obt~ined. 
It l:ecame evident in the early part of tlle tvrentie:th century 
tha.t crude rubber output of the Ame.zon Valley \-TOuld not be 
enough to supply the tremenda,ously incree,sin(!. demand for rubber 
in the years to come. Brazil 1 s rubl::er production in 191? reached 
a peak cf only 41,619 tons while consuption was expected to 
reach-~ million ton in 192?. 
PLANTATION RUBBER 
Rubber plantation industry st3.rted back in 1276 11hen 
an En2:lishman ne.med Henry A. 11ickham. brought some 70,000 seeds 
of the Hevea braziliensis to England from Brazil. Approximately. 
2, 500 of these seeds v;rere germinated successfully at Ke1v Gardens 
near London. These young trees '"ere then sent to Ceylon. Seve-
ral years later, young rubber trees were sent to Singapore and 
other points in British !"ialaya. From Ceylon and :r~alaya, the 
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production of Hevea brasiliensis spread throughout the Far 
East. For his great contribution to the wealth of the British 
empire, Wickham was knighted, Sir Henry A. Wickham and listed 
among the empire builders. 
Production of plantation rubber relies mostly on 
Hevea brasiliensis ••. for reasons already mentioned before • 
• 
It grows on a wide range of soil, but requires a warm, moist 
climate. The tree flourishes ]Jest on places within the 10° 
belt of the equator and not more than 2,000 feet above sea 
level and on places where rainfall has an average of 80-100 
inches per year. In these regions, nursery-raised samplings 
can be planted 100 to over 200 to an acre. This is gradually 
thinned out by the elimination process as the trees grow and 
usually 100 trees per acre remain after 4 or 5 years. 
Seed seclection and b~d grafting at present are 
widely practiced in the plantation in the East, which accounts 
for the high yielding or productivity of these regions. At 
present, Indonesia (form~rly the Dutch East Indies), Malaya, 
and Ceylon are the biggest sources of plantation rubber. "In 
1939, approximately 8,500,000 or 9,000,000 acres of the land 
within the 100 belt of the equator were devoted to rubber 
plantations. 11 nsuch an area is roughly equivalent to 14,000 
square miles, forming a square of 375 miles to each side, which 
would equal all the land area of :r.iassachusetts, Connecticut, and 
Rhode Island. 11?~ 
* 32, p. 9 
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RECLAIMED RUBBER 
Reclaimed rubber is a product from discarded rubber 
products like tires, shoes, inner tubes and the like. It is 
used primarily in the manufacture of rubber heels and soles, 
solid rubber tiring, mechanical rubber goods (like gasket, 
matting, packing, hose), flooring, stoppers and electrical 
insulator. Reclaimed rubber contains not only the crude rubber 
of the discarded rubber article subject to the reclaiming pro-
cess, but also many compounding ingredients which go into the 
original product. Reclaimed rubber contains only 30% to 70% 
crude rubber and the rest are foriegn substances. Its uses 
are limited compared to crude rubber and it competes with 
natural rubber only at times of high rubber prices. For uses 
of products that are exposed to light and weather reclaimed 
rubber is believed to be more reliable. 
SYNTHETIC RUBBER 
Synthetic rubber, in the strict definition of the 
term, is a substance which is similar to natural rubber in 
physical and chemical properties. There is at present no such 
substance in existence. This term however has heen used widely 
to designate materials possessing to some degree the physical 
properties of natural rubber. 
"Methyle Rubbern was the first notable synthetic 
rubber produced in Germany during the first world war. Its 
properties were inferior to natural rubber and production cost 
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was so high that the Germans stopped produci?g it after the 
war~ Russia has been known to be using synthetic rubber com-
mercially made from Butadiene petroleum. Before \vorld War II, 
Germany was believed to be producing other kind of synthetics, 
known as Buna and made of polymerization of mixtures of Buta-
diene with other polymerizable materials. The United States 
too has been doing a great deal of experiments on synthetic 
rubber, since practically all of its crude rubber comes from 
foreign countries~ Some of the early synthetic discoveries 
are the neoprene, thiokol, koroseal, synthetic 190, ameripol, 
butyl and vistanex. Raw materials for these synthetics are 
in great abundance in the United States like petroleum products, 
sulphur, coal, limestone, salt and water. Synthetic rubber is 
very resistant to oils and lacquer solvents, but is very in-
ferior to natural rubber in strength and toughness~ Intelligent 
selection and use of the v&.rious type of synthetics by rubber 
manufa~turers enabled them to improve the quality of their 
products and to meet the various requirements of a greater 
variety o:f' sevice than was possible '\vith natural rubber alone. 
Synthetic rubber played an important role during the Second 
·r World War. The United S ates sources of crude ruvver, mostly 
from the East, were ceased by the Japanese and had it not been 
for the timely development and construction of synthetic rubber 
plants in the United States, the outcome of the \vorld '\var would 
have been different. 
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B. RVEBER DEVELOPlmNT 
Dr J Joseph Priestl~y, an Ene;lish chemist, 1·1as the 
one 11ho gave [Caoutchouc ( koo choolr - Indian nai.':le for rubber) 
i 
the nE~.me "ru'!i>ber'1 in 1770, vrhen he found that it could be used 
l -
to erase le2.d pencil marks. (Dr. Priestley is best knovm for 
his discoverf of oxygen.) This 1-.ras the first practical use 
i 
made of rutbTr in Europe.* 
Th~ com!llercial use of rubber started in 1791 ivhen 
I 
I 
... 
another Enclisr~an, Samuel Peal, patented a process for making 
1·raterproof f-?:.bric by treatment of cloth, i·rith e. solution of 
turpentine. From this time on, ne1'.·T uses for rubber started to 
' 
come out. Th~ French m2.de elastics for carters and su:::.pend.ers, 
! 
as i·rell as s~Ircic.?:.l tubes from ra\·! l"Ubber before 1860 and in 
1811 the firFt fac:tory for the manufacture of rubber a.rticles 
~ 
ivas establis~ed in Vienna, Austria. 
! 
Tlie 'invention in 1820 of the masticator, a machine 
1-r'::~ich e;rindsi up the rubber and malres it 1·rork2.ble, by an Eng-
' -i 
lishman nam~d Thomas Hancock, marked the real be2_;innins of 
rubber manuf2.cture as we kno'~:T it today. 
In 1823, Chales Nacintosh (spelled :-~acl:intoshes) 
establishedlthe first ru'bber f::>.ctory in Scotland for manufac-
" I 
turing "~:Jatelj>proff garments by joining t1vo fabrics under pres-
i 
I 
sure by a-thin coating of rubber in a solution in naphtha. 
/ 
I 
'/ 
Three years later, an English chemist-physicist, named I'licbael 
Faraday succeeded in determininG definetly the chemical compo-
sition of rubber, to vlhich he gave the formula C10h16, later 
superseded by (C5H8)x. 
The first rubber fs.ctory in the United States v12.s 
' established in Roxbury, ~1assachusetts, in the year 1833 ~ Soon 
other factories folloiored and they manufo.ctured shoes, life 
preservers, coats, caps,wagon covers and mailbags. During all 
these years, from 1791 to ·1239, one major problem about rubber 
remained tmsolved .... rubber, becominG soft and sticky during 
' 
summer and hard lil{e concrete during vrinter.* 
The Industrial Revolution in America and Europe ,,rc.s 
under1vay, ,,rhen Charles Goodyear, a yankee from Connecticut 
discovered vulcanization in 1e39 and obtained a United States 
patent in 1£344. Vulcanization.is the term given by Kr. Goodyear 
to the chance -vrhich occurs 1-.rhen a mixture of crude rubber ~::md 
sulfur is heated. The resulting substance becomes indifferent 
to heat and cold. Other inventors 1·rho he.d endeavored to vul-
canoze rubber \"fere: Peter Jonas Begius of S"\..;eden ( 1791), Frreed-
rich Vilhelm Ludersdorff of Germe.ny ( 12,32), Jan Van Guens of 
the Netherlands ( 1836) , and Nathaniel I-Iay1-vard of tvoburn, l':assa-
' chustts. It ,;-ms Chalse Goodyenr, hmvever, "\·ihO perfected vul-
canization and by applying it to many products of cosmercial 
* 24, p. 6 
value, he w·as a1::le to accu.-nulate a great deal of ,..Tet?.l th. 
Chales Goodyear 1 s discovery of vulcenization laid the found&,-
tion of the modern rubber manufactUT'ing industry. L:;-.ter ex-
periments, like compounding rub::er v-ri th various povrders, 
liquids and easily melted substances came into existence and 
resulted in the lo1·rerin3 of the cost of the rubber products a 
e.nd at the same t!rue, imp:eovins their quality. One very im-
' 
portant compounding element that became very useful and added 
strength o..nd dure:.bility to rubber products is carbon black. 
The rubber industry today uses more than 500 chemicals in 
compounding rubber mixtures for various uses. 
C. CHIEF RUBBER PRODUCING AND ABSORBING COUNTRIES 
The e.reas producing rubber are mostly located within· 
the 10 degrees north and 10 degrees south of the eQuator and 
encirclins the 1-rorld like a belt. These resions ( as Dentioned 
previously under the headins of Plantation Rubber ) b;ive an: 
overall area of 9,000,000 acres. 
As far be.ck as 1939, the l'lorld rubber marl:et ':ras 
under the control of the British and the Dutch, because they __ 
produced 98% of the v-rorld 1 s natural rubber. The Latin. American 
countries supplied 1"~'% of the 1vorld' s demand ana_ ::% 11as supplied 
by Africa, Nexico anc1 the Philip:!,-yines. Rubber a crease in the 
principal plantation countries in 1939 vJere as follovrs: 
British J>Ialaya ( Republic of !-~alaya since 1957) 3·,173,000: 
----
! 
Ceylon,605,?00; Sarawak, ?28,000; British North Borneo, 
1~6,000; British India ( Republic of India since 1950) and 
Burma, 232,400; Netherland East Kndies (Republic of Indonesia 
since 1 91.~5) ,3.214,900; French Indochina (North and South 
Indochina), 314,200; Thailand (siam), 31?,000; Liberia, 
65,000; Brazil, 10,000; and other small 2reas in Africa, 
Tropical Americ2- and the Philippine Islands.~~ Nothing much 
in e"ugmenting these rubber 2.crease has been done since 1939, 
because of the events that took plc;.ce in the succeeding years. 
Some cf these events i"iere the outbreak of the Second War, then 
the struggle of the Far Eastern countries for independence 
and after the independence came the political proclems -vrrich 
up to nOiv remains unsettled. Fear among investors in rubb~r 
plantation of the increasing synthetic production and deve-
lopment in tbe United States (the bigc;est natural rubber user) 
is another setback that the rubber plantation industry is 
experiencing at present. In August,1944, the United States 
Office of rubber directors~ announced that synthetic rubber 
production of the country has reached its objective rate of 
836,000 lone tons a year, more than 25% above t~e peak pre-
\'Jar import of natural rubl:er. ~~-~~- This ma<le tbe United States 
the bisgest producer of artificial rub'cer in the vTorld. ; 
Countries that also produce synthetic rubber of considerable 
~!- 32' p. 9 
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) 
c.:!Uantities are Germany, Canada and Russia. See table 1. 
The biggest ccn:summers cf natural rulJber in the order 
of their importance are : The United States, The United King-
dom, France, Germany (Uest), Euro:pe, Canada, China and Japan. 
No datas resarding the U.S.S.R. are available at present, but 
there are indications that Russia is using a sic;nificant ?.mount 
of synthetic rub"t'er more than ne.ture"l rubber. 
The United States, accordins to availa"tle informCction, 
is the leaC:ing consumer of synthetic and reclaimed rubl:er, I>'J'i th 
the United Kingdom, Germany, France and Canada follo1-1ing in 
importance. Please see tables II & III for more details. 
D. SCOPE OF Ru~BER UTILIZATION 
Toctay, "\ve co.n find rubcer products in every American 
home, 1vhether in the farm or in tr.e city, in apartments, offices 
or factories. Througg research and developJLent rubber me.nufac-
turer.s Here B.ble to find application for ru.bber in ~,ride v<:> riety 
of goods, from baby paraphernalias to the latest satellite in 
the sky. According to the Business Se;rvice Bulletin of the U.S. 
Department of Commerce issued in Auc:ust 1S55, there are about 
900 companies in the United States/engag~d primarily in the ma-
l 
nufacture of rul::ber products. The,.se cbm:panies employ approxi-
/ ~: ~--
mately 270,000 people and produce more than 50,000 articles of 
rubber 'Hi th a i·rholesale value of c:.bout four billion c:lollars 
annually. In 1954, these companies consumed 596,000 lons tons 
/ \ 
,_ .. 
of ne.. tural rubl::er, 637,000 loris tons of synthetic rubber anc1 
249,000 long tons of rc claimed rubber, over 50% of tote,l vrorld 
rubber consumption. 
The bic.:est comrr:.ercigl use of rubber ir::; in the mcmu-
fc:.cturins of pneume"tic tires e..nd tubes, follovred in the order 
of their dollar importance by mec,}::;anical rubber goods, boots 
and shoes, heels add soles, tire sundries e..nd repair materials, 
insulated \·lire and cable com.potmds, rubber sponses, e.uto o.nd 
other rubberized fabrics, medical .?.nd surgico.l sup}::lies, hard 
rubber goods, sport inc ::;oods, toys a~d novel ties, i::a thing 
appa.rel, rubber clothing and mcmy other rubber sundries. 
Iv1ili tary uses of rubter products extend from indi-
vidual apparel to guided missiles. Some of these rubber products 
can be found in every defense vreapon of modern ti:nes. These 
rubl:::er p:rodu.cts may be either in the form. of hard or soft 
rubber, ns insulator for vlirins, shock abEorbers, ,,m.ter proof-
ing device, g:Jskets and several hundred other uses. To expl::.in 
further the extent of rubber import2.nce in the defense of tbe 
country, it 1vill be I·Jorthvrl:ile to remember th~. t without rubber, 
no ce..rs and trucks could be run, no nl~nes could fly , no ship 
could be launched and no missile could be fired. Other more 
specific military uses of rubber aside from tires and the 
others a.lree.dy mentioned are balloons and pneumatic boats, 
covers for big guns, rubber life reSts, Kae \"Jest vests, rubber 
ponton bridges, bullt sealing, fuel tanks, te.nlr: tracks 2.nd in-: 
dividual soldiers' paraphernalias, like raincoats, boots and etc •• 
'; 
YEAR 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
194-1 
"1942 
1943 
~'jLfLf 
l94rJ 
13±_6 
13±_7 
194-e 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
19_23_ 
1951+ 
1ot1r:) 
TABLE 1 
-
NATURAL RUBBER (PRODUCTION OR NET EXPORTS) (THOUSAND METRIC TONS) 
A Jr·:.ti I. C A AMERICA NOETH AND SOUTH WORLD Belgian Came· French Libe- Nege- Other Boli- ; 3 Co~ruzo roon~ Eana Anri ~~ ,..;~ T>ig Countri as_ via Bxazil Ecuador MAYion 
_1 .226 1.0 . 1 ":), 1.1 2.3 2.6 3.3 0.7 15 ._It 1.4 3.5 924 1.2 1.8 1.0 3.0 3.2 2.1 1_3_.2_ 1.6 2.8 0.9 1,017 1.1 2.0 1.1 5.5 2.9 2.3 1.2 14.3 1.6 2.9 1.437 1.2 1.7 0_._2 7.i i .0 . 2 .'1 1 . () 18 .. 9 1.5' 4.7 
1.626 1 .i 1.1 Q._Q R.Ci 2.1 3.6 <:! 1.2 I'+ 17.1 c. 1.8 fG. 5.' 650 1.6 2.9 1.6 12.3 6.8 4.8 1.5' 22.5' ~-0 7.6 
472 8.0 -:>..0 i .0 14.6 7.5 9.5 2.4 23.5 2.4 9.6 
366 11.3 3.2 3.2 18.3 9.6 10.1 3.6 29.9 ·2.9 9.6 
25'4 8.0 1.4 2_.8 20.1 10.7 10.2 4 ... 1 .21± _r:;_ 2.0 .ln A 
t151 4.5 3.6 0.9 21.0 11.6 5.9 3.5 24.1 1.3 T 5'.8 
1 ?An 4 () 2.9 _Q.£ ?~ 1 '/.b 0.9 .,.. 2.3 26.3 "''1.0 ~-l 
1_: 5'49 5'.0 2.8 0_.._3_ 24.9 8.1 1.0 >j< 2.0 20_._2 * 1.0 0.5 
1-'.514 6 ._2_ 2.3 0_._2 28 .7 7 () () h >f' 1 ~ . 21. 7. >~'o 8 
--1,_890 8.2 1 6 0.2 ~1 f, 1_3_. 6 0.5' * 2 0 19 .? * 0 9 0 q 
1,915 12.2 2.1 0.2 ~5' .4 21_.2 2.0 .,.. 1 2 21 .1 0.4 . 1 q 
1 820 16 .8 2 I) OJ ~I) q 18_._6 0 ... 8 '1- 1 0 26 _g_ --- 1.0 
1~75~ 18.1 2.7 Ocl :>.4.9 21.h 0.5 
---
26_._2 
---
0 .2 
1.751 22.'5 1.4 
---
18 4 21.2 
--- ---
22..3_ 
---
0 1 
SOURCE: Data - Furnished by the International Rubber Study Group (London) 
Unless otherwise stated, the figures relate to net exports of crude natural 
rubber including Latex but excluding Reclaimed rubber. 
1- Mainly French West Africa, Gold Coast, Portuguese Guinea 
2- 1935-1941: Net Exports plus Rubb~r retained for domestic consumption. 
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YEAR 
1_93_? 
193e 
19~9 
1940 
~941 
19lf2--.,__ 
194-~ 
1944 
1945' 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
191Jl 
1952 
1953 
1954 
' ~ T.ABLE 1- (CONTINUATION) \ AMERICA A s I A ~ / OCEANIC 
Cambodia . I d ! Mal u North \ Uti.Uer ? CountriE sBrunei Burma , , Vietnam Ceylon Ind~a n ones~a aya Borneo_ Sarawak Thailar ~ Papua' 
0.5 1.e 7.3 'i' 73.7 '9- 73.7 "f 17.3 457.9 509.1. 13.1+ I'+ 25.4- 36.1 1.3 
o·r:) 1 -:{ 6.8 1:)8.8 I)O R 1? r; ~?? ~ ~65' .. ~ q .... ? 17.8 42. 1.2 
0.4 1.~ 6.7 61 .. 0 61.0 12.? ~84.~ i65' 19 12.'1, 24.4 42.._4 1.4 
0.3 2.0 9.9 65~0 91.4 17.8 551.9 556.0 17.9 ",35 .6 ', 44.6 1.3 
2 0.5 * 2.0 9.0 76.1 101.1 17.~ ""660 4 * 60_9_.._6 * 20 ~ * 35.6 ~ .. 46.3 1.3 
1.7 -~- "~'o.~ 77 .. 4 lO'i 1 16 ~ * 20i.2 * lt27 I) *10.2 11 '7 0 7 
lt.o 
--- -----' 71.5' 107.2 16.Q . ~ 101.6 ~ 76.2 "" 5.1 4 9 o R 
3.5 ~----~ 61.4 100.1 17.5 "" 50.8 ::r- 25.4 1.8 ---
4.2 
---
0'~6-., ."" 12.2 99.1 . _16.4 ~ 10.2 * 8.7 --- --- 1.'7 ---
1.0 ' 0.9 5. 7 -- ~- 20'3-. ---~.. . . ' 95.5 /. 16.0 * 177.8 410.2 "" 4.0 "" 9.1 24.6 0.9 
"'1~0 '·, \..._ 1.8 8.7 .'.18;'7 ., -9-©)+ ~ 16.'7 282 .. 4 6tJ6 7 liJ i _17 .. ~ tJi.4 0 q 
0 .. 2 \ 9.2 . 44.6 ·96.1i 15.,'i 4?9.3 709.4 20.4- 1+0.3 97.4 l.lt ·. 2.1 
o.1 1.7 5.6 '. 43.7' 90.<; r?.c '.\y~ 9.9 6?:52.3· 19.?:5 4-0.l 95·7 0.9 
.,. (l.l . 2.6 10.6.. . 49~3 115 • ..~ l5.t 7C7':f\. ''705'.2 24.:1 5'6.'5 114.0 2.-4 
.,. 0.5 2.3 9.8 f h'3.0 106.7 .17.4 827.5 ' '@L5.l 22.0 43.0 110.6 2.8 
'~'o.3 1.8 14.1 /64.1 98 .. C 20 .. C ?62 .. 1:) ')9~ 6 19 .. 4 i2.4 Q~.4 ? ? 
1 ~ 10 1:) ?r:; ? 100.2 21.~:: 70'5.'5 58~.6 17_.1 24.4 97.1 1.5' 
0 .. 9 12.4 79.~ gl) .4 21 .. E 25:0.2. l)g~ R J7 .4 2'i .? 11R 6 -:{ 1:) 
3- Up to 1944 Gross Weight, there after dry weight 
4- Following figures relate to production: Brazil 1937-1954, Federation of Malaya,1953-1954. 
5- British Guinea, Columbia, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Panama, Trinidad, Venezuela 
6.., Including Singapore .. · 
7- Estate Production plus eXport from.S,lnall holding. 
.' ·' ' 
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TABLE II WORLD CONSUNPTION OF NATURAL RUBBER 
J: 1.r s-c 
Hi~~6of U.S.A. U.K. France 
July 38,287 14~701 11.782 
Aug. 46,614 10,312 4,362 
Sept. 44,095 14,452 11,769 
Oct. 52,082 18,787 12,409 
Nov. 42,859 15,659 12,384 
Dec. 45,130 14,317 11,605 
YearTs 562,088 192,820 134,648 Total 
First Half of 1957 
Jan. 52,631 14,428 12,360 
Feb. 46,427 14_,450 11,079 
March 48,263 17,597 12,395 
April 45,368 13,585 . 12,212 
May 46,511 14,523 11,342 
June 41,282 17,220 
------
SOuRCE: ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA 1958 
* Include latex (dry basis) 
@ Estimated net imports 
+ Federal Republic 
+ 
Germany 
10.708 
10,771i 
10,803 
12,196 
11,582 
8,954 
134,000 
11,594 
10,414 
11,456 
10,347 
11,237 
10,060 
} "'· 
World's Europe+ _Canada China @ Japan Total II 
1)4' ;-250\,_ 3 ,l2£l f1 R'i'o Q.?RO 14? IillO_ 
40,7_5__0 ~081 ?.8')0 q'?,80 
, 
_l_ i I}.._Q_O_Q 
52,500 3,765 11,600 9,900 157,500 
56,000 4,384 2.600 lO.iOO 162~00 
61,250 4,289 ).1,350 10,000 165,000 
53,750 3,663 17,100 10,250 162,500 
665,250 43,050 94,850 108,920 1,905,000 
I 
~~ 
50_,_250 3_,_854 2,500 9,540 152,500 l 
49 .. 000 ]~89 8.400 10.~0 ~1)2 '500 
58,750 3,632 7,100 11,32C 16_h200' 
61,750 3,397 14.800 11. 53C 12._0 000 
52,500 3,663 9,250 12,07C 160,000 
54,000 3,452 10,350 
-----
157,500 
t Estimated for total continent 
n Estimated and includes all countries 
\ 
t 
1\) 
"' l 
TABLE.III RUBBER: SYNTHETIC & RECLAIMED - PRODUCTION 
YEAR SYNTHETIC RUBBER RECLAIMED RUBBER 
austra Canada Germa~ u.s.A Total li~ Canada IGermanv 
.) 
U.K. u.s.A. 
1937 --- 2.5 o.5 3.0 --- --- i9 4 --- 188 0 1938 
---
5.0 1.0 6.0 
--- ---
32_ •. i 
---
124_.4 
lQ~Q' 
---
22.3 1.8 24.1 
--- --- 37.8 --- 189.0 
19i+o <--- 40.5 2.6 4i.l ~9.7 212.0 
--- --- ---.,. 
l941 
_.,._ 70.5 8.2 18.7 
--- ---
~2.0 10 0 27R.6 
1942 --- 99.7 22.8 122.5 --- --- 35.0 18.6 289.7 
1943 2.6 J:l7 .6 235.5 355.7 6.9 4.8 41.0 * 27.0 308.9 
1044 35.4 103.3 776.3 915.0 7.3 3.2 41.0 29.2 264.8 
la41;' 46.5 
--- 833.5 880.0 5.9 3.4 * 4.o 22.7 247.2 
1946 51.8 15.9 751.9 2 819.6 6.5 4.0 j 10.0 28.2 iOO 4 
~947 4i.l 8.i 516.9 5$8.4 6.1 4.2 11.0 22.8 296 .. 1 
1948 41.1 _1_..4 496 .2 540.7 5.4 4.4 20.8 25.0 271.1 
la4a 47.4 --- 4oo.o 447.4 6.0 3._2_ ~ 21.3 227.6 
1950 59.4 
---
483.8 543.2 8.4 4._2_ :L2.2 i0.6 il8_..0 
19'11 63.3 0.9 858.7 922.9 8.7 5.2 27.8 ~7.3 .i71.8 
1952 75.5 5.0 811.4 891.9 6.6 4.7 24.8 27.1 277.8 
19'1~ 82.2 6.4 862.4 950.7 6.2 4.7 27.2 31.4 300.3 
1954 88.0 7.1 632.8 727.9 7.7 4.0 32.2 37.0 261.2 
SOURCE: Data furnished by the Interna tiona1 Rubber Study Group ( London ) 
Total 
---
---
---
---
---
343.3 
388.5 
345.5 
28_1_._2 
2 ~49-".2 
i40 .. 2 
326.7 
278.3 
> 
_3_80_.2 
450 8 
_':141.0 
_36_2_. 8 
342.1 
I 
lJJ 
0 
I 
Synthetic Rubber and Reclaimed 
Note: 
-31-
Synthetic Rubber: The figures refer only to copo-
lymers of butadience with styrene and acrylonitrile and to 
neoprene and butyl type rubber. Latices are included (dry 
weight). 
The tab~e does not include the USSR and some minor 
producers of synthetic rubber (Czec~olslovakia, Italy, Poland, 
Sweden). 
Reclaimed RUbber: The table includes only the five 
countries for which regular production data are available. 
Those countries are estimated to have accounted for nearly 
80% of the world's rubber reclaiming capacity in 1952~ 
Rubber reclaiming capacity aB of 1952 in the various 
countries was estimat~a to be as follows (thousand on long 
tons of 1016 kgs.): 
Union of South Africa 
Canada 
Cuba 
Mexico 
u.s. 
Argent ian 
Brazil 
. . . . . 
4 
4 
4 
5 
4 
. 2.5 
6.0 
0.4 
1 • 0 
420.0 
7.5 
5.5 
-32-
Chile 4 0.1 . . . . . . . 
Uruguay 4 0.5 . . . . . . 
China 4 5.0 . . . • . . . . • . 
India 4 4.0 . . . . . . . . • . 
Japan . . . . 23.0 
1- 1937-1945: All Germany, 1946-1947: Former British zone; 
1948-1949: Former Bizone; beginning 1950, West Germany. 
2- Beginning 1946, excluding Eastern Germany 
3- 1937-1945: All Germany. Figures for 1941-1947 are partly 
astimated. Beginning 1946. Western Germany 
4- Estimated capacity in 1945 
5- Estimated capacity in 1955 
TABLE IV WORLD CONSU~~TION OF SYNTHETIC RUBBER 
Last ;- + •i' ,. ·. i Tota1·cont. 
.. 
Half of - ,_ ~ ··- World t s @ U.S.A. U.K. Germany France 9f Europe Canada Japan ITotal-
1956Jul S8 046 2 864 . 2. 766 -2.572 ~.000 '5 .706 . 790 77 t:;OO 
Aug.- 72.394 21247 2,980 1, 0.67 7,750 :;-,~93 700 90,000 
.. 
Se:gt. 67.076 3,213 2,772 2,716 9__9250 3.880 7SO 90,000 
' Oct Rl Rf>6 4.100 7) 242 4 OS7 11 21=)0 4 210 Bob 107 500 
Nov. 71 7)97 3.845 -,.296 7) '597) 10 7t:i0 4 ~09 Rt:iO 9t:; 000 
Dec. 72,260 3 550 2,634 3! 23_3_ 10 000 3.789 900 9S 000 
Year's 
Total 847.394 39.525 36,000 31.618 48.408 ~J_f3r~·4o8 8. 97_0 1,132 • .600 
First Half of 1957 
Jan. 8t:; 490 ~ 676 ~ 6~0 7) 884 12 000 4 AiRR QLJ.() 11_o o_nn 
Feb.· 77,260 3,925 3_,_ 490 3.887 11.750 4.206 950 102 soo 
~!arch 81 6c:;·o· t:) '570 '5 970 4 1S6 12 21:)0 4 2t:i1 080 110 000 
Auril 77. ,35 3 938 3.616 4,401 12 21=)0 4 199 1 or:;o lQ2_5_QD_ 
Ma:v ;-eo. 242 4,818 3.933 4.322 12.500 4 6t:;6 1 lt:)O 107 t:;OQ 
70 456 5.525 3_.621 12 21=)0 4 17fi q,:; soo June --- ---
' 
* Include latex (dry basis) 
I + Includes oil co~tents of oil extended types 
I ·~ t Includes Federal Republic BRITANNICA YEAR BOOK 
@ Estimated and inciudes all countries 1958 
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TABLE V\ *WORLD CONSUMPTION OF RECLAIMED RUBBER (IN LONG TONS) -
Last half' of 1956 ' 
-world's 
n _q A U.K. Franc~ Germ::tnv A.11st-ra 1 i a Canada Brazil Total 
July 18,065 2.002 2,162 2_,878 610 1~267 579 27.563 ! 
Aug. 21,458 1,_725 885 2,985 511 1,074 682 29.320 I 
Sept. 20 20') 1.788 2_._211 2,845 211 1,256 543 29,399 
Oct. 23.901 2,741 2,554 3,o45 570 1,442 526 34,779 
Nov. ~o.'7q7{ 2.449 2.497 2.856 582 1.452 587 31,216 
Dec. 20.698 2.068 2.152 2,227 576 1,248 490 29,459 
"1~%;~s 270.547 28,227 24,885 34,935 7,560 16,642 7,022 389,818 
Firs HaJf' of 1ql)'7 
Jan. 24,053 2,564 2,410 3_,_104 746 1,477 685 35,039 
Feb. 22,773 2,323 2,326 2,602 734 1,414 461 32,634 
March 24.633 2.474 2.46r) .~_.._472 '714 1 11?11 482 il). 760 
April 23,145 2,260 2,348 2,777 650 1,457 488 33.125 
May 23,816 2_,_833 2,246 2,999 878 1,650 --... ---
June 21,352 2,905 --- 2,586 --- --- --- ---
ALL FIGURES INCLUDE NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC RECLAIMED RUBBER 
SOURCE: - BRITANNICA YEAR BOOK- 1958 
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FIGURE V 
MI~D~E 
Scale 
l cm=lOO miles 
* Chief Sources of raw 
plantation rubber 
C HAP T E R - II 
EARLY BACKGROUND OF TEE RUBBER 
INDUSTRY IN THE PHILIPPINES 
A. PHILIPPINE SUITABILITY FOR RUBBER PRODUCTION * 
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There are some species of rubber or gum produ-
cing plants that are indigenous to the Philippines but no 
early records of their extraction for commercial purposes 
are available. Species of Ficus, belonging to the Fig family 
(Moraceae) , as well as, species of the Alstonia and some other 
trees and vine of the Dogbane family, can be found in the 
southern islands of the country. These trees and vines yield 
rubber latex of a poor grade and in small quantities. Other 
rubber trees, whose local names are tttabangon and ttdugtungahs", 
are the countryrs chief sources of wild rubber. At present the 
different rubber trees in cultivation are not variety, but 
species, the most important being cerea, castilla and para 
rubber. Fortunately para (Hevea) rubber (the best of the three) 
is adapted to the Philippine conditions. 
It is believed that during the last years of the 
nineteenth century, prior to the American acquistion of the 
Philippines, several tribes in the southern islands were cut-
ting down large numbers of forest trees and vines in order 
-JE- 26' p. 1 -40 
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to extract gutta-perch and some rubber, which they bartered 
to the Chinese traders, who in turn exported the product to 
Singapore. 
The Fhilippines has a varied tropical climate. In 
the northern islands, there are distinct dry and wet seasons, 
the former from the month of November to May and the latter 
from June to October. The cool months are December, January 
and February, and the hottest months April and May. On the 
whole, however, the climate of the Philippines compares fa-
vorably with that of most tropical countries and is generally 
comfortable with an average of,80 degrees Farenhiet the year 
round. The annual rainfall and its monthly distribution cons-
titute omof the important features of the Philippines. The 
average rainfall of the country is between 90-100 inches a 
year. Typhoons, which occur in the northern islands from 
July to October, are sometimes disastrous. In the southern 
islands destructive typhoons are absent and the non-destruc-
tive typhoons are infrequent. 
The valley soils of the Philippines are formed 
chiefly of transported materials derived largely from Ig-
neus and metamorphic rocks. There are also large areas with 
soils weathered from Basltic rocks, which when developed, 
show a fine and uniform physical texture and are very suitable 
for rubber. These soils are believed to be better than those 
areas where the bulk of the world's rubber today is grown, 
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because it allows cood aeration at greater depths, ereater 
capillary pm-rer, greater conservation of organic matter, and 
better resistance to surface wash. 
The Philippines at present has approximately 
1 , 500,000 acres of forest e.nd gre.ss J_and avcdlable for rubber 
plantation. Experts l:elieved that, since rubber planted on 
Philippines virgin forestland suffers very nesligicle losses 
from root diseases, opening of rub=er plantation in the 
Phili:_:;pines is more economical than in the 11iddle East. Clean 
clearing is necessary in Indonesia and Malaya because diseases 
from the stump of treir junzle trees spread to Eevea trees 
and on some areas, cause considerable loss. According to the 
soil expert of the American survey grou:p, 'iJho made a study of 
the Philippines soil in 1925, the unoccupied grass land ( in 
latitude betv1een 4 and 8 degrees north ) of the Philippines, 
are very much suited for gro'iring rubber, and have greater 
amount of orge.nic rna tter than the forest land on tl1e S8.me 
vicinity. If grass lands "t·li th gentle topography are chosen, 
openins cost vrill be considerably loiver. Quoting from the 
letter of submittal by Mr. Julius IQein to Hon. Eerbert 
Hoover, 1:1ho 't·ras in 1925 the Secretary of Commerce of the United 
States, \vi th regard::, to the result of the survey conducted in 
the Philippines, I<:Ir. Klein said, 11 The findings indicate t'r,at 
the climatic conditions of the Philippines are as favorable 
for rubber planting as are those of the lc1iddle East. As regard 
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s&tls, topography, and accessibility, there are 1ar3e areas 
that, if utilized for rubber production, would be superior 
to the lands now generally avaiJable for nevl plantation in 
Surr:atra and Nalaya, the proncip2,1 rubber producing districts 
of the \·;orld. 11 
Although lsbor cost in the Phillp~ines is higher 
than in the r-~iddle East, the literacy and proch'.ctivity of tl''e 
Filipinos are h~~:,rer and expected to compensate for the dif-
ference in cost through the application of scientific mana5e-
ment. The country's labor force, -,.1l:ich vlill be discussed in 
more detail later, is local or obtained frorr: adjacent pro-
vinces and could be mobilized tor plantation work in a few 
months. Present la\·ls do not perrni t importation of lab9r from 
other countries, except for those engaged in duties of super-
visory or executive character, or, if in a minor cape"city, 
that he has special qualifications 1·rhich make his services 
essential to the efficient operations of his employer. His 
employer, moreover, must be of the same ne.tion2.li ty -or of an 
organization mmecl at lee"st 51% by thersarJe nationality 2.s the 
person concerned. 
Basing the comparison betvreen the heal tb conditions 
of the Philippines and the lHddle East~ on the morte"li ty rate 
of Ivlanila, Sinc;apore .;n'ld Dj~karta, the Philippines shovrs the 
loHest rate and best living conditions. This could be attri-
l::uted to the predominating Christian population, the hic;her 
percentac;e of li ter11cy, the effects of the schools to teach 
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hygiene and the effective work of the health service of the 
Fhilippine Government. 
Under the present land law of the country, private 
corporations are restricted to the holding of not more than 
1,024 hectares (2,530 acres) in the acquietion or lease (for 
25 years and renewable for another 25 years) of public agri-
cultural lands. Individuals may be allowed to purchase not 
more than 144 hectares (284 acres) or to lease not more than 
1,024 hectares (2,530 acres) for 25 years and renewable for 
another 25 years. For homestead purposes, individuals are 
-, 
limited to 24 hectares (60 acres) of public agricultural land. 
Alth~ugh this land limitation makes the Philippines less en-
couraging than most Middle East countries to big corporations 
wishing to undertake plantation projects on a large scale, 
it does not however deter individuals or corporations that 
have less ambitious plans. 
B. ORGANIZATION OF FIRST PLANTATION COMPANIES * 
In 1905, two small rubber plantations were started 
in Basilan Island, Zamboanga Frovince, one of whi0h was owned 
by Dr. J.K. Strong, with Cerea and Castilla rubber (approxi-
mately 320 trees per acre). Very soon however, it was found 
advisable to discontinue the cultivation of these varieties 
and instead, in 1906 and 1907, Para ( Hevea brasili'ensis) rubber 
was planted. Para rubber seeds were first introduced in the 
* 46, p. 13-27 
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Philippines in 1905 and experimental plantings were under-
taken at San Ramon Penal Farm, Zamboanga ; Basilan Islands, 
Zamboanga; Lamas Experimental Station, Eataan and in Davao 
Province. Although Para rubber ivere introc1uced in the Islands 
in 1905, it ~vc>.s not until 1906-1907 that re<?-1 effort at plan-
_ting this t~~e- bn· a c9fumercial basis was started. The credit 
for this effort vms given to Dr. J.li. Strong and to :r~r. C.F. 
Killer. They started. vri th 2000 seedlings of Para in 1906 and 
by the end of 1913, there were about 43,000 Para rubber trees 
planted in the Easilan Estates. 
Dr. Stron:;' s persistence in planting Pars. rubber 
in the country resulted in the organization of the Basilan 
Rubber Plantation Company, the first rubber plantation in the. 
Philippines, with Sv-riss, German <>.nd 'American capital. In 1915, 
the company made its first con~ercial tapping of 14,650 trees, 
and the yield \·laS 1?, 932 pounds of rub'ter. The company con-
tinued to expand and in 1916, v-ri th additional trees, 32,922 
pounds of rubber were produced. By the end of 1917, t"he company 
1vas able to gro'\'T 7?, 000 para trees in the Basilan Estate. 
The Lais Tradin3 Development Company, also one of the 
early rubber plantations in the country was established in 
Davao Province and started a Castilla plantation. The drop in 
the price of rubber in 1919 and 1920 caused tapping to become 
unurofitable and the property was ab~ndoned. 
Another pioneer of the rubber plantation industry in 
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the Philippines is the Balactasan Pl2ntation, a few miles 
east of Isabela and on the Balactasan River, Basilan Island. 
The plantation was begun in 1913 by Hr. Jo:b..n Spirig and Mr. 
Carlos rJiiller on a 40 hectares ( 100 acres) of grass land. 
The Philippines virgin jungle land, especie,lly in 
the south, proved to be satisfactory for planting rubber trees. 
The planting of para rubber trees on cogon land tvas started on 
the Rio Grande Company's Kabakan Est::>te and on the property 
of the American Rubber Company 'tvi th very favorable results. 
Kabakan Estate is in Cotobato Province and the American Rubber 
Company plantation is in Basilan Island. 
Other smaller companies, after sensing the increasing 
importance of :rubber, started planting para rubter on a limited 
scale and many of them became progressive • 
C. EARLY RUBBER HANUF,''_CTURING INDUSTRY* 
Rubber manufacturing started in the Philip::-ines in 
193': 'tvi th the establishment of the first rubber shoe factory 
in Caloocan, Rizal. A year later another factory was erected 
in Pasay, Rizal. The manufacture of rubber shoes vlas stimulated 
by the passage of a la'tv levying a duty on imported ruhter shoes 
in 1934 amounting to P1.00 (50~ U.S.f per pair. By 1935 there 
four establishments in operation. Of these three 'tvere ovmed 
by Filipinos and one by Japanese. 
* 45, p. 165-172 
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Small scale exportation of rucber shoes 1vo.,s attemp-
ted in 1937. The production capacity at this time i'Tas three 
million pEt irs per year. In 1939 another rubber shoe factory 
was put up making a total of 5 rubber shoe factories in the 
country. With this fifth production unit, toeether with the 
further expansion of existing facilities, resulted in the 
doubling of the total capacity to six million pairs annually, 
sufficient to provide a pair of rubber shoes for every third 
person in the country each year. 
Of the five pre-'t'J'ar factories, four re:;mmed operation 
e.fter the ,..,,9.r. The Japanese factory was ta:ten over by a Chinese 
concern v(tich rehacili ted it and uses a trade mark closely 
simil2.r to the one used by the Japanese firm. The serviceable 
equipment of the factory 'i.v'hich fc..ilec. to resume opere.tion 1·rere 
sold and used in t1·e expansion of one of the existins factory. 
D. POTENTIAL RUBBER DISTRICTS 
Bece.use of the increasing demand for nfbber in tl:e 
United States in the ea.r1y years of the ?Oth century ·"'nd the 
deteriorating monopolistic pressure of the British cmd Dutch 
Government rec2.rdins tte supply of ra1;1 rubber, ti'e Americans 
\vere forced to find ways and :neans of producinz re:1.v rul:ber on 
its m·m terri tory. Several survey parties ,,rere dispe.tcbed to 
look into this possibility. One of these survey parties was 
sent to the Philippines. 
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The American survey regarding the possiblity of 
para rul:::'ber production in the Philippines in 1925 covered 
a period of eie;l:t months. It w2"s comprehensive study of the 
economic, physical a,nd political conditions of the Philippines 
and contained f.?.cts that would be of interest to persons con-
templating investment in ru't·ber plantation in the country. 
The survey \-Ias conducted l:::y special agent C.F. Vance, ~pe-
cial agent A.H. :i'1uzzall a~~1d assistcc~nt trade conunissioner J.P. 
Bushell, of the Department of Commerce, with a section on Eoil 
by Kark Baldwin, of the Department of A3riculture. The party 
made a detailed study of t'he southern cro,}p of isl~.:m.ds ,,.li thin 
the 10 degrees north of the equator because they are the islands 
most favore.ble for rubber prodicton. (Please see fie;ures VI 
and VII) • "t-li thin this equatorial region, according to the 
survey, tr,e Philippines had 1, 500,000 acres of lance 'tvi th f"',vor-
a ble climatic conditions 't·ti thin ~·rhich lc..rge areas "~:Ji th sui table 
soil and topography coulc~ 1::-.e selected for rut.f:;er planting. Otter 
ne2.r-by recions, vli th similar conditions, vrould make important 
additions to this acreaze. Euch of this land is ·vri thin re8.,ch 
of vJG" ter transportaticn; some need access road:=. The report 
also stated that this recion, if provided with sufficient labor 
force, can produce 70,000 tons of rubber per year. The areas 
covered by the survey are the following: 
l-iiNDAl~AO I SLAXD 
(a) Diklon district, Eukidnon Province- This area 
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lies bet\'reen the pe.rallels of 8°-30 1 north latitude in nortbern 
part of Eukdnin Province, ?0 miles from the seaport of Cagaya.n, 
}1isamis Province. The potential rubber area in this district 
is 250,000 acres. This area offers; 1. large tracts of unoc-
cupied land of f3vorable topography for plantation development, 
of vrhich at least i'50, 000 acres are excellent rubber land; ? . 
easy transportation to a good seaport; 3. sufficient rainfall; 
4. favor2.ble soil conditions; 5. labor :::upplies '\·Ti thin 2 days~· 
transportation distance; 6. healthful livinG conditions; 7. 
abundant '\•rater; 2. land clear Of junsle and re2dy to plO\•T; 9 • 
water power for hydroelectric development. The Diklon district 
2.lsc. proved to be favorable for mixec"L a2:ricul ture-para rubber, 
with corn the first three years and grazing thereafter. Coffee 
plantine; together ,.,i th rubber trees is also possible, as is 
done to some extent in the Midlle East. With the use of trac-
tors anc1 modern manager..nnt, and vri th no junc;le to clee,r, rubber 
ca.n be bro'Ught into bearing at a comparatively lov; cost. 
(1::) Pulangi river ·district, Eukictnin :md Cotobato 
Province- This district lies between the seventh and the eight 
pa.re.llels of north latitude. It comprises t1-;e ncrthee.stern 
part of the Cotobato Province. There are at least 500,000 acres 
of lo.nd sui table for rul:ber planting in this district. The 
larger part of this region is covered ivith grass, mainly cogon 
and the rest with second-gro\·Jth jungle and heavily vlooded region. 
The opportunities offered by this region for grov1ing rubber are 
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in many respects similar to tnose of the Diklon area in Eu-
kidnon Province t 11i th the disadvantage of being less acces-
sible than the latter. The acreage is larger, with a lower 
altitude, and has a heavier rainfall. Ey providing the area 
with more adequate transportation facilities and supply of 
lo."bor, it 1-vill offer great possibilities for rubber production. 
(c) 1-lalitobug and r-1aridagao River district, Cotobato 
Province.- This region lies bet1-veen 7°-40 1 north latitude, 
and has "~:rithin .its region an estimated area of 100,000 acres 
of le.nd sui table for gro~rJing rubber. It is surrounded by moun-
tains th2.t are forested, but the lmv lands are in cogon grass, 
'I.-vi th a feiv spots h~cvine; a second-gro1r1th jungle. It is near the 
more densely populated towns of Cotobato and Parang where labor 
supply could be obtained. It has the same advantages and dis-
advantages as the Pulan~i river district. 
(d) Av-n::mg district, Cotobato Province.- '1ithin this 
district, there are tv-To acreas v-rhere rubber can be grown. One 
of these areas is on a plateau and the other along the Talayan 
river, at latitude 70 north. These areas are ?O miles l::y auto-
mobile from cotobato. The total area comprosing this district, 
that is good for rubber production, is 100,000 acres, 90% of 
i'Thich is cogon grass land. Sufficient labor force could be 
obtained from the district itself, 
(e) Ivialan~as district, Zamboe.nca Province.- This 
district occupies the.southern end of the peninsula that 
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sepa.ra tes Dumanquil?,s and Sibu:~uey Bay. It is crossed by the 
parallel of 7°-30' north latitude. Malansas is a tmm settle-
ment, approximately 100 miles from the port of Zamboan~a. 
Most of the gently rollir:g land in this region is open cogon 
or second-grmvth june;le; the remainder is covered 'I:Ti th heavy 
jungle \·There a lumber company has a'timber risht to work, 
The l~alanEas district offers eodvant~lc;es such as having seve-
ral thousand acres of open land ready to plant, e:ood trans-
portation by i·ra ter and good soil conditions. 
(f) Olutanga IslD-nd, Zamboe.nsa Province.- This 
island is located approximately on the southern end of the pe-
ninsula at a latitude of 7°-20' north and approximately 80 
miles by \'Tater from t1-:e port of Zamboanga. During the survey, 
the islD.nd v1as under timber concession and probe.l:-ly cleared 
by novr. There are e:ood indications that rubber 1.v-culd do ·Hell 
in this part of the country provided it could definitely be 
determined that the probable dry season iB not detrimental. 
(g) Port Bane a district, Zs mbo?.nga Province,- Port 
Ban9:a district is situated on a small isl~md, about 70 miles 
from the port of Zamboanga and in latitude 7°-30' north. 
During tl:.e time of the survey, most of the desirable areas 
in this district were under a timber concession. These areas 
are now cleared of heavy stand of timber and are available 
for development. Port Banga area can only be considered as an 
opening for a small rubber plantation. Its soil, rainfall 
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and climatic conditions are favora"tle for rubber. 
(h) Vi tali c1i strict, Zambco.nga Province.- This - , · -·-
dtstrict consists of Vitali Island and ad:acent mainland in 
Z::tmboanga province. The Vitali Island is about 60:.miles north 
of the port of Zambonn,::·a and lies in latitude 70-25 • north. 
l'-~ost of the areas in this district are open cogon grass 12-nd 
or second-growth jungle, with a little virgin forest. The 
Vi tali Island has a land aree. of betiveen 10,000 and 1 '"', 000 
acres of level and gently rolling surface. There are several 
villates scattered along the shore of this Island with suf-
ficient population to assure any project of labor enough for 
immediate needs. The Vitali district has 50,000 acres of po-
tential rubber land, offering a good field for large scale 
development because of the large acreage available, good soil 
and adequate rainfall 1vi th favora1:le topography. It is also 
very accessicle by water transportation • 
. BASILAN ISLA~ID 
Politically, Basilan Island is a part of Zarnboanga 
province. It lies about 15 miles off the southvrest coast of 
Za.ml::o,:;mga peninsula, and in latitude 6°-30' north. During the 
time of the American survey, there were three existine; ple.n-
tation in this ~sland, the Basilan Plantation Company, the 
American Rubber Corrpany, and the Zamboansa Development Com-
pe.ny. The Basilan Island h2s 100,000 acres of land aside from 
the existing plantation properties that is 1:rell situated for 
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development because of its nearness to Zamboanga. It is very 
accessible by water transportation and has sufficient popu-
lation who are willing to work in a rubber plantation. This 
labor force can be augmented by hiring residents frum nearby 
districts. 
SULU ARCHIPELAGO 
(a) Jolo Islands, Sulu Province. - This island, 
crossed by the sixth parallel of north latitude, is the largest 
island of the Sulu Province and the center of trade. It is 
where the custom port and capital of the province is situated. 
Most of Jolo is cultivated and there might be some difficulties 
in introducing rubber in this island. The island has sufficient 
rainfall but is apparently subject to years of drought. Severe 
dry spells were experienced in 1914, 1916, and 1923. The inha-
bitants of this island prefer growing hemp and coconut trees to 
rubber trees. 
(b) Siasi district, Sulu Province. - This district 
embraces the island south of Jolo, the principal ones of which 
are Siasi, Lapac, Tapul, and Laguf. All of these islands are 
subject to periodical draught, and none was found suitable for 
growing rubber trees. The cerea rubber property on the north 
coast of Siasi, according to the survey, has been a disappointing 
venture. Approximately 5,000 trees were originally planted 
but no adequate care given them. They are now full of diseases 
and are being removed. The soil on the property is poor and 
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there are very few streams to supply the region with suf-
ficient water. 
OTHER REG IONS 
According to the American survey panty, there were 
several regions not visited that were good potential for grow-
ing para rubb~r. These regions are; (a) Maligay Bay Regions, 
Zamboanga Province, (b) Agusan Valley and other Regions in-
Davao Province, Mindanao, (c) Sarangani Baylake Buluan Region, 
Cotobato Province. These regions are believed to be having 
sufficient rainfall and well adopted soil for rubber. Due to 
the limited time alloted the survey party, no detailed study 
of these regions was tindertaken. For more detail on the Regions 
that were visited and studied by the Americ~n survey mission, 
please refer to 11Possibilities for Para rubber production in 
The Philippine Islands 11 by Julius Klein, Department of Commerce 
(Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce) Trade Promotion 
Series no. 17, Washington, 1925. 
Immediately after the survey was completed and the 
report submitted to the President of the United States, a plan 
to Utilize the Philippines as a future major source of raw 
rubber was formulated. The plan, had it been successfully im-
plimented, would have gradually relieved the American industries 
from its dependence on the then British ]).1alays (now Republic 
of Malaya) and the Dutch East Indies (now Republic of Indo-
nesia) for their supply of raw rubber. This, however, was 
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strongly opposed by the Philippines Commonwealth for fear that 
it might delay the granting of its independence due to the 
large amount of U.S. capital involved. The plans were abandoned 
. 
and the Americans concentrated their survey in Central and 
South America. 
E. CULTIVATION OF HEVEA RUBBER * 
SELECTING THE PLANTATION SITE 
The plantation rubber tree, Hevea brasiliensis is 
exacting in its requirments, and suffers severly when planted 
on locations not suited to it. In choosing a planting site for 
Hevea rubber, the following requirements should be met as 
closely as possible: 
(a) Yearly rainfall should amount to from 2,000 mm. 
(79 inches) to 4,000 mm. (159 inches). 
(b) Rainfall should be preferably well distributed 
throughout the year, and areas with very pronounced dry seasons 
should be avoided. 
(c) Areas having frequent morning rains should be 
avoided, if possible, as this condition interferes with tapping. 
(d) Temperature should be approximately as follows: 
Mean Maximum- 31° to 33° Centigrade (88° - 92° F) 
Mean Minimum - 200 to 22° Centigrade (68° - 72° F) 
41- 6, p. 2-24 
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Kean Avera3e - 26° to 28° Centigrade (78°-82°) 
Temperature 'l:li thin or near these limits are generally found 
in tropical lowland areas situated in the sene bounded by 
15° north of south of the equator. 
(e) nevea rubber should not be planted in the tropics 
at elevations in excess of 300 to 400 meters (985 to 1350 feet) 
above ses level. At elevations abcve these limits the sroi·rth 
of rubber is retarded by the colde::' \·Teo. ther. 
(f) Land should be chosen \vhich is atove flooding 
at all times, 1vell dr~Jined, and flat or gently sloping. 
(g) Choose soil~which is fertile, friatle, deep, 
well oxidized, end Aci~ in reaction. 
(h) Avoid locations '\I'Thich are subj~·ct to hizh lvinds 
or hurricanes. Plantins is not recommended north of 8° lati-
tude in the Philippines. 
(i) If the land under inspections is still covered 
with jungle, this provides a usefull indication of the ferti-
lity of the soil. Soil rThich is supporting a fine, large, 
heal thy stand of jungle trees 1-lill probably grow z.ood rub1:er 
also. Be wary of small jungle trees ivhich are leaninc badly, 
and of jungle composed mainly of palms. Both conditions may 
indicate poor drainage and ·water close to the surface. 
(j) The propsed planting site should be considered 
from st?ndpoint of transportation. Choose, i:f possible, a place 
served by frequent road, rail, or water transportation, and 
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preferably close to an ocean port. If anything larger than 
a single family rubber plantation is planned, consideration 
should also be given to the availability of labor in the 
surrounding area. 
In summing up the factors involved in the selection 
of a planting site, we must remember that there are very few 
places anywhere in the tropics which meet all of the require-
ments set fort~ here. The object, however, is tc select land 
which meets as manu as possible of these specifications, and 
w·hich has no serious shortcoming. In most parts cf the Philip-
pines, there are lands which have good conditions (like the 
districts mentioned in the preceeding section) for the planting 
of Hevea rubber, and in some of these places there are selected 
areas which are almost ideal in every respect~ 
PREPAR~TION OF NURSERIES 
After the lan~ has been chosen and it has been 
decided hovr much of it will be planted, the next step is to 
establish a nursery. The size of the nursery depends natural-
ly on the number or hectares to be planted. 
To plant nurseries for a proposed plantation of one 
hectare ( 2.l}7 acres) clear about 0.1 hectare (* acre) of land. 
This may be in any convenient shape. Only the area for the 
nursery should be cleared_ the first year. The part to be 
planted as a plantation need not be cleared until the follow-
ing year, just before it is planted. 
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Some small planters prefer to plant seeds directly 
in their field locations, instead of usinz the nursery system. 
Under this system t'!-e entire plantation must be cleared, lined 
and staked immediately. 
The nursery site should be close to a source of 
vrater so the.t small plants can be easily watered if an un-
expected dry period occurs before they are vrell established. 
Rocky areas and areas of very stiff soil should be avoided be-
cause this makes it more difficult to dig out the budded stumps 
11"hen the time comes to. plant them out in the plcmtation. Choose 
good, fertile, loose soil for the nurser~ site if possible. 
The land should be prepared by felling the jungle 
and removing the remaining roots and stumps. The surface should 
be lvell cleaned and the debris piled in the space left betvreen 
the beds and a pathways 2 meters vlide betl·Teen the ends of the 
beds. Refer to the sl~:etch in the next page. It is best to dig 
over the nursery arec;,., particularly if the earth is hard. 
Planting of this type of nur::.ery bed is gener"l.ly 
done at a spcinr:; of 30 centimeters(1'? inches) by 30 centimenters. 
A simple way to locc>.te the plantL",C spces is to do so by means 
of a cord or vine a little over 20 meters lm·~s in iil'ich knots 
have been tied every 30 centimeters. The cord is stretched along 
the bed betw~en stakes, and a small, shallow hole is m~de at 
each knot ivi th the end of a pointed stick, to mark the places 
\•There the seeds i'lill be planted. Seeds are spaced in this type 
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of nursery bed accord ins to the follm·dng sl{etches. 
Shallow drain are made 
in the spaces between the 
beds (marked B) and the 
earth removed is thrown 
up on the beds (marked A). 
Slightly deeper drains 
(C) should be made at the 
"-- - -- ends of the beds so that 
the path-drains (B) can 
drain into them and carry 
__ I--
-r.- C-
excess water a~ay from 
tne nursery bes. 
~fter the drains have been 
made, go over the nursery 
bed areas with a rake, if 
available, breaking up all 
clqds of earth and smoothen-
:i:f:l.g_" and levelling the sur-
fa~e of the beds. Be sure 
that the soil is finely 
pulverizBd in the beds. 
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To estimete how many seeds will be required for the 
m.lPsery, cal cuJ.a te ho"T.·i many trees there viill be on the planta-
tion ~rrhen it is planted, and multiply this fic;ure by seven. 
If the plantation is to consist of 1.,000 trees, about 7,000 
seeds should be planted in the nursery. 
One pound of Hevea brasiliensis rubber seec1 contains 
a tout 100 seeds, and one ldlozr::tm of seed contains approximately 
220 seeds. 
The Beeds should ce germinated befo· e :p:t::~ntins in t:re 
nursery beds. That is, they should have a small root emerging 
from the seed i'rhen they are planted. To germin0;te seed, select 
a small area of loo~en~d soil which is partly shaded. A small 
cleEmecl area under licht jungle ma.kes a c;ood spot for germi-
nation l:eds. Place the seeds in the germination bed ".·Tith the 
rounded side up and v·e angular side dovm .. Press the seeds 
into the loose so1.1 until only the top balf can be seen. Seeds 
may be placed as close together as possible in germination beds. 
After the seeds have been placed in the beds, cover them '\vi th 
a loose layer of grass or weeds and "tvater the beds in:mediately. 
Germina.tion beds sh01.1ld be '"a tered tvice a d2.y, 
unless rains occur so that some of the ".'laterine;·s co.n be eli-
minated. 
After four or five days, some of tLe seeds will begin 
to germinate, sending out small root vrhich curve dovmwa.rd 
into the ec:rtb. At this stE,ge, the bed should be 1-rorked over 
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~on bed. A seed witp a small root about t to 1 centimeter 
long,is su:Mtable: ;~()r "p;Lafl;-ting ·m:tt :Ul:·. ~he n"Ul!S~l?y. baih - , -~ .'4 \_,_·t · 
·v,~r~ ~ ,.;.;: · Handl,e 1!he g~:i:na ted se.etLS: e&~e·fU:Ll~· to. Piill'e:;bi~· - ,,;- .... 
damage ·yo ·'tiM· l.itm.a~l --:no.otf:;:s. A good, ·WJ!Ij,y !bo t.:J:>a-l:'lisrport thes ;Jk~¢1.s 
to the nur~jt~ds "is~,t;p "Place ·ti.b..em ·in a tru.cke:t,.wh±-cb :$;s ,_, :t~ .. 
h:S:lt~<'fi:Eled wd.th:·water.~ Another is :to :plaqe. ·t'b.:Eiill. ·:e~refuJ:-Jey· ~--n~ 
I 
~~~et ~!t:e'h ~1e p:J?-ovided 'With a bana~ ·l:ea:f;· cover to ·p·~·tect;..~t'7 
. ' 
~ ~- :!!rom· t~ •liot sup; ·until they can be plante<L. ~T~nt· -&lie;.~­
~~t'eO,::cseaeus. in .·the .:tlurseey .beds- as .. ·s:Gon as poasj:bl,_& aftl?~ :: .. 
I 
·GerrliliE.a:teCl. s-eeds a.re :planted w:kth the. roun<jleq -~··~· 
'tlP and·· the angula:r side down.; Be crop ;~t a -B.ha.llow hole whe:t::e: 
t'be·~~r$:has :;been made by: the. po.in'ted. stick and placer t~: :seed 
. . ' 
~Y · iE.<the .hrue;; {Jover the seed lightly with very fine soil 
to a depth <!li'·~bdu:t '2· ~eent·iiliete:e$.~:. Lf', 'dry :"Weai5her c.e-mea<jnst 
i 
• I 
I 
''; · :·:~·It is always· b.est t:O plant·~nuFae:ie2 ·-during ;t~««'ai:ny 
r:reasqn, ,:.if .po:tS.i.l:>le. This is particularly important in areas 
which have a hard dry ~~~~"· J;tt _su..(il.;h.~:!,·areas, nurserfues 
should be pJ:ant.e(t.:at the rbegi-ruii:ng :.>61' the: rainy. ·~:seasen; SQtt::.'ft-tt· 
tba t t~ seed:tings · .wil·:t ]lmve a 'go·od • ~a.r.t. :an.d be well P.dO!Ii~ ·· 
~efers tbe ,Jaext-~:ey SE?as<bn oeeuru:~; 1Leveqi lwees :have the!~" -~ 
ma:Ln 'fl-(!);1l-e~g·~srea~cm:.intthe m.J:dst 70f · .. thet:dry_ season, Thus 
. -~~~ 
" : ... ~ 
..... _- _.,. 
. '"'..; 
' ·~ 
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seeds are usually available at the most suitable time for plan-
ting. 
Normally the seeds used in planting nurseries is not 
very important, because the seedlings furnishes only the root-
stock on which is grafted a high-yielding variety of clone. 
Certain clones or strains of Hevea have the property 
of passing on through their seeds a high percentage of the pro-
perties found in the mother tree. If these selected clonal seeds 
are used latex yields amounting to 80 or 90% of the mother tree 
may be expected. The use of selected seeds makes budding unnec-
cessary and will save approximately a year in t~e time required 
to bring the tree into production. However, this 20% reduced 
yield maybe an important consideration during periods of low 
rubber prices and my mean the difference between profitable 
operations and a loss. 
On good rubber soils and under proper conditions, 
the nursery seedlings generally reach a diameter of about 
2.5 em. (1 inch) near the base in one year or less after'plant-
ing. ~fhen the seedlings have reached this size, they are 
ready for budding. 
THE BUDDING OPERATION 
Hevea seedlings are budded in order to obtain better 
yielding trees with superior characteristics. Trees raised 
from unknown seeds may produce a latex yield so small that it 
would not be very profitable to work them. 
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Budding operation consists of ta1ring a bud from a 
certain selected tree of family of trees, and grafting it on 
a young nursery seedling, which furnishes the root stock. 
Such families of selected trees are called clones. Each tree 
of a given clone is just like every other tree of same clone, 
because they have originated from the same mother tree and 
't"lere established from buds which were just alike. 
The best time to make buddings is l"rhen the trees 
are grm·ring actively. This is generally at a time of the yea·r 
lihen there are beneficial and frequent light rains. Budding 
should not be done during periods of very dry v-rea ther. 
Budl"rood is the .term used to indicate a stick con-
taining buds ivhich has been cut from a plant belonging to a 
certain selected family or clone. These sticks are cut from 
gro1ving ·trees just before the buddings are to be made in the 
nursery • Each bud'tvood stick about one rr:eter long contains 
from 20 to 30 "buds or 11 eyes 11 each of 1:lhich can be used to make 
one budding. It is best to cut budwood e.bout the same di2.meter 
as the seedline;s on 1vhich it is to be budded. After bud't·rood 
is cut it should be v1rapped in grass and kept in the shade 
until used~ Bud\vood should be used e.lvrays the same day it is 
cut. Delay in making the budding ·will result in lorl budding 
success. 
Budding should be opened approximately three -vreeks 
after they have been made. In rainy weather they may be 
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opened a bit earlier and in very dry weather a bit later, if 
desired. Seedlings on which the budding has not been successful 
can be budded asain after a rest of a month or more~ 
After the buddings have been opened, and the succeEe-
full ones marked, wait 10 days and examine the budd±ngs again. 
Usually a few bud-patches die after opening and before cutting 
off the seedling stock. At the second examination, cut cff tre 
seedling trees. lrhich have successfull buddi::1gs, 1·ri th e. small 
prunins savr at a point about 5 centimet<?~cs ( 2 inches) above 
the top of the bud-patch. This forces the dormant bud to gro~:.r 
and make a small bud shoot 1rihi ch later forms the budded tree~ 
The plant at this stage is called a budded stump·~ 
After cutting off the se.edlinc; tops, the stumps are 
left in the nursery for another period of 10 days, at 1:1hich "'~ 
time the buds are besinning to a1r1aken anc1 sre ready to grm·r. 
At this time the stumps are ready to dig out of the nursery 
c.nd transplant to their permanent locations in the plantation. 
(If addi tioanl bud wood 'vill be required later, a fevr of the 
stumps can be .left to sprout in the nurs-s,ry for furnishing 
this budvrood.) 
FELLING AND CLEARING THE LAND 
Land should be felled and cleared for plantin;;:: a 
fev.r \·reeks brfore budding is to be st':'_rted in the nursery. 
This "Vlill enable the :Planter to hc.ve the 1 -:-_nd felled, c1e::c.red, 
lined, and~ l:roled ~.t just the right time for planting. If the 
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felling and clearing is scheduled properly 1 no extra expense 
in \'feeding 'lrlill be required before the land is actually planted. 
Us1.1ally the first operation is to cut lines "V.rhich 
serve as the boundaries of the area to be cleared. After this 
is completed, the fellins of heavy jungle land generally takes 
place in four distinct operations: 
. (a) The ju..n.gle is· cl.eared of underbrush 1.vith a 
machete. 
(b) Trees up to 15 centimeters (6 inches) is dia-
meter are felled. 
(u) Trees up to 45 centimeters (18 inches) india-
meter are felled. 
(d) Trees over 45 centimeters (18 inches) in diameter 
are felled. 
This practice-:_is useful in that it clears out the 
smaller g!'ovrtl:. first and allows plenty of room to 1:rork on 
the large trees. 
In some countries, peicple like to save time by 
cutting se·-reral trees part uay tbrou3h and then felling a 
large tree against them, sothat all of them go dovm together. 
This is a very danc;erous pre.ctice, especi?.lly where several 
men are vJOrkinc, together in the jungle, because it is impos-
sible to know 1·rhich v1ay all of the trees "l'.rill fall, and some 
of the men may be caught under falling trees. \ihen the trees 
are all do1·m, the remaining traches vrhich are standing up in 
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the air should be chopped dovm flat. 
1:rhere the jungle is heavy, the easiest \·fay to clear 
the area is to allmr the fallen trees to dry for several i·Teeks 
and then burn off the aree". vThere the jungle gro1·rth is light, 
or vrbere the area he.s been in low:··second-grmrth vegetation, it 
is be~ter to heap the brush in piles and curn it in that manner. 
It is much better for the soil if a very J.igbt burn 
is given to the land in cJ.earin.:. A very heavy, hot burn clears 
up the fallen de'cris, but it a.lso burns up much of the pi ant 
food w~ich is found in the soil near the surface. 
The best practice ~s to burn off jast enough to per-
mit lininc; and planting the are i·Tithout too much difficulty. 
If this done, the remo..ining vee;etation 'lrlill rot m·ray quiclcly 
o.fter the cover plants and other plants climb over it, adding 
fertility to the soil~ 
LINING, HOLDING, PLANTING, AlTD SUPPLYING 
LIIGKG 
As soop as the land is cleared, lining should be 
done to mark the places vrhere trees 'dill be planted. A c;ood 
planting distance for Hevea rubber trees is 3.40 meters by 
6. 00 meters ( 11 by ?.0 feet) , vlhich 01 ves 490 trees to the 
hectares ( 198 trees to the acre) • In this pJ_a.ntine; system the 
rows of trees are 6 metP.rs apart, and the trees are 3 .lJ. meters 
apart on the rows. This system of plant ins, 1.·rhere trees are 
fairly close together on the rmv-s, but have wider spaces 
between the rows, is called the ttAvenue Planting System 11 • 
It is probably the best system because: 
(a) There are'fewer rows to weed than with the 
square of triangular planting system. 
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(b) Tbe tapper has less walking to do in order to 
tap the same number of trees , because the trees are closer 
together on the rows. 
When Hevea trees reach their full growth, only 
about 250 to 325 trees can be supported on one hectare of land 
(100 to 125 trees to an acre). This is because the roots and 
crowns of the trees spread out and compete with each other for 
food and light. If some of the trees planted originally are 
not removed when the plantation gets to be seven or eight years 
old, there will not be food or light enough for all the trees 
and they will not give very much rubber. However, by planting 
490 trees per hectare at the beginning, those trees which are 
poorly developed, brolren, or low-yielding can be taken out 
gradually so that only the best trees remain when the· plantation 
is ten years old. 
Lining for rows is done by placing stakes in the 
ground and sighting from the first one to the ones being placed 
ahead, so that a straight line can be laid out. It is sometimes 
necessary to pull logs to one side so that ~ straight clean row 
can be made. After the stakes have been set to mark the rows, it 
is cleaned with a machete and an axe so that a man can walk through 
it without much trouble. 
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When the rows are established, the distance between 
trees is measured on the rows by means of a cord or vine in 
which knots have been tied at intervals of 3.4 meters. Small 
stakes can be set at these points to indicate where holes are 
to be made. A better system is to dig the holes at the time 
the distances are being measured. This way no stakes are 
required for marking the hole locations, and both jobs can be 
done at one time. 
HOLDING 
Planting holes should be made about 30 centimeters 
(12 inches) square and about 45 aentimeters (18 inches) deep. 
If large or old stumps are to be planted, the holes may have 
to be made a little deeper. 
PLANTING 
Stumps should be planted always in the rainy season. 
If planting is attempted in the dry season, most of the stumps 
will probably die before they take root. The best time to plant 
is in areas where there is a dry season shortly after the rainy 
season has started. This will give at least 5 or 6 months in 
which to allow the stumps to become well established before 
the next dry season occurs. 
Budded stumps should be dug out of the nursery about 
10 days after the seedling tops have been cut off. At this 
time the buds are beginning to swell, and are just ready to 
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:produce shoots. Budded stumps should be dug out of the nur-
sery early in the morning of the same day on which they are to 
be :planted. 
To dig out stumps, make a hole beside the stumps 
with a shovel, so that the roots can be gradually loosened 
without breaking them. When the stump has been removed from 
the ground, cut off the lateral (side) roots to about 10 to 
15 centimeters (4 to 6 inches) and the tap (main) root to 
about 45 centimeters (18 inches). Place several stumps to-
gether, immediately after digging out, wrap them in leQves 
or grass, and put them in the shade. l'Jben enough stumps have 
accumulated to make a suitable bundle, they should be care-
fully i·Trapped. in grass or leaves, tied in a bundle, and 
carried to the plantation site for planting immediately. It 
is necessary to be very careful in handling these stumps so 
as to avoid damaging the bud-patches, or breaking off small 
sprouted buds. 
In the platation, take a stump from the bundle, 
keeping the others covered meam\Thile to protect them from 
the sun. Place the stump u:pri3ht in the plantins hole in 
such a vray that the bottom of the bud-patch comes approxi-
mately at the level of the ground. Fill the hole c;radually 
with top soil taken from nearby. The hole ~hould be filled 
a little at a time, and the soil in the hole should be :pressed 
dovm firmly beti'leen each filling. To do this properly, get 
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into the hole 1rri th both feet and tramp the soil dovm firmly 
around the roots. This is very important. If the soil is not 
packed firmly around the roots, air pockets may remain and 
the roots may not be able to obtain enough food to keep the 
stump alive until it can, become \·Tell rooted in its ne1r1 loca-
tion. 
It is good practice to plant stumps in suer a T.vay 
that the bud~pat~h is always to the noFth. This protects the 
bud-patch from the direct rays of the sun, and also gives 
partial shade to the tender bud-sheet vrhen it first begins 
to e;rmv. 
SUPPLYING 
Supplying mee.ns the replacement of the plants l'lhich 
have dried after having been planted out in the plantation. 
Sometimes plants fail to e;ro1v after hB.vins been transplanted: 
sometimes the bark dries up to a point belmv the bud-pe.tch; 
and occasionally the you.ng bud-shoots are eaten off by small 
animal pests and do not grm·r e.gain. 
Usually budded stumps do not die completely, but 
send out neiv shoots from just belOiv the grouno_ level after 
the bud-patch h~1s died. It is very imporJant to supply these 
stumps 1vith good budded stumps from the nursery, since the 
only reason for planting budded stumps is to obtain high yield 
and disease resistance, and for this the shoot must come from 
the bud-patch. 
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T·v1o or three months after the plantation has been 
ple.nted, an ezamination should be made of all the ple.nts, and 
all dead, damaeed, or imperfect plants should be replaced. 
Additional supplying rounds should be made peribdi-
cally until the original stt~ps are two years old. It is not 
-vmrth uhile sup::,:lyins after the plcmted area is tvro years old, 
because tbe older trees will sr2..de over ahd prevent fron .;:roi'l-
ing any stumps 'iJ'Y,ich may be planted after that time. 
In transplantins sttunps from the nursery to the 
planta.trion for supplying, the follo\·rine; is very import2.nt. 
Do not try to tr2.nsplant budded stumns ui th young 
.. 
green bud-sl:.oots more tl:an 1 C centimeters (1.;. inches) long. 
Stumps transpla:::1ted "t·rhen they have lancer green shoots and 
leaves almoE.t al1mys die. It is a 1·raste of time and money to 
transplant such material. 
Stumps ,,ri th young green shoots 8iid leaves should be 
left in the nursery for several months more until the shoot 
has formed brovm, hc.rd b?.rk. "tfuen this is tl:e C? se, cut off 
the bud-shoot and all the leaves, le2..vins onJ.y abcut 30 ce!lti-
meters (12 inches) of the brm-m vood al:ove.the bud-patch. V"le.it 
for 10 de.ys after cut tins off the to1J of the bud~ shoot; then 
die; out and transplant the stump in the usual 1-vay. 
Stumps ce.n be transplanted in this ~-.ray vri th very fel·r 
losses. A feu days after transplanting, a fevr of the dormant 
l:·uds on the remaining portion of the bud-shoot 1-vill spout, and 
t~;l'"':. : . . ·: 
~~' . . ,: 
~h -<~~~ 
.. · ..... 
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and become the;_:1'_r-~~.... . I·· -~- ..... 
COVER PLANTS, :S:RQSJ:Ol'LCONTROL, j?EE:OING, A.ND. :?RUNU.G?.· 
- -*' <:o-, ._.. . ~J"'<· >Jr:"·. r· e.. ~- . 1":,~ '• _.,_ -:: -~_,:.·.;;:; ' · .. , ..,., . . ~,. "I <..,.·_:;;, ,.-- l -. -;.r . -·;-. .. -_-,;_ .·: ;· . .-. 
COVER J?LAN'J:S . &. E:ROSION dON'rRQL . . 
_.- ,. __ .-, ... r--::~~ ;:::;;··;:;:·~-·---~~--·--·:~··!- .. ·:;-~ \ .... :~··J··., --·· 
_· ·;:. _c:9~&IL.?-;t~nts .. ~~e plants ,"Whl?..P c~v~r. tr:e soil,. O:p. 
rubber plan_ta:J;.~ops they 
1
are us~<;l to ?over tJ;l~ spaces b~tw~een 
the ~F~~:S-~ .Xh~re are va!jious kindp of Cover Plants, a.mop.~ 
~~~¥·P,: '?re-._t.he_ following:: 
(a) L~£uminou~ Cover Plants. 
(b) Na.tJJ.!'al cqver Plants 
L$guminous Co~e::r Plants are plants which baif.~ ~h~t : . 
specie.l abili ~! to take 
1
ni trogen from the ~;~.ir .. and stor~ .. it;. , ; . 
in little ~o~~ which fQrms-on the roots of the plant .. ~Oill~ .. -
2.:f,1:this nitr9~Efn gets b~ck into. the soil where it provides 
f_ood for t,J;;J.~~ tr~~~. Leg-q.w.inou,s r;ove;rs bave the fol.l9wing 
' ! --·· .... . 
ap.,v~~*~.l? wbeu plap.ted ,on_ rubber pJ.ant~t~ons: 
I • 
. <:a:.. , ( 1) -l\hey hold ; the .soil tog.e.tber, especially on 
r:: ~:,_Rt,?~~id.E:;S ~ an<l__ prevent 1 t fom being washed away 
· ... ,, PY ~a;vy zraiJ.!,S -~ 
~ 2) . Tf-¥:: ~oot71::1ie~tra ~e th~ .so~.;; .and make .i,t. l.o.ose 
. ~ r . 
. anp. ;porou~., so that ):_t can absorp wq.ter IllO~.f? 
·c~asily • 
. ",--,.; ' ... :..--1.-~ 
\ 1) ~  :plant~. add,. ~trog<'i:!P. .. to . the.. soil? a@ ~,s .. , the 
. ~- -~ -~- --;.J' •. - . ·.. - • ' .-: ~ • .., * • ' . -· ._ . • . . >-i .•• 1i 
1ll+d.e:r. l.ea -res 4ry. up a¥0.. 9-eCfJ,Y ~ they. add~.J~r~1:l;AtY 
to the la:q.d • 
. ·. 
; -~-.-:~--~--~~~:·~:~:.:~;~~~: .. ~:~~~- .. ::~~"'". 
·--~ 
., 
.·. 
:.~ 
.-_<·'-!;; 
. ·' 
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( 4) Tl~e hardy, creepinc. leguminous covers (such as 
Pueraria phaseoloides) keep do\-hi. harmful 1-reeds. 
The best of the leguminous covers for rubber plan-
tations include Pueraria uhaseolgid~£, Centrosema uubescens, 
and Indicofera t.endecauphylle., Puer:otria makes a vic;orous gro,·rth 
in the early years of the plantation, but Centposema croi·rs 
better under shade ccndi tions i·lhich occur as the 'plantation 
cecomes older. These covers may"ce planted sepe.rately or as a 
mixture. ~~en usee a8 a mixture, 20 parts of Centrcsema and 
one part of Pueraria are used. About 5 kiloc;rams of seed should 
be used for each hectare of land to be planted. In order to 
make it easier to distribute the 5 kilosr2ms of seed over each 
hectare, the seed ma:rbe mixed vrith ? or 3 parts of moist sand. 
~-In some parts of Tropical Americ~n, the Indiroferas 
"' 
have given good results. 
The seed may be ple.nted in she.llO\·T furrOiJs or it may 
be planted by broadcastin:;. The broadcs.stins sethod vmrl::s equal-
ly 'l,•re11 in rainy "\veather and saves time and money. 
Puere.ria seecJ. is very hard c:md tskes a lonc; time to 
e;erminate unless it is especially treated. Germination can be 
hastened by soaking the seed for a fevr minutes in com::r:ercial 
strensht sulfuric acid, then rinsinG it vrell in running water 
before planting. 
If le3~~inous cover plant seeds are to be planted, 
it is very important to plant them immediately after the land 
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has been cleared, sb that they can get a good start before 
the vreeds start to grovr and compete with them. 
NaturaL covers are junc;le plants vrhich spring up 
naturally on the lcmd after it has been cJ_eared. The best of 
them ~~ve all of the advantages of leguminous covers except 
tbat they do not add nitrogen to the soil. ~f.here natural 
cover nlants are used, it is best to use a system cf selective 
I -
1·reeding vri th them, or, in other Hords, favor the soft, tender, 
large-leaved plants, and remove the hard and v1oody :Plants. 
By me2.n of tl:is selective 1veeding, a cover of ne,tu;...-.. 
ral plants c2..n be estal)lished 1·rhich e;i ves excellent results 
on rubber plantations. 
Intercrops are crops IIIJhich can be cultivated bet1-1een 
the ro1.vs of young rubber on the plantation. They ·can usually 
be grovm successfully for tvlO or three years until the rubber 
trees branch and form too much shade to permit planting tl,..,em 
any longer. Corn, beans, rice, timbo or barbasco, derris, 
peanuts, bananas, and otr.ers are good examples of ttese inter-
crops. In addition to other advantages, they produce a source 
of food or cash income to the rubber planter durins tbe time 
i·rhen his rubber trees are too younz to tap. These crops are of 
suer creat importance to the small rubber planter that e. spe-
cial section ;·;ill be devoted to tl:.em. 
EROSION CONTROL 
Erosion is.-the:' carrying mvay of soil by the action 
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of wind, water, and other climatic conditions. In tropical 
areas, most erosion is caused by the heavy rainfall generally 
found in these zones. Erosion is naturally most serious on 
sloping or hilly land, and where it is necessary to plant 
rubber on such land, it is very important to take steps to pre-
vent the soil from washing away. 
The planting of cover plants helps to control erosion. 
On hilly land it is best to make terraces also, because cover 
plants often die out when the rubber trees grow large enough 
to make adense shade. 
Terraces are made on the contour, or, in other words, 
each terrace follows the same level all along the hillsides. 
They are made by cutting into the hillside and pulling the 
earth out to form a path from 1.25 to 1.5 meters wide. Terraces 
should be made about 6 metere (20 feet) apart on the hillsides. 
The path should be made to slope slightly into the hill so 
that rain water running down the hill will be caught on the 
terrace and will not run over and break down the edge of the 
terrace. When terraces are being cut,. it is a good plan to leave 
a plant every 6 or 8 meters where the hillside is not cut away, 
so as to leave barricades on the terraces. In case the path of 
the terrace should not be quite level, these barricades pre-
vent water from running along the terraces when heavy rains 
fall. 
It is also a good practice to pull logs and branches 
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around on hillside so that they are parallel to the terr•aces. 
These help to stou the flm·r of 1vater do'\'m the J:1..ill, ~md at 
the sal"!}e time trap some of the soil which may have been 1·rashed 
dm·m from above~ 
vJEEDING 
Young rubber in the plantation should be circled or 
"rine;weededn until the trees are about tvro years old, or until 
they have e. diameter of 6 or 7 centimeters ( '=';L_ or 2 3/4 il:ches) 
one meter from the grcund. 
Circling means keeping the earth imr::edie.tely around 
tl--,_e base of the tree clean 13.nd free of ·Heeds or cover plants. 
The circle shoulG. have a radius of one meter; in other 11ords, 
the vegetation shouid not be nearer to the tree than one meter. 
On younc plantations, this generelly requires attention every 
month, especially durinG rainy 't'Teather -.:.ihen the 't'leeds 9.nd cover 
crons grow rapidly. 
~·lhen na tur3.l covers are used, it is e.l so a e;ood idea 
to keep strips open e..lons the pl?nted rous of rubber trees. 
These strips require slashinc usually stout every t"t-ro months. 
~·Then slG.s}~in;:; these strips loJi th o. macl-.ete, do not cut e.ny 
closer to tLe :;round tLan 10 to 15 centimeters (4 to C inches). 
1:-Jhen such slashing is done very close to the c.round, the zrass 
forms a tcuc;h, hard turf, lv::.:.ich retards the sro1:rth of the rubber. 
vfuen natural covers are used, it is also necessary 
to slc.sh the Sl-:aces betvreen the ro1::s of rubber. This slashing 
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it generally required every 4 to 6 months, and when it takes 
place, the woody and hard vegetation is cut out, leaving the 
soft, braod-le&ved plants to form a natural cover. 
After the trees are about two years aid, or have 
reached the size of normal two-year-old trees, the circling 
may be discontinued and the cover crop may be allowed to come 
to the base of the tree. It is still important, however, to 
inspect the trees regularly, so that vines and cover plants 
can be pulled down or cut o.ff if they are climbing the trees. 
Regular weeding rounds should be made also, so that any harmful 
plants may be detected and removed. 
Wheve it has been necessary to make drains in low 
areas, allow grass to grow on the sides of the drains, and cut 
it only enough to permit water to flow freely in the drain. 
The expense of weeding is naturally greatest in the 
first two years after planting, because at this time the rubber 
trees have not yet grown large enough to proved shade which 
holds down the growth of weeds. It is very important to keep 
--
weeding up to date especially during this time; otherwise the 
growth of the rubber trees will be held back. 
PRUNING 
The final aim of all pruning of Hevea rubber trees 
is to produce a tree which will have a straight smooth trunk 
for at least 2 meters (6 feet 7 inches) above the ground level. 
Pruning rounds should be made at least every month during the 
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the first two years after planting, and ofterner, if necessary. 
Immediately after budded stumps hav~ been planted out 
in the plantation, there is a strong tendency for dormant buds 
on the seedling stump to sprout and form shoorts. Upon examina-
tion a few weeks after planting, one generally finds several 
fals~ shoots growing on the stump from buds outside the bud-
patch. These must be cut off immediately so as to force and 
encourage the bud-shoot to grow. At this stage it is best to 
make pruning rounds every two weeks until the bud-shoots is 
well established. 
Pruning on the bud-shoot (whose stem later becomes 
the tapping area) is governed by one simple rule; prune off 
all side branches as soon as they begin to appear, up to a 
distance as high as a man can reach. This is usually about 
2 meters above the ground. 
Frequent pruning means better growth in the early 
years. When pruning is delayed so that large side branches 
exist, the tree has been putting growth into these side branches 
which could have gone into the development of the trunk. Further 
more it is more difficult and more expensive to prune large 
branches than small shoots. Small green shoots can be broken 
off with the fingers whereas older branches require a sharp 
knife and much more effort and time. 
Very little, if any, pruning is required after the 
tree becomes two years old. By that time it is generally 
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forming its crown of permanent branches and seldom forms any 
more shoots on the stem. Occasionally a tree develops an un-
even crown, and it is worth while to remove a branch or two 
to balance the development. Sometimes also branches are broken 
by wind, and these should be sawn off evenly and treated with 
a coal tar-asphalt disinfectant. 
INTERPLANTED CROPS 
Hevea rubber is not a crop which brings a quick 
return. Therefore it has been thought of often as a culti-
vation suited only to large companies which have the neces-
sary capital to wait for five or six years until the rubber 
begins to produce. We know now, however, that small planters 
with limited funds can also plant rubber. Interplanted crops 
have had a large share in making this possible. 
In the Orient, almost half of the rubber produced 
comes from small farms of a few hundred trees each. These 
small planters usually divide up their small farms, planting 
a portion in food crops and the rest in rubber. Very few of 
them have attempted to interplant the young rubber with food 
crops as well. 
In Latin America, both systems are being considered, 
and it is likely that best results will be otained by using 
a combination of the two. 
The crops which are most suitable for interplanting 
may vary in each locality according to local marketing and 
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gro-v;ring conditions. Sor.1e crops vlhich have been planted sue cess-
fully in various places include corn, beans, rice , yuca, sugar 
cane, soybeans, peanuts, derris, timbo (or barbe.sco), bananas, 
and others. 
Most small planters in the tropics have farms -vr1 ich 
average t1·1o or tnree hectares in area. It is recommended that 
such farmers allocate half of their farms to rubber, ano_ reserve 
the balance for pl13:-nting 1vith food crops. In addition the spaces 
bet,veen the ro1·1s of young rubber can be used for fr·om t1-ro to 
tbree years as a place to interplant some of the short-term 
crops mentioned above. 
lvhere good land is readily available, small planters 
should acquire at least.10 hectares. Not more than 4 hectares 
of the area should be planted with ·rul:lber·; 3..nd the balance 
should be reserved for food crops, pasture, etc. 
The planting of corn in the more rainy areas of the 
tropics has not al1vays been successful because it is bard to 
dry the corn well in such a d2.mp and re.iny climate. HO\·rever, 
in these same areas, there is the advantage that corn matures 
in four months, making possible three crops a yee.r. 
Sugar cane makes a good intercrop providinz, the soil 
is good, and providing there is a mill close by where the crop 
can be sold. It is not a good idea to interplant sugar cane 
ltTith rubber where the soil is rather poor. 
Soybeans of certain tropical varieties often, do well 
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as an interplanted crop with rub"ter. Local experiment stations 
should make test plantings of various tropical spybeans in 
order to determine "\vhich ones are best for small pla.nters in 
the particular zone. 
:Peanuts usually gro'\v well 'and are most easily harves-
ted if planted on loose or sandy soils. 
Derrie and timbo (barbas co) mal~e good intercrops 
as they require about the same climatic and rainfall conditions 
.~ts rubber. The best time to harvest these roots is at 18 to ?4 
months of age. Both can be planted from cuttinss. Use cuttinssr 
about 20 centimeters ( 8 inches) long and plant them 11i th only 
about one quarter of their length exposed. 
Bananas make very good intercro:ps because they shade 
the area betvreen the ro,,rs of rubber and reduce '\'leeding a.nd 
slashing costs. Bananas should not be planted 't'lhere the Sicato-
ka leaf spot exists. 
In order to determine 1r~ha t intercro:p to plant, ask 
the advice of the nearest a.zricul ture.l experiment station, 
or, if no station is availai:'le, plant crops 1vhich h8.Ve been 
planted successfully before in the same genral area. 
Do not plant intercrons in any case closer than one 
meter from the rubber trees. ":!here tbere is a s:pace of six 
meters bet\'leen the ro11S, t~ is leaves a strip four meters 1vide 
uhich can be planted. 
Several indirect advantages to the young rubber trees 
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have been noted \·rhere short-term intercrops are planted:·~ 
(a) The extra cultiv.?,tion ,.;hich the lo,ncl. receives 
tends to }::eep ,,;eeds dov-m and assist the grm·rth of the rubber 
during the early years. 
(b) The replacing of natural covers by interplanted 
crops removes some of the hiding places for leaf-cuttin[. ants 
and small animal pests, and thus reduces d2-rnase to the young 
rubl;er trees. 
The principal idea behind interplanted crops is to 
enable the small planter to support hiQself and his family 
during the early ye:o.r2 uhen his plant9.tion is too younc; to tap. 
Norm:J..lly, interplanted crops cannot be planted evfter the rubber 
trees ~ecome about three years old, because by this time the 
trees make too- much-::she,de to permit the grovrth of intercrops 
underneath them~ From this time until the tr•ees reo.ch te.pping 
sixe, the small farmer v-.rill have to depend for his li vine on 
the other portion of his far:m v-rhich "tvas reserved entirely for 
food crops. 
It is possible, of course, that certain interplanted 
crops '.·rhich require shade micht be planted under the rubber 
after the trees beccme three years old. 
In Java, coffee e.nd rubber have been planted to.:;ether 
at elevations of abcut 600 meters. This elevation is a bit 
o!!- 6 'p. 23-2l~ 
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high for rubber, but was chosen as a compromise because coffee 
is essentially a highland tropical crop. From the experimental 
plantings made thus far, it appears likely that best results 
will be achieved by planting the rubber trees very close to-
gether on rows, with a wide space between the rows in which 
the coffee is planted. For example, a spacing of 1.5 meters 
by 20 meters might be used. This would give about 333 rubber 
trees per hectares and still allow a fairly wide space in which 
to plant coffee. It would be necessary to plant additional 
shade for the coffee in the form of bananas or plantains be-
cause the rubber can not provide suffieient shade for the coffee 
in the center part of the strip. 
The interplanting of rubber with coffee deserves 
further study and experimentation. 
A few plantings of Cacao have been made with rubber, 
but the practice cannot be recommended without further study. 
In cases where Cacao has been planted under rubber, its low, 
spreading branches have kept the tapping panels of the rubber 
trees continually moist so that they were constantly troubled 
with f~gus infections. 
For more details on tapping and collecting procedure, 
as well as, latex preparation, coagulation and sheeting please 
.. 
see the appendices. Additional informations regarding smokehouse 
procedure, tree diseases, grading, handling and packing of dry 
rubber are also included in the appendices of this research. 
C H ~ P T ~ R III 
LATEST DEVELOPMENT OF TEE RDBBER 
INDUSTRY IN THE PHILIPPINES 
A. RUBBER PLANTATION INDUSTRY 
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Most of the companies that pioneered the rubber 
plantation industry in the Philippines are still in exis-
tence today. Others followed later but with less success and 
insigni~icant size of plantations. It wasn't until 1956 and 
1957, when two of the world's ~eading rubber manufacturing 
firms organized their own rubber plantations in the country, 
that this industry became attractive to local investors·. 
Between 1934 and 1940, a moderate progress in the 
production of rw rubber was registered. Production in 1940 
was 900.0 lomg tons; almost twice the amount produced in 1934~i 
But from 1941 to 1948, very little were done in augmenting 
the 3,200 hectares of land devoted to rubber growing. This 
situation might be due partly to the setback suffered by the 
country during the Second World War, but mostly to the slow· 
recovery and development in the early postwar years. 
Perhaps the biggest encouragement the rubber indus-
try ever had, since its organization, was the passage of the 
Import Control Law in 1949. The passage of this law led to 
. 
~~ 47' p. 32 
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the construction of four rubber tire plants and the organi-
zation of two rubber plantation companies in the country in 
1956 and 1957. 
At present, the country's output of raw rubber is 
2,600 tons per year and the agricultural land devoted to 
this crop has a total of 5, 000 hectares. -J~ This hectarage has 
been the same since 1951. Local supply of raw rubber is far 
from being sufficient to meet the demand of domestic rubber 
factories. Importation of ra~ rubber from Indonesia continue 
to exist and increase every year, and this situation will 
continue for a long time unless the country do something to 
boost its rubber production. 
EXISTING RUBBER PLANTATIONS-l~4s-
There are at present fourteen rubber plantation 
companies in the country, most of which are producing rubber 
at commercial quantities with the exception of the Goodrich 
plantation company in Basilan Island, and Firestone rubber 
plantation in Kidapawan, Cotobato province. These twe plan-
tations, Goodrich and Firestone, started their operations 
in 1956 ana 1957.consecutively and can expect to do their 
first commercial tapping in 1961 and 1962. 
Sources of datas, regarding existing rubber plan-
tations, are limited in number. No government records, 
* 38, p. 31-32 
~~-* 47' p. 13-39 
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regarding the conditions of the existing rubber plantation 
companies, are available to date. Discussions regarding the 
conditions of their properties and method of operations will 
be limited in scope due to the facts that only datas from 
reliable sources were used and a number of information about 
the plantation companies with no existing records are mentioned. 
All existing rubber plantation companies purchased their land 
from the Philippine Government, unless otherwise indicated. 
BASILAN PLANTATION COMPANY 
The Basilan rubber plantation was incorporated in 1911 
under the Philippine law, with a capitalization of 500,000 pesos 
($250,000). Part of the concession (116 acres) was originally 
owned by Dr. J. Strong. The property is situated on the northern 
shore of Basilan Island, about a mile from the port of Isabela 
de Basilan. In 1915, the company made its first commercial tap-
ping of 14,650 trees, and the yield was 12,933 pounds of rubber. 
The plantation has an area of 2,500 acres, of which 795 acres 
are planted with para (Hevea brasiliensis) rubber, and 650 
acres to coconuts, 50 acres are reserved for pasture land and 
approximately 1 ,000 acres are still virgin jungle. The company 
was albe to increase its rubber trees from 72,000 in 1917 to 
89,500 in 1925. 
The plantation has an average of 105 trees per acre. 
The average age of tree that gives maximum yield is 8 years 
old and tapping usually start when the tree is 4 to 5 years old. 
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Practically all of the area of this plantation was originally 
virgin forest, and the timber was cut and burned. The ground 
was not cultivated before planting the rubber, but the plan-
tation is remarkably free from diseases of all king, in spite 
of the fact that it is surrounded by virgin jungle. The growth 
of the para trees in this plantation, is considered comparable 
with some of the best plantation on the Middle East. The plan-
tation has an average yield per acre per year (of 8 year old 
trees) of 600 pounds~ 
AMERICAN RUBBER COMPANY (INC.) 
The American Rubber Company(Inc.) w~s begun by Dr. 
J.K. Strong in 1916. Its property was located on the northern 
shore of Basilan Island, two miles from the port of Isabela 
de Basilan, t1'!5 miles from the port of Zamboanga by water. 
The estate bas a total area of 2,338 acres, of which approxi-
mately one-third is in coconuts and the remaining two-thirds 
in para rubber. The first clearing was made in January 1918. 
It was incorporated in the Philippines in 1920 with a capi-
talization of 600,000 pesos ($300,000). Planting since the 
first plantation was as follows: 1918, 700 acres; 1920, 500 
acres; 1921, 438 acres; total, 2338 acres. The entire pl&n-
tation ±ssnow fully developed. 
The great part of the plantation was originally 
virgin or second-growth jungle. Cover crops of passion vines 
and various kings of beans, such as "patani 11 and"palawan" 
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were planted and J:'l.ave been fairly successful in preventing the 
the growth of weeds and cogan. Some areas, during immaturity 
of the rubber trees, were let out to the natives to plant corn 
between the rows of rubber trees, with the understanding that 
they would keep the plots cultivated and clean of weeds and 
grass. Just before tapping , the cover crops are removed. The 
vines are piled in rows and later burned and the ground is 
then plowed to a depth of four inches. This plowing takes the 
place of weeding by hand. In older rubber areas, grazing takes 
care of the weeding altogether and cost the company practically 
nothing, because cattle raising is in itself quite profitable. 
There appears to be little plant-diseases of any sort on this 
plantation as in the other plantations. The rubber is planted 
throughout the plantation at an average of 108 trees to an acre. 
The average yield of a five year old tree per tapping is 4.6 
grams of dry rubber or 345 pounds per acre per year of dry 
rubber, whereas the average yield for a ten-year-old tree is 
approximately 570-600 pounds per acre per year. 
ZAMBOANGA DEVELOPMENT CO~WANY 
.. . . -· ... - .. -
The plantation of the Zamboanga Development Oompany 
was started in 1913 by Mr. Carlos Miller of Isabela, but was 
sold to the company in 1917. The corporation was fina.ced by 
Japanese capital and was registered under the Philippine law. 
In January 1923, the American Rubber Company which owns the 
. -
adjoining tract, leased the producing area and bas since, be·en 
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tapping it regularly. The plantation is located on the northern 
shore of Basilan Island, approximately four miles from Isabela. 
It has a total area of 510 acres, 110 of which were planted 
with para rubber and 180 acres with coconuts. Planting and tap-
ping methods are the same with the American Rubber Company 
plantation and with no evidence of large amount or root and 
bark diseases. Production per tree per day has an average of 
8.1 grams or 680 pounds of dry rubber per acre per year of 8 
year old trees. 
RIO GRANDE RUBBER ESTATE (LTD) 
The Rio Grande Rubber Estate(Ltd) is a Philippine 
corporation with Scotish and American capital of 1,000,000 
pesos ($500,000). Its Kabakan plantation is situated in Coto-
bato province and about 45 miles due east of the town of Coto-
bato. It has a total area of approximately 2,500 acres. The 
estate is nearly level but is subject to overflow •.• the low 
land annually, the higher land occasionally. It is believed 
that the operations on this property began in 1912. An area 
of unknown si~e was cleared and planted with rubcer. However, 
the area was neglected for sometime and c.ogon grass crept in, 
young jungle sprang up, and wild hogs overran the plac.e. A 
fire swept the area in 1918 and it burned all but 25 acres 
of rubber trees. A new capital was secured in 1919 and the 
plantation began to improve gradually and sy.stematically. 
The original stock of Hevea that were planted here 
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came from the Federated Malay Estate. The land was originally 
covered with cogon grass and was plowed up with tractors before 
rubber was planted. Corn was planted between rubber trees and 
cover crop of passion vines were used as in other plantation. 
This practice has been very successful. When rubber trees 
reaches a size where it is no longer possible to grow corn or 
rice between rows of rubber trees, cattles are turned in for 
grazing. This plantation is also free from plant diseases. 
In 1938, the plantation produced 72,200 kilos (158,840 
pounds) of dry rubber from 20,000 tappable trees or 5.5 lbs per 
tree per year or an average of approximately 550 pounds per acre 
per year of 10 year old trees~ 
PHILIPPIJ:\TE RUBBER PROJECT COMPANY, INC. 
The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company of the.Philippines, 
Ltd. is the first tire factory to establish a rubber plantation 
in the Philippines. Located at Kabasalan, 80 miles from the port 
of Zamboanga, the rubber plantation is known as the Pathfinder. 
It has a total area of 2,530 acres. 
Operation on the plantation started in 1928, 1vhen 
the Stevenson Act was repealed by the United States Congress 
and allowed Goodyear to export rubber tree seedlings and plan-
ting material from its midel rrwingfootr1 plantation _in Sumatra. 
During World War II, factory facilities on the plantation 
were partially destroyed and a considerable amount of equip-
ment lost. Some buildings were burned to the ground and seve-
ral Goodyear families spent the war years in internment in 
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Mindanao and Manila~ 
The work of rebuilding and reequippi~~ the Pathfinder 
plantation was initieated in July,1945, a few months immediate-
ly after the ~iberation of the area. In May, 1946 the first 
trees were tapped and two years later, the plantation, renamed 
"Philippine Rubber :Project Comil>any, Inc.", reached apeak pro-
duction capacity. Aided by the absence of tapping for four 
years and the added maturity of the trees, a yield of approxi-
mately 1,000 pounds per acre per year (2,500 pounds per hectare) 
was obtained, a new production record for the Philippine estate. 
lfBE~'G®ODRIOH INTERNATIONAL RUBBER COMPANY 
In 1956, this comapny acquired 2,530 acres of land 
in Basilan Island, which will be capable of groqing some 
400,000 para rubber trees. The Goodrich International Rubber 
Comap~n~ (Philippines) is a joint venture of the U.S. parent 
corporation, the B.F. Goodrich International Com~any and the 
Philippine investors. This company is predorofnantly o'ined by 
Filipino investors. It will take several years before this .,..., 
plantation can makej.i ts commercial tappins. 
I~RIDAGAO RUBBER STATION 
Thisccompany is located in the province of Zamboanga 
and has about 700 tappable rubber trees and produces 22,600 
po.unds of dry rubber a year or an average of 3,23 pounds of 
dry rubber per tre.e per year. 
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OTHER RUBBER PLANTATIONS 
Other companies with no available informations 
regarding their plantations are the following: the runda-
nao Rubber Company in Kabasalan, Zamboanga del Sur; the 
!~adrigal D~velopma:trlltCompany in Southeast coast of Basilan 
Island; the ~~ngal Development Company in Mangal, Basilan 
Island; the Royal Rubber 6omp2.ny which is unregistered and 
the U.P. Land Grant in Basilan Island. 
The latest rubber plantation company, organized 
in the middle of 1957, is the Firestone Rubber plantation 
Company. It is located in Kidapawan, Cotobato and has a total 
area of 2,530 acres. It is owned and operated by the Firestone 
International Company of the United States. 
COST OF DEVELOPING HEVEA PLANTATIONS TO J.iATURITY* 
Hevea trees become mature when they become tappable, 
although full production is not reach until several years later. 
Thus development costs are calculated from the time the nursery 
is planted until the trees become tappable some five to six 
years later. 
The most important factors that influenced the deve-
lopment cost of a Hevea plantation are the size of the plan-
ting, cost of labor, location and tppography, and productivity 
of the land. 
It is safe to assume.that Hevea trees become mature 
after six years, unless experience has shown that a longe~ 
*6, p. 46-50 
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or shorter period of time is correct for the area being planted. 
There is a lvide difference in the cost of developing 
plantations on a large scale (more then 1000 hectares) and on 
a small scale (a··.few hectares only). Whereas the large company 
must consider the cost of labor, and spend large sums on buil-
dings, roads,machinery, equipment, supervision, etc., the small 
planter has none of these things to consider. He is his ew.n 
labor force and he can construct his own simple buildings, and 
make most of histnools and euppl;±es. 
The succeeding tables and computations are based on 
the study made by the Goodyear Rubber Plantations, Inc., on 
large plantation developments in Latin America* 
COST TO MATURITY IN PHILIPPINE PESOS PER HECTARE 
(Large Plantation Development) 
Land, Buildings, Machineryt-& Equipment • • • • • • P620.00 
Field Charges. . . • • . . • . • • • • • . • • .. 750.00 
General Charges & Overhead • . • • . . . . 505~00 
Total . . . P1875.00 
Once the cost estimate has been made, it is impor-
tant to know the approximate rate of expenditure. The follow-
ing tables shm.,rs the percentage of the total which can be ex-
pected to be required in each of the six years. 
* 6, p. 47-49 
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First Year 15% P281:25 
Second Year 33% 618:75 
Third Year 18% 337~50 
Fourth Year 1"4% 262~50 
Fifth Year 11$ 206~25 
Sixth Year 9:!f 168~72 
100% P1875.00 
Day Wage of P2.50 
Estimated Cost Per Hectare to Maturit;y: 
Field C.barges A-Labor B-Materials C~Total 
-
Felling .jungle P55.00 p 2.00 P57.00 
Heaping, Burning & 
Clearing 55:oo 2.00 57:oo 
t.ining; Holding & 
Planting 65.00 3.-85 68.85 
Weeding 265.00 13:oo 278:5D 
Nurseries 53.00 17.00 70.00 
Budding 20.00 17 .oo 37.00 
Drainage & Terracing 45.00 2.4'0 47.40 
-
Cover Crop & Fertilizing 20.00 5.00 25.00 
Supplying 25.00 1.25 26.25 
~Pruning & Tree Disease 
--
Control 25:oo 34.00 59.00 
-
I~iscellaneous 20.00 -4.00 24.00 
P648.00 P102~00 P750.00 
(86~4%) ( 13. 6%) ( 1 oo%) 
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Basic 500 Hectares Estate Expected Cost of Production, 
Yields, & Income per:~Hectare 
Production 
. 
Gross Prlil..fi ts 
Yield Cost per hectare 
Year Kg.L:Ha.L:Yr. Per Kg .. P1~}0 12er Kg • 
. . "_. . -
7th 350 kg P1.30 P-----
8th 550 n 0.94 198.00 
9th 770 II 0.70 462.00 
1Oth -850 11 0.60 595.00 
' 
11th 1000 n 0.48 820.00 
.12th 1100 n 0.44 964.00 
& beyond 
Cost to the small planter would be less than P80~00 
per hectare to bring his Hevea planting into bearing. In areas 
where the leaf blight is not yet a problem, his expenditure 
under tree disease treatment would be considerably less than 
the estimate shown. He would probably have a small expenditure 
for .cbnstruction materials when the time come to build a small 
factory and smokehouse, but most of his material would be 
taken from the Jungle. Hisccash outlay for factory machinery 
and equipment should not exceed P150.00 or P200.00 for an area 
of -2 to 4 hectares, which is a convenment size for an average 
family~ 
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ESTII~TED DEVELOPMENT EXPENSE FOR PLANTING AND BRINGING INTO TAPPING 
500 HECTARES OF RUBBER IN THE PHILIPPINES* 
Year 1957 1958. 1959 1960 1961 Total Less in- Total income 
-- 100 Ha .1 00 Ha .100 Ha.lOO Ha. 100 Ha. come tax less tax 
1st P128150)P-- P~- P-- P-- P(28150)P-- P(29150) 
2nd (61875)(28150) (90025) -- (90025) 
3rd (33750)(61875) (28150)~- (123775)-- (123775) 
4th (26250)(33750) (61875)(28150) (150025)--
5th (20625)(?6250) (33750)(61875)(28150)(170650)--
6th (16875)(20625) (26250)(33750)(61875)(159375)--
( 150025) 
(170650) 
( 159375) 
( 97500) 
(47910) 
7th .. -- ( 16875) < 2o625) < 2625o) C33750) < 975oo) 
8th 19800 
9th 46200 
10th 59500 
11th 82000 
. 12th 94600 
13th 94600 
14th 94600 
15th 94600 
16th 94600 
19800 
46?00 
59500 
82000 
94600 
94600 
94600 
94600 
(16875)(20625)(33750)(43950 3960 
(16875)(20625)(28500 13200 
19800 ( 16875~ 108625 27140 
46200 19800 207500 50100 
59500 46200 19800 302100 76588 
82000 59500 46200 376900 97,532 
94600 82000 59500 425300 111084 
94600 94600 82000 460400 120912 
94600 94600 94600 47300 124440 
15300 
81485 
157400 
225512 
279368 
314216 
339488 
348560 
17th-31st (Gross loss in 
parenthesis as 
( 15 years) developed) 
1419000 1419000 1419000 1419000 1419000 7095000 1866600 5228400 
Outlay 1st thru 8th years--P(867,411) 
Net Income 9th thru 31st years~-P6~888,729 
Net Income over 31 years -------P 021318 
Net Income per year ------------ 194236 
Total Investment --------------- 937500 
Average Annual Net Profit on Investment over 31 years - 21.7% 
* 6' p. 49. 
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SMALL FARM OR HOMESTEAD 
Small farmer with total 24 hectares of land including 
4 hectares p·lanted in rubber and 20 hectares reserved for 
pature, food crops, etc. 
Estimated Cost of Blant Material, Tools, Fertilizers, In-
secticide, etc., during six years in development. 
P80.per hectare x 4 hectares= P320 
Production Years and Kgs. Rubber Expected 
:Y.th 8th 9th 1Oth 11th 12th 13th-31st 
Yr. Yr. Yr. Yr. Yr. Yr. Yrs . 
. - -· . - . 
Kgs. Rubber per yr. 1400 2200 2800 3400 4000 4400 4400 
Sales Value @P130/kg. P1820 2860 3640 4420 5200 5720 5720 
Cost of Production 
assuming no expense 
for Labor P4~o 660 840.1020 1200 1320 1320 
GROSS INCOME P1400 2200 2800 3400 4000 4400 4400 
Estimated Financing Requirements During Immature Perio -Six Years 
P320- Plant Material, Taos, etc. during 6 years 
200- Processing Equipment not available from home-made 
______ sources required in six years 
P520 
Tapping cups home-made from coconut she~ls. Smokehouse 
constructed from jungle materials~ Rubber planting intercropped 
for first three years with corn, rice, beans, casava, bananas,etc. 
Owner and family to apply their own labor. Four hectare of rubber 
can be worked by one man in morninss ~ 
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B. RUBBER MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY AND RUBBER PRODUCTS* 
The restriction imposed by the Philippine Government 
on the importation of rubber products particularly rubber shoes 
and the passage of the Import Control La"toT in 1949 gave impetus 
to businessmen to venture in the manufacturing of rubber pro-
diets. Starting with rubber shoes as the major product, today 
the country can boast of twenty well established rubber manu-
facturing firms. These firms, mostly owned by Filipinos, Chinese~ 
and Americans, are engaged in manufacturing of rubber products 
of some 50 to 60 various items. Leading the products are the 
rubber tires and tubes, rubber shoes, camelback, mechanical 
rubber goods and many more including rubber toys and baloons. 
Except for the manufacturers of rubber shoes and 
other products of rubber the four tire manufacturing plants 
enjoy a unique privilege in matters of dollar grants from the 
Central Bank. As usual, the complaint of manufacturers is the 
insufficient dollar allocation for the importation of raw 
materials. However, this is not the case with the rubber tire 
manufacturers as an agreement was reached between the manufac-
tu.rers and the Central Bank of the Philippines before they 
were allowed to establish their plants. The rubber tire fac-
tories were given a quota to fill for a certai~ amount of 
dillar grants computed by the Central Bank to supply the 
* 45, p.165-166 
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annual requirement of the Philippines. Furthermore, these 
tire plants are to invest in the cultivation of rubber trees 
to meet their indi~idual needs of raw rubber in their operation. 
On the basis of NEC (National Economic C•ounsil) permit 
granted to the rubber tJi:.re manufacturers, each flirm has an an-
nual rated capacity of 120,000 pieces. Originally, four firms 
applied for license and, therefore, their aggregate annual ca-
pacity would be 480,000 piec~s of truck and automobile tires~ 
With an adequate foreign exchange, the ~reduction of the exist-
ing plants is expected to meet the requirements of the country. 
This industry ~roup is well protected by the govern-
ment. Most of them are enjoying tax exemptions and the tariff 
and other restrictions imposed by the government are definitely 
directed for their protection. More detaifus of the different 
government rules and regulations affecting the rubber industry 
will be discussed in the later chapter. 
RUBBER PRODUCTS AND THEIR MANUFACTURERS* 
RUBBER SHOES, SLIPPERS AND BOOTS 
The five rubber shoe factories before the outbreak 
of World War II was increased by two after liberation. The 
seven factories are Olympian Rubber Products Co., Inc.(Chinese), 
Walker Rubber Corporation (Chinese), Victory Rubber Nanufacturing 
(Chinese), Marcelo Rubber and Latex, Inc. (Filipino), Jacinto 
* 37, p. 67-79 
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Rubber & Plastic Co. (Filipino), El Provenir Rubber Products, 
Inc. (Filipino), and Oriental Rubber Manufacturing (Filipino)~ 
With a total investments of P5.2 million ($2.6 Million), 
the rubber shoe factories had an aggregate output of 3,342,893 
pairs of rubber shoes including a few thousand pairs of slipper 
and boots valued at P11,266,795 ($5,633,397.50) in 1957. These 
factories gave employment to almost 2,000 men and women and 
save the government some #3 million in imports. 
Imports of rubber shoes reached a new high in 1947 
totalling 1,775,622 pairs valued at P4,294,482 ($2,1'9-7?,241)~ 
In latter years the imports gradually decreased until ~t went 
:>· ~,:~-~;~ .. :_·~ ~ 
down to 15,000 pairs in 1956. Today, importation o~~rtibber -, 
. ',~-
shoes is totally banned. 
OTHER PRODUCTS OF RUBBER 
'.? -
,. -. 
_.. 
Taking advantage of the restriction imposed:-PY --the 
. -. ·:._-.. 
government on imports of rubber shoes and rubber products, two 
of the shoe manufacturing firms branched ouL into the manufac-
turengfoother rubber items. lVLarcelo Rubber and Latex Products 
Co., and Jacinto Plastics & Latex Products, Inc., started the 
venture and joined later by Essential Industries, Inc., Marvexo 
Industrial Corporation and Latex Products Inc •• These firms 
are presently engaged in the manufacture o~ various rubber 
products like bicycle tires and,tubes, moulded rubber, extruded 
products, gloves for mechanical and industrial use, heels, soles, 
toys and many more reaching to about 60 items. 
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With an investment of P8.5 million($4.25 million) 
and only four :plants operating (Essential Industies, Inc. is 
not in operation as of August 15,1958), they :produced various 
items valued at P2.5 million ($1 .25 million) in 1957 employ-
ing some 500 men and women. 
RUBBER TIRES AND'."TUBES 
The latest but biggest investments in this industry 
group are the rubber tire manufacturers. To date, there are 
four :plants in the country devoted to rubber tire manufacturing, 
namely: Firestone Tire & Rubber Company 0f the Philippines, 
Goodrich International Rubber Company, Goodyear Tire and Rubber 
Comapny and Marcelo Rubber Tire Corporation. Although, Marcelo 
Rubber Tire Corporation is not manufacturing new rubber tires 
since 1957, it is considered a rubber tire manufacturfung firm 
because it is the first to produce camelback, a :product used 
in the manufacture of tires and in recapping and vulcanizi~g~ 
Mareov-e~tJ:r-, Marcelo Rubber Tire Corporation was the first t..o 
put in the market locally manufactured jeep tires in 1952. 
Of these four rubber tire manufacturing plants, two 
are American owned and controlled (Goodyear and Firestone); 
one, is Filipino (·51:%91 owned (Goodrich) and the remaining one 
(Marcelo) a 100% Filipino-corporatiorf. \"lith a total investment 
;f P27.9-millio; ($13.95 million) and a quuta allocation of 
$7.9 million, they produced in 1957, around 322,932 :passenger 
and truck tires and 211,934 tubes with a combined value of 
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P25,331,981 ($12,665,990.50). It is reported that about 120 
. -·· 
people are employed by the rubber tire manufacturing plants. 
RECAPPING AND VULC~IZING 
Closely related to rubber tire manufacturing, is 
recapping. and vulcanizing industry. The rubber tire manu-
facturing plants in many instances are the same plants en-
gaged in the recapping and vulcanizing business. 
With additional investments in machinery and equip~ 
ment totalling P15.8 million($7.9 million), these plants re-
capped and vulcanized 161,660 pieces of ti~es valued at 
P3,371,161 ($1,685,580.50) in 1957~ 
... '· ..... .INVEST~mNT DISTRIBUTION AND COST ESTI~ATEB * 
An Approximate Use Pattern of New Rubber in the Philippines 
Tire 
Belting, packings & gaskets 
Hoses 
Mats and sheets 
Boots and shoes . . . . . 
Heels and soles 
Bands, belts, paps & garments 
Druggist goods • • 
Others • 
* 45, p. 167-190 
Total .• 
. . 
Per Cent 
71.5 
4.0 
1. 3 
1 .4 
12.6 
2.6 
0.3 
1.0 
1.0 
. 100.0 
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For rubber products other than rubber shoes or tires, .the cost 
of raw materials used is distributed as follows: 
Rubber 
Chemicals . 
Fabric 
. . . . . 
. . . 
Total . . 
Per Cent 
52 
44 
(4 
100 
In the manuf~cture of rubber shoes, .the following is the 
proportion of raw materials used. 
Rubber • • 
Fabric • . . . 
Laces 
Thread . 
Eyelets 
Chemicals . . . 
Per Cent 
35 
53 
3 
less than 1 
. . . . . •· 2 
Total. 
',·'7 ... ..:..•-_,_,,..,_ _ 
. . 100 . 
SOURCE: Philippine Bureau of Census and Statistics 
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Distribution of Investment In Rubber Shhe Manufactu~ing 
From the data furnished by one of the major rubber 
shoe manufacturers whose production is confined to footwear 
alone, the distribution of investments was estimated as follows: 
Per Cent 
.Land, building and improvements . • • 16.3 
Machinery an~ equipment 
Other capital expenses 
Total 
70.7 
13.0 
100.0 
Rubber Factories.--- A company which turns outconty moulded 
and rubberized products~'.i temized its expenditure as follm-vs: 
Items 
Factory cost . . 
Materials 
Labor 
Manufacturing. 
General expense. • . • . 
Administrative . 
Swlling 
... 
50 
20 
12 
. . 5 
Total 
Per Cent 
82 
18 
100 
SOURCES:CFhilippine Bureau of Census and Statistics 
Philippine Department of Commerce and Industry. 
C • RUBBER IMPORT AND EXPORT 
. -
TABLE-.TI 
,~Import of crude , Importation 
Year; '·rubber including, of rubber i synthetic and manufacture 
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,Export of crude 
,rubber and rubber 
1 manufacture reclaimed ~-------~------~·----------------
1939 
1940 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
'Quantity' Value 'Quantity' Value 
1 Tons 1 Pesos 1 Tons 1 Pesos 
144.0 :P 86,640 
168.5 137,098 
135.5 170,744 
99.8 58,188 
1 45 •· 2 1 01 ' 29 2 
17.7 31,862 
118.7 218,856 
125.0 163,802 
54,000 
156,000 
106,000 
2:;'0739000 
5,814,000 
:P4892654 
5154~22 
24401912 
21038440 
24788320 
16544640 
38869602 
30892462 
32966000 
27851000 
33446000 
28744000 
18.527000 
1 Quantity' Value 
Tons 1 Pesos 
:P453521 
1022508 
1199060 
981771 
689652 
1183763 
1445882 
1393355 
221000 
45000 
421000 
28000 
SOURCE: PHILI:PPI1~ BUREAU OF CENSUS AND STATISTICS. 1958 
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Milli 
pesos 1939 1940 1947 ~41. 1 ~4::1 950 1 ~:> 1 ~:> 953 1:J5.' 1 ~~~ Y'-)b y~-,· 
} 
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D.LABOR FORCE AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 
Informations of the country's available manpower 
can be obtained from the sample survey conducted by the PP~lip­
p~ne3Statistical Survey of Households. Sources of basic datas 
in this section came from the records of the National Economic 
Council. 
EMPLOYNENT , UNEMPLOYI•1ENT AND UNDEREMPLOYMENT'*: __ 
The country's labor force numbered approximately 9.5 
million in May: 1956, and 8.9 million in ~~y,1957, both of which 
1-rere greater than the labor force of 7.4 million in October, 194P.; 
8.6 million in October, 1956 and March, 1957 and 8.8 million 
in October,1957. This variation can be attributed to the f~ct 
that the summer vacation is usually a peak period as students 
seek jobs during vacation and with~raw from tbe labor force 
when school are in!:,session. School season starts in JUly and 
November each year and usually end on April and October. 
On the average, the ratio of employment to labor 
force is 92 percent in 1957. In October, 1957, the total num-
ber of unemployed in the Philippines stood at 630,ooo· or about 
7.1 per cent of the total labor force of approximately 8.8 
million. This reflected a decline in the nation's unemployed 
of 229,000 or 2.9 per cent as compared to October, 1956, not 
i~ 38, p. 36-40 
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withstanding the fact that the percentage of the labor force 
to the total population 10 years old and over increased by a 
slight 0.1 per cent. 
TABLE VII 
LABOR FORCE STATUS OF :PERSONS 1 0-YEARSt OLD AND OVER 
OF THE :PHILIPPINES: OCTOBER 1948, ¥~Y AND OCTOBER 
1956 AND MARCH, MAY AND OCTOBER 1957 (IN THOUSANDS) 
LABOR FORCE STATUS 
DATE OFtTOTAL EivlPLOYED I UNEMPLOYED 
SURVEY . 1 LABOR NUMBER. %OF I . '%OF 
-
'FORCE I ...... '· ~ .... _ .. '.ON.-,AGRJ:..., . 1. LABOR !NUM- !LABOR 
I I TOTAL 1 AGRICUL~:!: I FORCE ·!BER !FORCE 
I TURE 'CULTURE ' I -
. r 
-
October, 1948 
( censua1~7,415 6,311 4,499 1 '812 85.1 1 '1 03 14.9 
1956 9,029 8,008 4,798 3,210 88.7 1 '021 11 • 3 
May 9,497 8,314 5,047 3,267 87.5 1 '182 12.5 
October 8,561 7,702 4,548 3,154 . 90~0 857 10.0 
1957 8,771 8,103 ----- ----- 92.4 668 7.6 
March 8,561 7,96- 4,579 3,381 93.0 691 7.0 
l·1ay 8,922 8,149 4,938 3,211 91 ,3 773 8.7 
October 8,829 8,199 ----- ----- 92.9 630 7.1 
SOURCE: NATIONAL ECONOMIC COUNCIL, (:PHILIPPINES). 
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If those who worked less than 30 hours a week but 
actually wanted additional work are considered as visibly 
underemployed~ then in May, 1957, ~530,000 out of 8.147 
million labor force were visibly underemployed. The sample 
survey also revealed the fact that in the Philippines,as in 
other under-developed countries, the problem of underemploy-
ment approaches the magnitude of unemployment. 
The table below shows the totally underemployed and 
unemployed based on 30 hours work per week for October, 1956 
and March and May, 1957. 
TABLE VIII 
TOTALLY U~m~WLOYED AND UNDERE~PLOYED, OCTOBER, 1956 
MARCH AND 11JAY, 1 9 57 ( IN THOUSANDS) 
DATE OF SURVEY 1 TOTALLY 
October, 1956 
March, 1957 
May, 1957 
I U~!EMPLOYED 
I. ' 
859 
601 
773 
t UNDEREMPLOYED ' TOTALLY UN-
' PERSON WANTING ' EM;llL6PD & 
1 ADDITIONAL WORK ''l!JNDEREMPLOYED 
'AND WORKED LESS 'BASED OF 30 
'THEN 30 HOURS/WK. 'HOURS vlORK/WK 
. I · I 
670 
600 
530 
1 '529 
1 '201 
1 '303 
SOURCE: NATIOANL ECONOMIC COUNCIL (PHILIPPINES). 
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WAGE RATE* 
Level of wages paid agricultural and industrial 
labor in the Philippines are considerably lowe than those 
prevailing generally in Western countries but higher than 
in most parts of Asia. 
The Philippine Government, recogni~ing the inad-
equaty of wage levels in the country several years before 
the Second World War, established a minimum wage for workers 
on Government projects, and in various ways attempted to 
encourage industry to improve living standards of wage 
earners. It was not until 1951, however, t:P..at a basic mini-
mum "';'Vage lail'f for the country as a whole was adopted. Republic 
Act 602, the Minimum Wage Law which became effective on August 
4, 1951, sets minimum daily wage rates for agricultural workers 
of 2.5 pesos and for nonagricultural workers and employees of 
the Central Gq~ernment, rates of 4 pesos ($1.25 and $2 con-
. . 
secutively). Exempted from coverage are farm laborers on farms 
of 12 hectares or less; domestic servants; employees of retail 
and service enterprises regularly employing less than 6 workers; 
and nhome workers engaged in needlework by hand 11 • This is sig-
nificant to the rubber plantation industry for the reason that 
it would not be advisable to start a rubber plantation on places 
where the daily wages of laborers exceed 2. 5 pesos. *~"Increases 
* 31, p. 52-53 
i~* 6' p. 47 
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on the daily wages would be pratical only when the plantation 
shows considerable improvement,and when h~gher labor producti-
vity has been attained. 
Eight hours contitute the legal maximum working day 
in a week of 48 hours. Time and a quarter pay is required for 
overtime and for work on Sundays and legal holidays except in 
utilities, transportation, and communication. Time and a half 
pay is required for nigh-shift work. The 8-hour day does not 
apply to agricultural or piece-rate workers, domestic servants, 
employees in personal service, and members of the employer's 
family. 
The daily wage rate of agricultural laborers in the 
Philippines stood at P1.93 for 1957 (on plantation or farm 
12 hectares or less). The four class of agricultural laborers 
are the plo~men, harvester, planters and common laborers. 
TABLE IX 
WAGE RATES OF AGRICULTURAL LABORERS IN THE PHILIPPINES 
(ON PLANTATION OR FARM 12 HECTARE OR LESS) 
BY CLASS, 1957 
(Pesos) 
PHILIPPINES-------------------------------------
Common Laborers . 
Plowmen • • 
Planters .. 
Harvesters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
P1.93 
1.55 
2.61 
1.53 
2.01 
(SOURCE OF DATAS: DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE & NATURAL RECSOURCES.) 
TABLE IX (con't) 
RUBBER PLANTATION 
Tappers . . . . . . . 
Carpenters . • • • 
General field laborer • • . 
Capatas (Foremen) ••••. 
Hauling crew 
Guard, general labor • . . 
Station men 
. . . 
. . . . . 
. . 
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P2.25-2.50 
3.00 
2.00-2.20 
2.30-4.20 
3.25-4.00 
2.45 
2.75-3.30 
(SOURCE: RAW RUBBER INDUSTRY REPORT, WAGE ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE, 
MANILA, 1953) 
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TABLE X 
WAGE RATES OF AGRICULTURAL LABORERS IN THE PHILIPPINES a 
BY CLASS AND BY REGION, 1957 
(Pesos) 
b 
REGION 'AVERAGE I ( 1 ) 1 (2) (3) 1 ( 4) 
1 
PHILIPI"IHES 1.93 1 .55 2.61 1.53 2.01 
Ilocos ~.04 .3 .£4 ~.9~ 1.§Y 1.92 
Cagayan Valley 2.07 1 .67 2.95 1.67 1 .99 
Central Luzon 2.15 1.73 3.12 1.65 2. 11 
Southern Tagalog 2.54 1.94 3.32 2.08 2.81 
Bicol 1.62 1.38 2.12 1.09 1.87 
Eastern Visayas 1 .47 1 • 16 2. 01 1.20 1.152 
Western Visayas 1.54 1.38 1.98 1.27 1.54 
Northern & Eastern Mindanao 1.97 1.65 2.54 1 .67 2.01 
Southern & Western Mindanao 2.08 1. 62 2.78 1.77 2.16 
(SOURCE OF DATAS: DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE A~ID NATURAL RESOURCES.) 
a (1) Common hired labor, (2) Plowmen, (3) Plahter, (4) Harvester 
b Weighte~ average of different farm wage rates. In addition 
to wages paid, agricultural laborers are furnished two free 
meals a day. 
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LABOR ORGANIZATION 
As of June~ 1958 the Department of Labor reported 
2,500 separated trade unions grouped in about a ~lf a dozen 
major associations and claiming a membership of close to a 
million. Approximately on tenth of the total labor force is 
unionized.* 
The trade union movement in the Philippines, which 
had its beginning as early as 1902, received important recog-
nition and support with the launc~~ng in 1936 of the Common-
wealth Government's nsocial Justice 11 program. Progress through-
out the years that passed by had been ineffective in represent-
ing the Philippine worker. The employer opposition had been 
general, which gave rise to the growth of company unions in 
some sectors. Members of trade unions, moreover, had been vic-
tims of racketeering by leaders seeking personal and political 
gain, and were at times also prey to the fear of unemployment. 
In the past few years considerable progress has been 
made towsrd the development of more democratic trade unions, 
and the enactment of 11 Industrial :Peace Actu in 1953 corrected 
many of the defects in the earlier trade union legislation. 
This Act guarantees workers 11 the right to self-organization 
and to form, join or assist labor organizations of their own 
choosing.n 
* 23, p.5A 
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LABOR STANDARDS AND BENEFITS * 
The law provides t~~t the Secretary of Labor set 
·safety standards and other measures to promote and increase 
the satety of laborers and employees in mines, quaries or 
metallurgical operations and other industrial enterprises 
against danger of injury or disease. This law, the Common-
wealth Act 444 of 1939, is administered by the Department of 
Labor except in relation to mines, where the safety provi-
sions are administered by the Philippine Bureau of Mines. 
Under the Philippine Workmen's Compensation Law, 
an employer is liable i~ case of injury, disease, and par-
tial or total disability suffered by an employee as a direct 
result of his employment. Maximum disability benefits amount 
to P4,ooo for a period not to exceed 4 years, with compensa-
tion not greater than 35 pesos a week or less than 10 pe~os. 
Death benefits are specified for an employee's survivors. This 
law is being administered by the Workmen's Compensation Com-
msion of the Department of Labor. 
In 1952, the Women's and Children's Law was passed 
prescribing the regulations for the employment of women and 
children. It limits the employment of children under 14 ye~~s 
to work not harmful to their health or sbhooling; establishes 
16 years as the minimum age for industrial employment; pro~1b1ts. 
* 31, p. 53 
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certain occupations for minors under 18; requires physical 
examinations for minors under 18; limits hours and nightwork 
for minors and prohibits night work for woman; required equal 
pay for women for equal work; provides for maternity leave and 
for nurseries for married women employees; and requires em-
ployers to provide special facilities for women and children. 
There are at present requirements in effect for emer-
gency medical and dental treatment for Philippine workers, the 
facilities to be provided depending upon the size of the em-
ployer's organization. There are no specified statutory re-
quirements regarding minimum vacation and sick leave with pay. 
A minimum of one month's notice is required for dismissal of 
an employee and wages must be continued through the period 
unless employment was for a fixed time. An employee may not be 
dismissed without just cause. 
A Social Security law, which calls for the gradual 
establishment of a social security system providing sickness, 
unemployment, retirement, disability, and death benefits for 
employees, was passed by the Philippine Congress in 1954, 
kno~m as the Republic Act 1161. 
LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS* 
The Court of Industrial Relation and the Department 
of Labor, handles the labor-management relation in the Philippines. 
* 31, p. 54-55 
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Compulsary arbitration in any court in the country is outlawed 
and the worker's right to collective bargaining is guaranteed, 
except when, in the opinion of the President of the Philippines 
and as certified by him to the court, a labor dispute adversely 
affects the national interest. The law also makes it the duty 
of labor and management to bargain collectively, and if no more 
expeditious manner of settling a dispute has been agreed upon, 
the law sets fort:p. the bargaining procedurer:to be followed. 
Strikes are permitted if a dispute cannot be settled either by 
direct negotiations or through the efforts of the Conciliation 
Service, after a 30 days cooling off period. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE PHILIPPINE GOVERNMENT: 
ITS REGULATIONS AND POLICIES 
ON TRADE AND INDUSTRY 
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The Philippines Congress, which is a bicameral 
congress with a Senate and House of Representatives, for-
mulates and passes all laws and polieices concerning the 
country's Social, Political and Economic condition. The 
Executive branch of the Government , which approves and 
executes these laws and policies consists of the President, 
the Vice-President, and members of the Cabinet. On matters 
concerning economic policies, the National Economic Council 
serves as an advisory body to the President.The country's 
progress will depend largely on how well·these laws and 
policies are formulated and implemented. 
In this chapter, only rules and policies of vital 
importance to trade and industry will be covered, as well as 
certain levies of lesser importance but which may be of in-
terest to prospective investors. It \<Till be noted too, that 
emphasis will be placed on regulations concerning foreign 
investment. This is due to the important role being played 
by foreign capital in the country's economy. 
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A.TAXATION * 
Before deciding to invest in any kind of business 
venture, a wise businessman considers several factors affecing 
such venture. Some of these factors are competition, profitabi-
lity of the business, gov.ernemtn rules and policies (with spe-
cial attention to taxation), and several others. 
To be of real help to prospective investors, it is, 
therefore, necessary for this research to include a brief but 
thorough study of the different taxes affecting the rubber 
industry (as well as other industries) in the Philippines. 
Many of the taxes imposed on businesses in the Philippines 
are very common in many p:auntries of the world. Some lbf,::these 
taxes are the income tax, excise tax, sales tax, and a few 
others. 
In the Phiiippines, taxes are levied by the Federal, 
Provincial and Municipal governmo:ts. Provincial and Muni-
cipal taxes are relatively insignificant and consist chiefly 
of property and fixed or graduated license taxes on business 
and occupation. The discussion below will be limited only to 
prfuncipal taxes, such ae inoome taxes, excise taxes, and some 
less important levies of great interest to foreign investors. 
* 31, p. 79-87 
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INCOME TAX 
Under income tax, we have the individual income tax 
and the corporation tax. Gross income, which is the same as 
the taxable income, is defined to include 11 gains, profits, 
and income derived from salaries, wages, or compensation for 
personal service of whatever kind and in whatever form paid, 
or from professions, vocations, trades businesses, commerce, 
sales, or dealings in p~operty, whether real or personal, 
growing out of the ownership 6r use of or interest in such 
property; also from interests, rents, dividend, securities, 
o~ the transactions of any business carried on for gains or 
profits, and income derived from any source whatever11 , unless 
such income is exempted by law. 
Some of the receipts which are not subject to in-
come tax are: proceeds of life insurance, amounts received 
by insured as a return of premiums, the value of property 
acquired by gift, bequest, devicej or descent, although income 
from such property is subject to income tax, interest on 
government securities to the extent provided in the act 
authorizing their issue, compensation for injurie~ of sick-
ness under accident or health insurance or workmen~s com-
pensation acts, income of any kind exempt from taxation unde~ 
terms of a treaty obligation binding on the Philippines, 
income of foreign governments received from investments in 
the Philippines or from interest on deposits in banks in the 
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Philippines, income received by certain organizations, as 
such, is also not subject to the income tax. Included are en-
tities not organized for the purpose of acquiring profit 
and the net incomes of which do not insure to the benefit 
of private stockholders or individuals. 
Taxable income is computed by subtracting from 
gross income certain deductions allowed by laws such as; 
~usiness expenses, interest on indebtedness, certain direct 
taxes, losses not compensated for by insurance or 6therwise, 
bad debts, depreciation of property used in trade or business, 
certain charitable contributions and gifts, and payments to 
employees' pension trusts. (For more details on deductions, 
refer to the National Internal Revenue Code, as amended, 
section 30, and in Revenue Regulation No. 2, issued on Feb-
ruary 10, 1940.) 
Other deductions from gross income are taxes imposed 
by foreign governments in respect to income, war profits, and 
excess profits provided the taxpayer does not or may not 
take credit for such taxes. Non-resident aliens and foreign 
corporations may deduct foreign taxes from gross income, 
subject to Philippine income tax only if, and to the extent 
the taxes are connected with income from Philippine sources. 
Incomes of alien-residents from sources within their res-
pective countries are not subject to Philippine income tax 
and may deduct only the foreign taxes corresponding to net 
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income subject to Philippine income tax. 
Credit against Philippine income tax liability for 
taxes proper imposed by foriegn governments on income~ war 
profits and excess profits is allowed as follows for the 
designated tax payers: 
A citizen or a domestic cprporation~ The amount of 
such taxes paid or accured in the taxable year. 
An alien resident. The amount of such taxes paid 
or accrued in the taxable year, if the foriegn country con-
aerned allows similar credit to Philippine citizens residing 
in the country. 
A member of a p~rtnership who is a citizen or re-
sident. His proportionate share of such taxes if his distri-
butive share of income from the partnership is duly reported 
for taxation under Philippine law~ 
A nonresident alien or a foriegn corporation. Credit 
against Philippine income tax liability is subject to two 
limitations: 
1. The credit claimed for tax paid to any foreign 
government may not be greater in ratio to the Philippine 
income tax liability than the ratio between the net income 
from within the fo~eign country and the total net income of 
the taxpayer. 
2. The total credi~ claimed for taxes paid to foreign 
government may not be greater in ratio:.to the Philippine 
I 
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tax liability than the ratio between the net income from all 
non-Philippine sources ~nd the total net income of the tax-
payer. 
In computing net capital gain, net capital loss, 
·and net income, taxpayers other than corporations are to 
take into account the entire gain or loss from the sale or 
exchange of capital assets when such assets are held a year 
or less; and one half the gain or loss when assets are held 
more than a year. Corporations are to take into account the 
entire gain or loss from the sale or exchange of capital 
assets regardless of the length of time the assets are held. 
Losses from the sale or exchange of capital assets 
shall be allowed only to the extent of the· gains from other 
such sales or exchanges. However, a taxpayer, other than a 
corporation, sustaining in any taxable year a net capital 
loss may treat such loss (in an amount not in excess of the 
net income for such year) in the succeeding taxable year as 
a loss from the sale or exchange of a capital asset held for 
not more than 12 months. No carryover of net capital losses 
is accorded corporations. 
As explained in section 37 of the National Inter-
national Revenue Code, as amended, and in section 152 of 
Revenue Regulation No.2, issued February 10,1940, income 
of taxpayers is divided into income derived entirely from 
Philippine sources, entirely from sources outside the 
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Philippines, or partly from sources in the Philippines and 
partly from sources outside the Philippines. 
Nonresident aliens and foreign corporations are 
subject to Philippine income tax only in respect to income 
from sources within the Philippines. Domestic corporations 
and citizens and residents of the Philippines ar~ subject 
to Philippine income tax in respect to income derived from 
sources both within and outside the Philippines·. 
Gross income from sources within the Philippines, 
according to the Code and Regulation No.2, includes the fol-
lowing items of gross income: 
Interest on bonds, notes, or other interest-bearing 
obligations of residents, corporate or otherwise; 
Dividends from a domestic corporation, and from 
a foreign corporation provided 50% or more of the foreign 
corporationts gross income in a given period was derived 
from ~hfulippine sources; 
Compensation for labor or personal sevices per-
formed in the Philippines irrespective of the residence of 
the payer, the place where the contract was made, and the -~ 
place of payment; 
Rentals or royalties from property in the Philip-
pines, or from interest in such properties (this covers 
income deriving from the use or right to use in the Philip-
pines patents, copyrights, secret processes and formulas, L 
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goodwill,trade-marks, trade branch, franchises, and similar 
property); and 
Gains, profits, and income from sale or other dis-
position of real property in the Philippines. 
Gross income from sources outside the Philippines 
includes interest anddividends other than those derived from 
sources in the Philippines, compensation for labor and per-
sonal services performed outside the Philippines, rentals 
and royalties derived from use or the right to use property 
outside the Philippines, and gains from the sale or onher 
distribution of real property located outside the Philippines. 
Expenses, losses, and other allowable deductions 
are subtracted from the enumerated items of gross income and 
the remainder, if any is included in full as net income from 
sources within or outside the Philippines, as the cas~ may be. 
Items of gross income other than those enumerated 
and corresponding expenses, losses, and other allowable de-
ductions are allocated or apportioned to sources within or 
outside the Philippines in accordance with rulings of the 
Department of Finance. 
When items of gross income are separately allocated 
to sources within the Philippines, for purposes of computing 
~et income there should be deducted expenses, losses, and 
other deduction apportioned or allocated thereto, plus a 
ratable portion of deduction which cannot be allocated. The 
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remainder, if any, is included in full as net income from 
sources within the Philippines. 
When items of gross income are derived partly from 
within and partly from outside the Philippines, net income 
is computed by making the deductions as mentioned above~ 
The portion of the net income to be attributed to sources 
within the Philippines may then be calculated on the basis 
of formulas prescribed by the Department of Finance. 
Gains, profits, and income from transportation, 
. 
telegraph, cable~ or other services rendered partly within 
and partly outside the Philippines, or from the sale of per-
sonal property produced by the taxpayer in whole or in part 
in the Philippines and sold outside the Philippines or pro-
duced in whole or in part without and sold within the Phi-
lippines, are treated as income partly within and partly 
outside the Philippines. Gains, profits, and income derived 
from the purchase of personal property in the Philippines 
and its sale outside the Philippines, or vice versa, are 
treated as derived entirely from within the country where 
sold. 
INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX 
Individual income tax should be paid by every 
Filipino citi~en or resident of the Philippines based on the 
entire net income received in the preceding taxable year, 
which is the calindar year. The following rates are set by 
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the Bureau of Internal Revenue: 
Total net income (Pesos) Tax rate 
% 
2,000 or less 3 
Over 2,000 but not more than 4,000 6 
Over 4,000 but not more than 6,000 ~9 
Over 6,000 but non more than 10,000 13 
Over 10,000 but not more than 20,000 17 
, Over 20,000 but not more than 30,000 22 
I 
Over 30,000 but not more than 40,000 2'6 
Over 40,000 but not more than 50,000 28 
Over 50,000 but not more than 60,00~ 30 
Over 60,000 but not more than 70,000 32 
Over 70,000 but not more than 80,000 34 
Over 80,000 but not more than 90,000 36 
Over 90,000 but not more than 100,000 38 
Over 1 oo, 000 but not more than 150,000 40 
Over 150,000 but not IIi. ore than 200,000 42 
Over 200,000 but not more than 300,000 44 
·over 300,000 but not more than 4oo,ooo 46 
Over 4oo,ooo but not more than 500,000 48 
Over 500,000 but not more than 700,000 50 
Over 700,000 but not more than 1,000,000 52 
Over 1 '000' 000 but not more than 2,000,000 55 
Over 2,000,000 t~~-~~~-=~~~-;~~~------------ 60 
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But before the tax rate is applied to the net income 
the following personal deductions are allowable: 
For citizens or residents; Single, 1800 pesos; 
married or head of family, 3,000 pesos, plus 600 pesos for 
each-dependent child under 21 years of age or incapable of 
self support. 
For nonresident aliens: An amo~~t equal to the 
exemption allowed by the aliens own country to Philippine 
citizens who are not residents of the country. In no case, 
however, may such exemption exceed tr~t allowed by Philippine 
law to citizens or residents of the Philippi~es. No exemption, 
.. 
moreover, is allowed a nonresident alien if he fails to file 
an income tax return. (Resident of the Pjilippines for ta~x 
purposes is an alien actually present in the Philippines who 
is not a mere transient or sojourner.) 
CORPORATION INCOr~ TAX 
All Philip~ine corporations (corporation organized 
in or existing under the laws of the Philippines. For tax 
purposes, this includes partnership no matter how created 
or organized, joint accounts, associations and insurance 
companies, but does not include duly registered general co-
partnerships) are required by law to pay annual income tax 
equal to the sum of the following~ 
20 percent of net income up to 100,000 pesos; and 28 percent 
of net income over 100,000 pasos. 
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Total net income_ received from Fhilippine sources 
b~ a foreign corporations ( Foreign corporation is a corpora-
tion organized, authorized, or existing under the law of any 
foreign count~y. ) is subject to the same tax at the same 
rates. 
Exemptfuons to the general rule are building and 
loan associations who pay a tax of 12 percent on their total 
net income and the provate educational institution i·rho pay 
10 percent. 
Only ?5 percent of dividends received by a domestic 
or foreign corporation from a domestic corporation subject 
to the above taxes needs to be reported for tax purposes. 
In addition to the already mentioned taxes on net 
incomes, a tax of 25 percent is levied on the unqistributed 
portion of profits or surplus of a corporation formed or 
availed of for the purposeroof avoiding taxation of its share-
holders or members of another corporation by accumulating 
gains or profits instead of dividing or distributing them~ 
The undistributed profits tax applies to foreign corporatios, 
resident corporation, as well as to nonresident and domestic 
corporations. Banks, insurance companies, and domestic and 
foreign personal holding companies are not affected by this 
rule. Corporations classified as personal holding comapnies 
are subject to a tax of 45 percent of undistributed net ine:--:: 
come in addition to the regular corporation tax. 
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General copartnerships, are not subject to income 
tax when duly registered in the Mercantile Registry but must 
file returns indicating the share of gains or profits accruing 
to each partner. The individual partner is taxed on his dis-
tributed share of net income of the partnership, whether dis-
tributed or not, and he must include such share in his per-
sonal income tax return. 
Filing of income tax return is mandatory ·L·npon 
every individual, citizen and residents, of legal age having 
a gross income of 1,800 pesos or more, and upon every non-
resident alien having income from Philippine sources regard-
less of amount. Filing of an income tax return is also man-
datory upon every corporation the income of which is taxable 
under the Philippine law, regardless of the amount of the 
net income~ 
EXCISE TAXES 
SPECIFIC TAXES 
Selected commodities, domestic or imported, are 
subject to specific internal revenue taxes payable by the 
local producer or manufacturer prior to removal of the com-
modities from the place of production and by the importer 
prior to removal of the commodities from the custom house. 
As an exception, the taxes are not levied on domestic pro-
ducts if they are exported from the Philippines either in 
the original form or state or as components of articles or 
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products. 
Commodities on which specific taxes are imposed 
include the following: Distilled spibits, wines, fermented 
liqours, playing cards, tobacco products, kerosene, lubricat-
ing oil, gasoline, coal, bUnker fuel oil,and diesel fuel oil. 
Rates vary and are based on .units of quantity~ 
PRIVILEGE TAXES 
Privilege taxes, commonly known as percentage sales 
taxes or sales taxes, are imposed on firms and persons dealing 
in commodities, conducting businesses, or. pursuing occupations 
or. professions in the Philippines. 
Automatically exempt from sales taxes are transactions 
in commodities subject to the specific taxes; domestic trans-
fer of agricultural products and ordinary salt by the produ-
cer or owner of the land where produced; domestic transfers 
of mineral products by the lessee, concessionaire, or owner 
of the mineral land from which removed; and articles such as 
rope, sugar, and coconut oil, subject to a special percentage 
tax referred to later. Commodities sold abroad are likewise 
tax exempt if title to the commodities passeE outside the 
Philippines. 
Exempt from sales taxes, and from the fixed tax of 
10 pesos (mentioned below), as well as the graduated tax 
based on the level of gross. sales (also mentioned below) are 
the follO\ving: Persons whose gross quarterly sales do not 
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exceed 450 pesos, many homeworkers, minor dealers in domes-
tic food products, and a fe1rr other operating primitive trans-
portation facilities. 
:Privilege taxes affecting commodity transactions 
and those imposed on businesses are generally levied either 
at a fixed rate plus a percentage of gross sales or receipts 
or a fixed rate plus a graduated tax determined by the level 
of gross sales . 
. All persons and firms dealing in commodities, 
except those noted above, must pay a fixed annual tax of 
10 pesos plus a tax equivalent to a percentage of the gross 
selling price or value of the commodities in the case of 
domestic products and a percentage of an inflated landed 
cost in the case of imports. For tax purposes, commodities 
are grouped in categories reflecting their essentiality. 
It is ·illegal to do business before fixed taxes are paid 
and they are collectible for each separate place where 
business is conducted. 
The rate for percentage sales taxes are: 
100 or 75 or 50 percent for luxury-type commodities 
such as high priced automobiles, 
jewelry, and cosmetics; 
30 or 20 percent for semiluxuries, including. 
certain household appliances, radios, 
and upholstered furniture; 
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7 percent for all other commodities, 
except forest products for which the 
tax is 5 percent; 
5 percent on one-third of the gross 
cost of logs purchased for manu-
facture by operator of sa1qmills. 
Percentage sales taxes for domestic products are 
levied at the time of the original sale or exchange in the 
Philippines of the commodities affected and are payable quar-
terly by the manufacturer or producer. If the raw materials 
used for the manufacture of an article are subject to taxes, 
the cost of such raw materials is deducted from the selling 
price or value of the manufactured articles on which the 
taxes are imposed. 
Percentage taxes on imports must be paid prior to 
the release of the commodities from customs. The base used 
for calculating the taxes is landed cost plus a markup of 
100 percent for luxuries, 50 percent for semi-luxur~es, and 
25 percent for other commodities. Landed cost for tax pur-
poses means the value of the commodities.and all cost inci-
dental to their importation, ~eluding freight, postage, 
insurance, commission, import license fees, brokerage fees, 
custom duty, if any, and the 17 percent exchange tax if ap-
plicable. 
It is illegal to do any transaction in commodities, 
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conduct business, and pursue any occupation or profession in 
the Philippines without first paying the privilege taxes, 
unless specifically exempted from such taxes. 
TAX ON SALES OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE 
In March 28,1953, a special excise tax on sales of 
foreign exchange was in effect in the Philippines. The tax 
amounts to·17 percent of the peso value of foreign exchange 
purchased for most payments and remittances. The resulting 
value of one U.S. dollar after applying this tax is 2~35755 
pesos. Under the p~oveisions of the legislation covering 
this tax, exemption is accorded sales of foreign exchange 
for the purpose of importing certain enumerated basic food-
stuffs, most medicines, drugs:; and hospital supplies also· 
enumerated either in the law or in regulations implementing 
the law, as well as textbooks, newsprint, and articles or 
containers for use by the manufacturer in domestic manufac-
turer or preparation of commodities for export. Also exemp-
ted from this tax are purchases of foriegn exchange for pay-
ments in respect to reinsurance, marine and aviation insu-
rance drydocking and repair abroad of vessels and aircraft 
of Philippine registry, premiums on life insurance policies 
issued prior to December 9,1949, and remittances of living 
expenses and tuition of students studying abroad not to ex-
ceed the equivalent of $200 per.month. Payments for machi-
nery and for raw materials to be used by 11 new and necessary" 
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industries as determined by Republic Act 35 are also exempt 
from the this tax. 
EXEMPTION FOR CERTAIN INDUSTRIES 
As early as September 30,1946, or one year after 
. ' 
liberation, the government endorsed a public policy of in-
~ . 
dustrial development. tbrougfl,-the passage of Re.public Act 
No. 35 popularly known as the Tax Exemption Law~ This hew. 
legislation provides that 11 any person, partnership, company, 
c;>r corporation who or which shall engage in a '·new" and cneces-
sary industry, shall for a period of four years from the date 
of organization of such industry, be entitled to exemption 
II from the payment of internal revenue taxes ••• in respect to 
said industry. In 1953, however, certain provisions of the 
-law were amended.·by Republic Act No. 301 , broadening its 
'·' 
scope and coverage and extending the tax exemption privelege 
to December 31,1958 after which a decelerating exemption of 
90, 75, 50, and 10 percent is to be enjoyed by tax-exempt 
industries until 196~ prior to the full payment of all taxes 
beginning 1953. A grantee of tax exemption, however will be 
subject to full income tax after having enjoyed tax exemp-
tion for 6 years. 
A firm or individuals granted exemption under Re-
public Act No. 35 and whose exemption period had not yet 
expired on June 20,1953, are automatically granted exemption 
under Republic Act No. 901 for a total period not to exceed 
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10 years under the two acts.After 6 years of exemption they 
become subject to full income tax. Firms or individuals gran-
ted exemption under Republic Act No. 35 whose exemption ex~ 
pired on or before June 20, 1953, upon application filed not. 
later than September 20,1953, were able to obtain exemption 
for a period of 6 years counted from June 20,1953. After en-
joying exemption for 6 years under the laws they are subject 
to full income tax. 
Interpretation of 11 all 11 taxes is not clear, but 
the exemption is known to cover all internal revenue taxes, 
the tax on sales of foreign exchange, and custom duties, 
special import levies, compe:ro.satory tax onnmachinery and 
equipment, and may include other taxes imposed by the Govern-
ment and its political subdivisions~ 
The law specifically 1~dioates that exemption from: 
taxes only applies to 11new"andnnecessaryn industry that meets 
all the qualifications stated in the succeeding paragraphs~ 
A "newn industry is one which did not exist or 
operated on a commercial scale prior to January 1,1945~ Limi-
ted production of an article prior to January 1,1945, on an 
experimental basis even though the pr~duct was offered to the 
public for sale does not preclude an industry from being con-
sidered nnew'.' under the provisions of the law. 
A nnecessaryn industry is one which will contribute 
-
to the attainment of a stable and balanced economy. The 
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determination as to whether an industry will contribute to 
the attainment or this objective will be made by the Secre-
tary or Finance with the advice and assistance or the National 
Economic Council and a committee representing the Secre-
tary or Commerce and Industry, the Economic Coordinator, and 
the Central Bank of the Philippines. 
In addition to the above mentioned qualifications, 
·a "necessary 11 industry may not require imported raw materials 
to a value exceeding 60 percent of the manufacturing cost 
plus reasonable sel],ing and administrative expenses. The 
60 percent limitation may be waived if the article produced 
is for export or is to form a component part of another ar-
ticle domestically manufactured. Waiver may not be branted 
unless the initial investment in machinery and equipment 
will be at least 200,000 pesos. 
These vital measures exempting new industries from 
payment of taxes make up greatly the best incentives for 
industrial development. 
B. EXCHANGE AND TRADE CONTROLS* 
The success of growing rubber in the Philippines 
in great quantitj depends on the progress· of domestic manu-
facturing industries and foreign trade. It is therefore 
i~ 49' p. 1-8 
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vital to ~ow the basic factors responsible for the success 
or failure of the c~untry 1 s industrialization program and 
foreign trade relation. One of these factors is the Philip-
pine Exchange and Trade Control. 
When the import and exchange control was introduced 
in the Philippines in 1949, the manufacturing industry becomes 
a very promising field to many investors. Frpm 431 in 1946, 
the number of manufacturing companies rose to 1,339 in 1955, 
an increase of almost 30%. Capital investment increased 16 
times from P3,145,190 in 1946 to P33,857,000 ~n 1955*~ This 
rise in investment on manufacturing industries was caused 
by a tax exemption law revised to favor manufacturing, and 
the financial aid given by banks and the Rehabilitation Fi-
nance Corporation to new and essential industries aside from 
the import and exchange control law. 
The Philippines generally had a very strong balance-
of-payments position in the prewar years. Exports customarily 
exceeded imports and U.S. Government expenditure provided 
another substantial source of foeign exchange receipts, so 
that transactions on current and capital account usually 
showed a surplus. However, in the postwar period the dis-
-
ruption and destruction of the major export industries 
together with the large demand for imported capital goods 
* 39, p. 78 
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and consumer goods produced a series of trade deficits. The 
net reserves, which amounted to $647 million at the end of 
1945 and $420 million at the end of 1948, fell to $260 mil-
lion by the end of 1949~ At the rate at which the balance-
of-payments deficit was incurred in the last 3 months bf 
1949, the reserves would have been exhausted within a year. 
To meet the exchange crisis of 1949 the Central 
Bank of the Philippines instituted exchange and import 
control. The basic features of the restrictive system are 
the requ~rement of full surrender of exchange receipts, 
excbang~elicensing for all imports, specific re.strictions 
on non-trade payments and remittances, and control over non-
resident peso accounts. Since 1951 there ha.s also been a 
17-percent tax applicable to most sales of foreign exnhange. 
PHILIPPINE IMPORT CONTROLS 
Controls on imports into the Philippines have been 
in effect since 1949. The present controls are administered 
by the Central Bank of the Philippines under authority 
contained in the 6entral Bank Act of 1948, which empowers 
the Bank to take restrictive exchange control measures to 
protect the country's international reserves. 
Major objectives of the import controls are the 
encouragement of activities which result in the conserva~ion 
4~ 38' p. 143 
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... •.-··· 
of dollar exchange or which promote dollar earnings from 
exports; the protection of domestic industry by restricting 
imports of goods 11produced locally in adequate quantity and 
quality at reasonable pr!tce;n;and the maintenace of internal 
pr~.ce stab:lll.ii:ty. 
Except for barter transactions permitted with a 
number of countries, Philippi~e trade is conducted in dollars. 
Since the bilateral trade and financial agreement with Japan 
providing for a clearing-account system of trading expired 
on July 31, 1957, trade with that country has been on a cash 
settlement basis·. 
During the past few years, the Philippines has 
liberalized exc~ange availabiltiy fo~ imports of products 
essential for current production needs and has further tight-
ened restrictions on certain items, mainly consumer goods, 
which have become available from domestic sources. As a result, 
capital goods and raw materials make up an increasingly large 
:Q::COportion ?f to.tal imports. 
IMPORT LICENSING' 
Import licensing controls were established in January 
1949 for certain luxuries and nonessential goods and later 
(November) for all imports. A closer coordination of exchange 
-
and import licensing was subsequently established. Import 
licensing beeame inoperative after June 30,1953, and on July 
1, 1953, the Central Bank assumed sole control over imports 
through its power to regulate the sale of foreign exchange. 
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EXCHANGE CONTROLS ON IMPORTS 
Exchange con~rols were introduced on December 9, 
1949, to meet a serious weakening of the balance-of-pay-
ments position of the Philippines. 
Under present exchange controls on imports, the 
Central Bank normally certifies to each authorized agent 
bank before the peginning of each half year (January through 
June, and July through December) foreign exchange for im-
ports during that period, with a breakdo"m of quotas by 
commodity categories and by types of importers. At times, 
however, allocations are made on a quarterly basis. ~he 
general basis of foreign exchange quotas for most importers 
is the record of importation in 1952 (inclusi~~ of January 
1953) , togehter with :::adjustments in quotas made after the 
base period. In 1956, however, quptas of producers and im-
porters were adjusted to reflect the changed import require-
ments of the economy based on a comprehensive survey of out-
standing quptas. 
CLASSIFICATION OF IMPORTS 
All commodities for which foreign exchange is allo-
cated on a regular basis (with exception of ndecontrolledrr 
items mentioned below) fall into one of six essentiality 
categories, as follows: 
Essential producer goods (EP). Items necessary for 
the production of essential commodities and services, limited 
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to the requirements of industries engaged in the production 
of essential and semiessential producer goods and services 
(including raw materials), essential consumer goods, and 
export commodities; and the needs of essential utility services. 
Semiessential producer goods (SEP). Items necessary 
for the production of semiessential commodities and services, 
including the requirements of industries -vrhOse products are 
to a limit extent for export, with all or part of the rema±nder 
being for producers of semiessential or nonessential commodities 
and services. 
Nonessential producer goods (NEP). Items necessa:r>Y 
for the production of nonessential commodities and services, 
limited to the requiements of industries engaged in the pro-
duction of nonessential( consumer) goods and services 'tvhich 
are within the reach only of the high-income group. 
Essential consumer goods (EC) • Items 't~hich:-meet the 
basic requiements for food, clothing, shelter, health, and 
education of families earning not more than 120 p~BOB per 
month. 
Semiessential consumer goods (SEC). Items which 
- -
famil7es earning between 120 and 300 pesos a month generally 
can afford in addition to basic necessities. 
Nonessential consumer goods (NEC)~ Items which 
families earning more than 300 pesos a month generally can 
afford in addition to goods in the preceding two categories. 
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Foreign exchange is allocated for the categories 
of imports in the follo\ving order of preferences: nAdequate" 
foreign exchange is available for essential producer and con-
sumer goods, while only "limited" exchange is available tSr 
imports of semi essential producer goods. uJl.lore limited n amounts 
are available for imports of semiessential consumer goods and 
nonessential producer goods. The least amount ("very limited" 
foreign exchange) is available for imports of nonessential 
consumer goods. (Hm'fever; no letters of credit may be opened 
for nonessential consumer goods, including similar goods im-
ported under barter, under·Monetary Board Circular 79.) 
Foreign exchange is made available for commodities in these 
categories, however, nonly to the extent that the commodity 
proposed to be imported or any suitable substitute therefor 
is not being produced locally 11 ~ 
A special group of commodities, currently limited 
mainly to certain essential foods, drugs, and construction 
materials, are designated udecontrolledn, meaning that such 
goods may be imported by qualified importers without quota 
limitation under certain conditions. A donument containing 
a firm offer by a supplier which specifies the particular 
brand to be shipped is required, and must be referred to 
the Central Bank for confirmation before a letter of credit 
may be opened. Allocations for decontrolled items cannot be 
transferred to other goods. 
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Commodities not falling under any of the categories 
mentioned above are designated as uunclassified itemsn (UI), 
and are virtually banned since dollar qoutas are not generally 
provided for them. They can be imported only special permis~ 
sion of the Monetary Board. Such unclassified items are main-
ly those determined by the Board to be available in the Phi-
lippines in adequate quantities, but also include luxuries 
and commodities not consumed at the present stage of the coun-
try's economic development. 
The individual exchange allocation specifies the 
commodities of which it may be utilized, but the allocation 
may be used for oiD.her commodities under seitching provision 
mentioned below. 
The priority classification assigned to any product 
is subject to change by a resolution adopted by the Monetary 
Board. As the supply situation warrants, the classi~ication 
of a commodity may be upgraded or downgraded. At times, par-
ticularly when foreign exchange reserves are low, exchange 
allocations for particular goods or for goods in a particular 
category may be reduced by a given percentage figure. 
DESIGNATION OF I~~ORTERS 
Under the Philippine regulations there are three 
principal categories of importers: (1) Government entities, 
including all political subdiviBion and instrumentalities 
of the Government, the Armed Forces of the Philippines, and 
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corporations wholly owned by the Government; (2) producers, 
including persons or organizations engaged in producing agri-
cultural, industrial, and min~ral products, public utilities, 
hospitals, and accredited educational institutions; and (3) 
qualified importers-, including firms and persons, other than 
Government entities and producers, applying for foreign ex-
change to pay for imports. 
'SWITCHING RULES 
Under certain conditions, one commodity may be sub-
stituted for another commodity in the same priority classi-
fication or in a higher classification, but no substitution 
(called nswi tchingr') from a higher to a lower classification 
is permitted. The substitution can.be made, moreover, only 
during the same semester for which the foreign exchange 
quotas have been allocated. Any switching which involves an 
amount exceeding $1,000 requires the prior approval of the 
Import-Export Committee of the Central Barik. 
Producers may switch from one raw material to another 
which enters into or is used directly for the manufacture of 
products which they are authorized to produce. Producers may 
also switch from one spare part to another provided the total 
value of such transfers per semester does not exceed 10 per-
cent of the semester quots for spare parts, or $1,000, which-
ever is lowe~,and provided the spare parts imported are to 
be used directly in the manufacturing operations. 
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Switching by importers is restricted to commodities 
related to their respective line or lines of business~ Shoe 
dealers, for example, can no longer import automobile parts. 
Foreign exchange quotas held by importers may be 
switched according to the following rules: 
Allocations for essential producer goods (EP) may 
be utilized for the import only of commodities also in the 
nEP" category. 
Allocations for semiessential goods (SEP) may be 
switched to items in the "EP" and "EBn categories. 
Allocation for nonessential producer goods (NEP) 
may be utilized for items in the ttSEP, 11EP 11 , and 11EC 11 cate-
gories. 
Allocation for essential consumer goods (EC) may 
be switched to items in the 11E:P 11 category. 
Allocations for semiessential consumer goods .(SEC) 
may be utilized to import items in the 11 SEP, "E:P 11 and nEon 
ca tegorie·s ~ 
Allocations for nonessential consumer goods (NEC) 
may be ~witched to items under any other catefory. 
SPECIAL IMPORT REGULATIONS 
.. 
1. "No-dollar importsu.- Imports into the Philippines 
of goods for which no foreign exchange has been allocated by· 
the Central Bank- referred to as "no-dollar importsn- are pro-
hited by a law passed in August 1955. 
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Exceptions are made for the follmving: (a)' Machi-
nery, equipment, and other capital goods for dollar-producing 
or dollar-conserving investments; (b) used articles valued 
at not more than 10,000 pesos ($5,000) imported for the per-
sonal use of the person or family who used the same abroad; 
(c) goods brought in by persons returning from abroad, pro-
vided the value of these commodities does not exceed 5,000 
pesos ($2,500) in any 1 year and will not be used for commer-
cial purposes1 (d) goods brought in under the direct barter 
system with the approval of the Department of Commerce and. 
Industry; (e) clothing material brought in for processing 
and ~eexportation; (f) gifts received through the post office 
valued at not more than 500 pesos ($250) for each gift and 
limited to 1 gift every 6 months; (g) gifts of a value not 
exceeding 500 pesos ($250) per month sent by Filipino resi-
dent aproad, but such gifts "may be accumulated to a value 
not exceeding 5,000 pesos ($2,500)~ 
2 • Barter transactions - Barter mentioned under 
(d~ above is permitted with most countries under regulations 
issued by the No-Dollar Import Office (NDIO). of the Depart-
ment of Commerce and Industry. (However, in December 1957 
the President of the Philippines ordered that processing 
of all applications for barter permits be temporarily sus-
pended.) Such transactions, however, are prohibited with 
countries having no exchange controls - including the 
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United State~, Canada, and Switzerland - and with free ports, 
including Hongkong and Singapore. 
Generally, producers, producers' cooperatives, or 
producers' associations are permitted to engage in barter, 
but applications for barter permits filed by other indi-
vidual or groups may be considered on their individuals 
merits. 
Two types of barter permits are issued. Type A 
permits cover (a) minor export products the total exports 
of which never exceeded 1 million pesos annually at any 
time prior to 1955; (b) any product subjec~ to absolute or 
declining duty-free quotas in the United States under the 
revised United States-Philippine Trade Agreement, but only 
after its annual quota bad been filled; and (c) marginal-
cost or low-quality commodities not ordinarily marketable 
abroad. Type B permits cover major export products, that 
is, products whose aggregate total exports exceeded 1 mil-
mien pesos (f.o.b. Philippines) in any one year since 1950. 
Products covered under type .A barter permits can 
be bartered without quantitative limitations. For products 
falling under type B permits, however, a producer-exporter 
is permitted to export under barter 15 percent of the total 
value of a particular maJor export product. For example, if 
a producer exports $100,000 of a major export product, he 
'\'lill be allowed· to apply for a barter permit to export the 
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same commodity in an amount not exceeding $15,000, or 15 
percent of the f.o.b. value of the cash exports. The bar-
ter permit is issued, however, only after satisfactory evi-
dence is presented showing that the full products of the ex-
ports have been credited to the negotiating Philippine b~nk. 
Shipments made to countries with exchange controls or to free 
ports are not included as part of the base for determining 
allowable barter exports under type B permits. 
Imports under barter must consist of at least 50 
percent in producer goods, with the remainder being made up 
of consumer goods. Producers, however, may use their licenses 
to import only producers goods. No more than 25 percent of the 
total may be nonessential consumer goods as distinguished from 
essential consumer goods. t1Unclassified itemsn (UI) may not 
be imported. 
Although not stated in the No-dollar Import Law, 
the following are, under other regulations, also exempt from 
the general import ban; (a) Imports for use by agencies of 
the United Sta·tes Gover:nment and their personel; (b) United 
States aid shipments; (c) imports by accredited relief agen-
cies and religious organizations; and.(d) samples nof no ap-
preciable commercial value,n and commercial samples or articles 
for display in public exhibitions not exceeding $5,000 on 
filing bond equal to one and a half times the ascertained 
duties and taxes and on the condition that the articles will 
be exported within six months after their entry. 
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PHILIPPINE EXPORT CONTROLS 
Export controls were established by Republic Act 
613 of May 11, 1951. The most recent amendment to the export 
law - Republic Act 1482 of June 1956 - extended the effective 
period of the law to December 31, 1959. The President is au-
thorized to control, regulate, and/or prohibit certain ex-
port's from the Philippines upon the recommendation of National 
Economic Council, and to issue implementing rules and regula-
tions. The Export Control Committee - an interagency committee 
of the Government - is responsible for the implemention of 
these regulations. Exports, reexports, and trans-shipments 
are controlled to safeguard national security and to prevent 
the loss of short-supply commodities necessary to promote 
the country's economic and industrial development. 
In addition, since 1949 the Central Bank has exer-
cised exchange controls over exports under the Central Bank 
Act to insure that dollar proceeds from exports are fully 
recovered. 
SECURITY AND SHORT-SUPPLY CONTROLS 
For purposes of regulating exports and reexports 
of commodities in short supply and for national security 
purposes, export commodities fall into three classifications: 
1. Certain items cannot be exported or reexported. 
These include uranium and other atomic energy materials; 
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arms (except certain specified small arms); vessels and other 
war equipment; scrap metals; most imported machinery; certain 
imports, including petroleum products; pharmaceuticals, tex-
tiles, fertilizer, rubber tires and tubes, and newsprint; 
and some locally produced items, including rice, corn, abaca 
seedlings, raw rubber, buri seedlings, and cassava flour 
and starch. The prohibition may be lifted only in nexep-
tional~y meritorious sases. 11 
2. Certain other specified commodities may be ex-
ported or reexported if the shipments are not deemed pre-
judicial to national security or to the country's industrial 
development~ Such items include small arms, commercial air-
craft, alcohol,domestic ghycerin, cement, hides and electri-
cal products locally produced~ 
3. Other commodities may be exported without a for-
mal screening, but with prior clearance. These include most 
Philippine products such as cppra, coconut oil, desicated 
coconut, sugar, cordage, abaca, logs and lumber, and mini-
ral products. 
Items included in '(3) above, which make up the bulk 
of exports, amy be exported without a formal permit. A re-
quest for clearance, ·however, must be filed with the Export 
Control Committee at least 5 days before the date of ship-
ment. 
A permit is required to export or reexport items 
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in categories (1) and (2). An application for a permit is 
filed with the Export Control Committee, which screens su~h 
applications before making a recommendation to the Office of 
the President, which allows or denies export. 
In screening applications the Export Control Com-
mittee, considers, amo~ other facotrs, the needs and re-
quirements of the Government and pr~vate entities, and the 
proximity of the country of destination to the Soviet bloc 
and / or the' possibility ·of the diversion of the goods to 
such areas. 
The committee may require the filing of a bond and/ 
or other guaranties to insure that the articles exported 
will reach the intended destination and / or that the 'con-
ditions under which permits or clearances were granted will 
be complied with. 
EXCHANGE CONTROLS ON EXPORTS 
For balance-of-payments reasons, an export license 
(export declaration) issued by the Central Bank is required 
for most exports. However, exports involving no receipt of 
foreign exchangem such as personal and household effects, 
diplomatic effects, tourist purchases when accompany~g 
travelers, gifts, samples, printed matter, and exports where_ 
the expected foreign exchange return is not more than about 
$10, are shipped under general license (where no formal ape 
plication for an export license is required). General licenses 
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for exports are issued by agent ban:t::s without referral off 
the application to the Central Bank fo~ processing. 
I " i /"' 
An application for a Cent~ Bank export license.-
the Report of Foreign Sales serves as an application for an 
export license - is filed with an agent bank. The application 
must be submitted within 24 hours of the confirmation of a. 
sale, and the sales quo.tation must reflect the current market 
quotation at the time of sale. 
For those export shipments rquiring a permit from 
the ExpOtt Control Committee, mention~d above, the supporting 
paper must accompny the application~ As a condition for is-
suance of export licenses, the Central Bank requires the 
prior approval in the form of a clearance document from the 
Export Control Committee also for export involving no do±lar 
proceeds; scrap metal;. raw shells; muscovado sugar and molas-
ses; centrifugal 11 D~·t sugar (sugar for export to the world 
free market); equipment, mac~inery, and spare parts; samples 
or gifts of Philippine manufacture valued at more than $50; 
the reexport of any ·commodity} and al:l shipments destined for 
Hongkong. Exports of printed matter, films, and sound records 
(either on tape or on discs) req~ire the prior written appro-
val of the National Intelligence Coordinating Agency (NICA). 
When the contemp~ated export transaction is found 
to be in order an export l·icense is issued to the exporter, 
who man then clear the shipment throug~ customs. All shipments 
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to Hongkong must be referred to the Export Department of the 
Central Bank, and must be covered by an irrevocable lette·r 
of credit available for drawing at sight. 
Goods exported are generally covered by a draft c 
drawn in United States fiollars for the full value of the 
export. Payments must be received within 90 days from the 
date of shipment unless an extension beyond the stipulated 
period is specifically authorized. Proceeds from all exports 
and reexports must be surrendered to the Central Bank through 
agent bank~ 
TRANSIT CONTROLS 
Tr~nashipments of cargoes at Philippine ports are 
regulated in order to 11prevent reexportation under the guise 
of .transshipments and in the interests of cooperation with 
other members of the United Nations to prevent diversion 
of strategic materials to Communist, Communist~held, and/or 
troubled areas ••• 11 A clearance issued by the Export Control 
Committee is necessary before the Bureau of Customs will 
permit transshipments. Through-cargoes, however, are not 
affected by this control. 
C. EXCHANGE REGULATIONS ON REMITT.NNCES ABROAD·* 
Foreign investors in the Philippines expect to earn 
profits on their investments,and informations as to how these 
* 50, p. 1-4 
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profits could be taken out of the country are of great inte-
rest to them. The exchange regulations on remittances abroad, 
contained in the succeeding paragraphs, will furnish the ne-
·cessary informations regarding profits and capitals that can be 
taken out of the country by foreign investors. 
All new investments 1 involving remittances abroad 
require prior approval of the Monetary Board of the Central 
Bank, as do all transfer of capital. In granting approval in 
both instances it is the policy to give more liberal treat-
ment in cases of dollar-earning or dollar-saving enterprises 
than for other types of investments. All proposed investments 
are reviewed in the light of their potential contribution to 
the economy of the country. 
Remittances of profits and dividends in connection 
with investments made prior to December 9, 1949, are limited 
by special formula. Transfers of such profits and dividends 
are allowed out of current earnings in an amount equal to 
the sum of the following: (1) Ten percent of current net 
profits, or 10 percent of capital stocks as of December 31, 
1949, whichever is higher; and (2) 30 percent of foreign 
participation in depreciated fixed assets as of December 31, 1949, 
or 30 percent of foreign participation in capital stock out-
standing as of that date, whichever is higher. 
Remittances under (1) may be made on a current monthly 
-
basis, and under (2), every 6 months. However, in no case may 
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the total amount remitted exceed current net profits realized 
during the year for which remittances·are made. Foreign banks 
which do not have substantial fixed assets or capital of 
their own may transfer abroad 40 percent of their net profits. 
Since the formula for remittances of profits and 
dividends is considered by Philippine authorities as suffi-
ciently genrous to cover amortization of capital, no specific 
provision is made for repatriation of the capital investment. 
Transfer out of the Philippines of proceeds on the realiza-
tion of capital assets acquired prior to December 9, 1949, 
will hot ordinarily be granted by exchange control authori-
ties. Such proceeds may only be reinvested in the Philippines. 
For investments m~de after 1949, it is genrally ac-
cepted that the new investors will be accorded treatment in 
regard to remittances as favorable as that prescribed for 
old investors. In all cases, however, details for remittances 
of profits and dividends must be agreed upon by Central Bank 
authorities in advance of a new investment undertaking. Capi-
tal invested after 1949 with prior approval of the Monetary 
Board is also transferable, upon application, in accordance 
' 
with a schedule of amortization worked out with the Central 
Bank. 
The investment Guaranty Program of the U.S. Foreign 
Operations Administration was extended. to the Philippines 
in 1952. Under this program, Americans investing in new 
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enterprises or in the expansion of existing enterprises can 
buy insurance - up to a stated amount - against currency 
inconvertibility and/or expropriation. The inconvertibility 
provision would only become effective, of course, in the event 
that the Central Bank were unable to convert pesos into dollars 
in accordance with the schedule for the transfer of earning 
and the repatriation of capital previously agreed upon by the 
Bank and the investor concerned. 
D. THE BELL TRADE AGREEMENT* 
Upon the granting of Philippine Independence on 
July 4, 1946, the new Republic signed an agreement with the 
United States. This is known as the Bell Trade Agreement. 
Under this trade agreement, the former free trade arrange-
ment with the United States was continued for a period of 
eight years from July 4, 1946 followed by a gradual imposi-
tion of customs duties both in the Philippines and in the 
United States upon the imports of each country from the 
other. 
Upon the termination of the eight-year period of 
continued free trade on July 4, 1954, however, the two coun-
tries agreed to extend the perio~ further for another li 
years in order to have the necessary time to negotiate a 
* 31, p. 129-140 
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revision of the Bell ~rade Agreement. 
The result of the negotiations i·s the revised trade 
arrangement better known as the Laurel-Langley Agreement. 
Under the terms of this agreement, American goods entering 
the Philippines began to pay custom duties at the rate of 
t ( 25%) ·of the full duties on January 1, 1956. Philippine:-~ 
tariff on American goods escalate until they reach 100% in 
1974 as .follows: 
January 1 ' 1956 to December31 , 1958 25% 
January 1 ' 1959 to December31, 1961 50% 
January 1 ' 1962 to December3.1 , 1964 75% 
January 1 ' 1965 to December31, 1973 90% 
January 1 ' 1.974 to July 3, 1974 100% 
Likewise Philippine exports to the United States 
began to pay 5% of the regular datmes under the American 
tariff on January 1, 1956. American tariff duties on· 
Philip~ine products entering the United States also es-
calate u~til they reach 100% in 1974 as follows: 
January 1 ' 1956 to December 31 ' 1958 5% 
January 1 ' 1959 to December 31, 1961 10% 
January 1 ' 1962 to December 31' 1964 20% 
January 1 ' 1965 to December 31, 1967 4o% 
January 1 ' 1968 to December 31, 1970 60% 
January 1 ' 1971 to December 31 ' 1973 80% 
January 1 ' 1974 to July 3, 1974 100% 
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As used in this section the term 11 dutyn includes 
taxes, fees, chargest of exactions, imposed on or in con-
nection with importation, but does n6t include internal 
taxes~ 
To take advantage of the privileges offered'by the 
Bell Trade Agreement, it would be profitable for the Philip-
pines to start growing rubber in great quantity as early as 
possible.-nEt will be likely that rubber trees planted in 
1960 would be tappable .by 1965. Rubber exported to the United 
States in·1965 will still enjoy the 60% tax savings under 
the Bell Trade Agreement. This will place the Philippine::: 
rubber in better competitive position than those rubber 
coming from the ~.Uddle East. 
E. REPARATION AGREEMENT WITH JAPXN* 
On May 9, 1956, the reparations agreement between 
the Bhilippines and Japan 1-1asrsigned in Manila by the autho-
rized representatives of both countries and was subsequently 
ratified by the Japanese Diet. Under the terms of this agree-
ment.$550·million will be paid as indemnity by Japan to the 
Philippines as : $500 million in capital goods; .$30 million 
in services, and $20 million is caab~ Japan will also ex-
tend $250 million in long term loans on a commercial basis 
itf• 43, p. 60-62 
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to Filipino nationals and firm for economic development 
enterprises. 
Japan is to liquidate her obligations within 20 
years or less. The Philippines will receive $25 million 
each year in war reparations for a period of 10 years 
leaving a balance of $300 million to be paid off during the 
remaining 10 years at the rate of $30 million a year, or 
as may be agreed upon between the two countries. 
The services and products to be supplied by way 
of reparations shall be those requested by the government 
' of the Republic of the Philippines and agreed upon between 
the two governments. These services and products shall con-
sist of such items as may be needed for projects enumerated 
below: 
1. Agricultural and Fishery development projects 
2. Electrical power development projects 
3. Mineral resources development projects 
4. In~ustrial development projects 
5. Transportation and communication development projects 
6. Public works projects 
7. Other projects 
a. Education, Health and Social Welfare Facilities 
b. Research Laboratory and Equipment 
c. Survey and Salvage of Sunken Vessels 
d. Coast and Deodetic Survey Equipment 
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e. Reclamation of Foreshore Land and Swamps 
f. Training of Filipino Technicians and Crafts-
men in Japan 
g. Transportation, Insurance1: Packingt Handling 
and Inspection of Reparation Machineries, 
Equipment, etc •• 
The final approval of this agreement reestablished 
normal trade relations between the Philippines and Japan~ 
There are great opportunities for future development of 
trade between the two countries. The Philippines is a great 
source of raw materials for Japan especially base metals, 
ores, hemp, logs, copra and others. Since Japan can not 
grow rubber due to climatic condition, it has to depend on 
foreign sources for ins supply of raw rubber. This makes 
Japan a very promising market for Philippine rubber due to 
its proximity to the PP~lippines. 
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A. MAJOR ECONmUC PROBLEr<!S OF THE PHILIPPINES 
The Philippines at present is faced with three 
major economic problems. First, there is underproduction 
both for consumption and export. Second, the level of un-
employment is high and appar~ntly rising. Third, there is 
a continuing disequilibrium in the balance of payments which 
has required control on foreign transactions for a number 
of years. These three problems, which are closely interre-
lated, mutually aggravate each other, but the first, under-
production, may be considered as the fundamental one. 
The nations's output in 1957 continued to make fur-
ther progress, though at a slower rate than that of 1956. 
The_ over-all physical volume of production in argiculture, 
manufacturing, and mining increased 7.6 percent in 1957 
and 8.6 percent in 1956. The total production between 1949 
and 1957 doubled, indicating increased in all sectors of 
production. Gross national product in 1957 amounted to 
P9,990 million, a gain of P550 million over the preceding 
year level; percentage-wise, the increment was 5.8 percent 
against the 8.7 percent rate of expansion in the 1955-56 
period. National income added P477 million to the 1956 
level of P8,322 million, a rise of 5. 7 percent.~~ This if 
accurate; would indicate a vigorous rate of growth. 
~*' 39' p. 155 
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However, the employment situation which was dis-
cussed in chapter three, as well as the rate of increase 
of hectarage planted to major agricultural crops and in 
the production of certain selected commodities, and in 
relation to the corresponding pre-war and early post-war 
years, gives indication that the more recent rates of growth 
in aggregate national income and index of physical production 
do not give a complete picture of Philippine economic growth 
in relation to the whole period since pre-war years. 
The available data on hectarage and production 
reveal the following facts;* 
(a) With respect to hectarage per unit of popula-
tion; 
1. Rice, sugar, abaca, and tobacco hectarage 
is below pre-war levels. 
2. Corn, fruits and nuts, root crops, beans 
and vegetables hectarage is above pre-war 
levels. 
3. Sugar, tobacco, root crops, rice, fruits 
and nuts, corn and beans and vegetables 
hectarage increased generally since 1950. 
* 39, p. 31-32 
4. Hectarage of other food crops increased to 
above pre-war levels in 1947-1951 but has 
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decline markedly since then. 
5. Hectarage of rubber, and kapok increased 
a little after the war , but has been declin-
ing since 1951. 
(b) With respect to production volume per unit 
of population: 
1. Abacca, coconut oil, tobacco, meat and poultry, 
rice, sugar, iron ore, manganese, and gold 
production are below pre-war levels. 
2. Copra, corn,fish, root crops, copper, and 
chromite production are now above pre-war 
levels. 
3. Coconut oil, copra, s~gar; root crops, corn, 
fish, meat and poultr~, palay, copper, chro-
mite, and iron ore production have followed 
a generally upward trend since 1950. 
4. Abacca,and manganese production has been 
generally declining since 1951 while tobacco 
and gold production has been more or less 
constant since 1951. 
These facts seem to indicate that on the whole exis-
ting hectarage planted to the main crops and production of 
a number of major domestic primary commodities, both in per 
capita terms, have not markedly exceeded pre-war levels~ 
While agriculture is generally recognized as the 
backbone of the nation 1 s economy, government promotion of 
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agricultural development has not been pursued vigorously 
enough. Vast rich land on the Island of Mindanao in the 
south and in the Cagayan Valley in the north, on which a 
large variety of food and export crops like rubber can b.e 
grown, are available for development. However, much of these 
lands has been only partially and ineffectively developed. 
Financial institutions have extended very little credit for 
the installation of permanent land improvements o~ for the 
adoption of soil building and soil conservation practices, 
as well as for development of new areas with good potentia-
lities. Available credit, in general, has been confined to 
current production and to a relatively small number of large 
landholdings. At the same time the squatter problem has be-
come so widespread as to constitute a deterrent to faster 
development. _ 
B. DEPENDENCE OF LOCAL 1\!ANUFACTtJRING INDUSTRIES ON FOREIGN 
SOURCES FOR RAW ~~TERIALS 
Agricultural production must expand if the country 
is to provid-e for its be. sic needs and at the same time carry 
out an overall development program. This expansion must be 
accompanied by improvement in methods of production, reduct-
ion in production costs, and rationalization of marketing 
and distribution. Although industrialization is basic to 
stabiliz~tion of the Philippine economy, its expansion must 
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be complementary to agricultural and mining expansion if the 
overall development problem is to succeed. 
According to Central Bank Imports Classified as to 
the End-Use (1954 to 1957), import payments on raw materials 
for the greater bulk of foreign exchange expenditure, fol-
lowed in the order of magnitude by consumer goods and capital 
goods. Import payments on raw materials in absolute terms 
exhibited a gradually rising trend starting from $233.07 
millions in 1954 to $332.29 millions in 1957. That of capital 
goods also registered an upward trend reaching a peak of 
$108.57 in 1957. Percentage-wise import payments on raw ma-
terials also formed ·the bulk of foreign payments by year fol-
lowed by consumer items and c~pital goods.* 
The upward trend of import payments on raw materials 
in absolute terms and as a percentage of total import payments 
by year, obviously reveal the utter dependence of domestic 
industries on foreigh sources. One of these industries is 
rubber products manufacturing. 
The Philippines has been importing. crude rubber at 
a continuing upward trend from P101,000 in 1949 to P5,814,ooo 
in 1957. Import payment for this item reached a peak of approx-
imately $2.9 million in 1957~ Importation of rubber manufac-
tures showed a slight decrease from P22.835 million in 1949 
to Pl8.527 million in 1957.*"~ 
* 39, p. 88 
** 39, p. 130-132 
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C. IMPORTANCE OF DEVELOPING THE RUBBER INDUSTRY IN THE PHILIPPINES 
Importing capital goods and raw materials to help 
industrialize the country is logical, provided such goods 
and raw materials cannot produce locally. As already men-
tioned in chapter two, the Philippines is capable of pro-
ducing raw rubber of sufficient quantity to support domestic 
need and still export a considerable amount to improve the 
Producing raw rubber 
by ~loping the vast arei"'s.in Mindanao will not only in-
' . .....---~ "\ 
. ., crease the country's production" of raw materials and food 
crops but also help solve the 
deremployment problems facing 
·.,. 
" ala~ng unemployment and 
the Ph:L ippines today. 
un-
The country 1 s land law provide v _ t a Filipino 
citizen can acquire 24 hectares of public land for homestead 
purposes and a corporation can lease or purchase 1,024 hec-
tares (2,530 acres) of public agricultural lands. If all 
the 740,000 hectares (1,500,000 acres) of public agricul-
tural land suitable for growing rubber(mentioned specifi-
cally in chapter 2) are developed and maintained by home-
steaders, it will create employment for approximately 30,000 
families with 24 hectares (60 acres) per family. Devoting 
only 4 hectares (approximately 10 acres) of each homestead 
to rubber growing and the remaining 20 hectares (50 acres) 
for growing food crops and/or pasture land, the country 
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can expect on the seventh year an increase in production 
of 46,200 tons of dry rubber. This production will grad-
ually increase avery year until the maximum output of the 
rubber tree, which is in the lOth year, is reached and remain 
at this maximum output up to the 31st year. After the lOth 
yaar the total annual output of the land devoted to rubber 
growing, which is 120,000 hectares (300,000 acres), will 
reach a maximum volume of 145,000 tons of raw rubber per 
year. At the price of approximately P1.30 per kilo of 
crude rubber, an amount of P171.6 millions will be added 
annually to the country's gross national product. This, of 
course, does not include the amount that the 20 hectares per 
homestead devoted to food crops or pasture land "VTill produce. 
Savings in terms of dollars will amount to $2.907 
million: the amount of foreign exchange spent in 1957 for 
importing crude rubber. This amount, as the Central Bank 
figures show, is continually rising every year due to the 
increasing consumption of crude rubber by domestic industries. 
Foreign exchange earning and saving of $85.8 million annually 
can be expected from the production and exportation of crude 
rubber. This amount can easily be doubled, depending on the 
world's demand for crude rubber, by increasing the areas devo-
ted to rubber growing to 8 hectares, instead of 4, per homestead. 
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Computation 
Total area suited for rubber growi~ = 1,500,000 acres 
= 
~1 number of homesteaders = 
(_giving 24 hectares/homestead) 
Total area devoted to rubber = 
(devoting 4 hectares of each 
· to rubber and the remaining 
~e hectares:ndJ:o:b: fooct-::ernps.~:' 
and pasture land ) 
740,000 hectares 
30,000 families 
120,000 hectares 
Total expected production at the 7th year 
1~(:),(D¢>o hectares x 350 kg/Ha~ = 42.0 million kg/yr. 
Value of production 
.. · (at P1 .30/kg of crude 
.rubber) 
= 46,200 tons/yr. 
= P54.6 million 
= $27.3 million 
Total expended maximum production (10th to 31st year) 
120,000 hectares x 1100 kg/Ha. = 132.0 million kg/yr. 
= 145,200 tons/yr. 
Value of production/yr (10th to 31st yr.) 
·(at P1.30/kg x 132Jm:Mlfg/yr.) , 
= 
= P1'71'~6 million/yr. 
= $ 85.8 million/yr. 
Foreign exchange saving by producing rubber locally 
Annual importation of crude rubber =$2.907 million/yr. 
(P5,814,ooo ~ 2) 
Foreign exchange earning (expected) by expor~ing ordete··rubber 
' ' r • • ' • 
$85.8 million/yr. - $2.907 million/yr. = $82.9 million/yr. 
Grand total saving and earning of foreign exchange 
$82.9 million/yr + $2.9 million/yr. = $85.8 million/yr. 
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D. THE OUTLOOK FOR NATURAL RUBBER 
n There is good reason to believe that the world 
markets in 1960 could consume as much as 4,000,000 long 
tons of rubber~n said Mr. P~W. Litchfield in his Notes 
on America's Rubber Industry entitled11Looking Ahead to 
1960'J* 
According to Resources for Freedom, a peport pre~ 
pared by the President's Materials Policy Commission, the 
consumption of rubber in the United States alone may be 
expe~ed to grow continu9usly and possibly reach 3.3 mil-
lion tons by 1975, more than double its present consump-
tion. Reclaimed rubber might provide about one-fourth of 
this; the supply of new rubber, therefore, must be 2.5 
million tons a year.-:~ 
Qouting from Focus, a monthly prublication of the 
American Geographical Society, n many products are made from 
natural rubber because it is superior to synthetic for these 
particular products. For example, large truck tires are still 
made exclusively from natural rubber since it can throw off 
heat much better than synthetic kind ••. n·**~ 
n In 1950 Americans consumed new rubber at the rate 
of one pound per person per year. In 1955 this rate of con-
sumption ned increased to 18 pounds per person. Outside 6~c 
·X> 119 ' p • 1 -2 
~* 18 p. 1-6 
. ,... ' i ..• 
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this country (U.S. A.), the current rate of consumption 
is one pound per person per year -- exactly what we were 
consuming fifty years ago. More automobiles, more gasoline 
consumption, more new.uses for rubber in America will keep 
our domestic demand on the upgrade. Higher standards 
of living outside of this country will materially in-
crease foreign consumption of rubber," said Mr. P.W. Litch-
field, Chairman of the Board of Directors, Goodrich Rubber 
Company.* 
"Despite the rapid rise of synthetic rubber, however, 
any requiems for natural rubber '\<TOUld be premature. World 
use of natural rubber has risen sharply since 1940, and even 
U.S. consumption is up -- from 575,000 long tons in 1949 
to 635,000 last year (1955); synthetic use has simply grown 
much faster. But no known synthetic rubber can be produced 
for anywhere near the low cost -- currently estimated at 12 
to 15 cents a pound --.at which natural rubber can be grown 
on an efficient plantation." This fact was underlined in 
1955 when B.F. Goodrich, synthetic's archproponent among 
U. S. rubber companies, began planting its first rubber trees 
on a newly acquired 600,000 acre Liberian concession.** 
* 19' p. 2 
** 17, p. 96-99 
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FIGURE - X 
NEW RUBBER CONSUMPTION - WORLD WIDE 
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E. RECOMMENDATIONS 
To carry out the program of developint the vast 
areas in Mindanao for rubber growing, as well as for food 
crops or pasture land, it will require a vigorous action 
' ..~~~, ' 
by the different governement agancies and prmvate secttre~ 
The folowing suggestions might help carry out the propeeed 
development plan: 
1. Continuation of the public land subdividion, 
distribution and cadastral survey programs of the Bureau 
of Lands both with funds from the general appropriation 
Act and from Bond issues; 
2. A camgaign should be carried out to inform the 
people, especially those in the rural areas, of the land 
distribution program being undertaken by the government 
with the purpose of developing the vast agricultural lands 
in Mindanao for rubber production. This campaign should be 
accompanied by facts .and figures regarding the pt>~ential 
earning and property acquisition of homesteaders; 
3. Construction of third class roads and feeder 
roads by the Department of Public Works wfuth the help of 
the Army Engineers .to make all homestead areas accessible 
by land transportation; 
4. The government must provide for public services, 
including extension, research, regulation, and a program of 
expansion of the present irrigation systems and the creation 
of new ones to supplement the efforts to increase production; 
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5. Close coordination between the Bureau of Land 
and the Bureau of Forestry regardihg matters that will faci-
litate the immediate clearing of forest lands suited for 
rubber growing; 
6. Establishment of more RFC (Rehabilitation Fi-
nance Corporation) and the PNB (Philippine National Bank) 
branches in Mindanao and further expansion and liberaliza-
tion of agricultural credit; 
7. Increase of investments by the Central Bank 
in rural banks; 
8. Extension of the ban on the slaughter of cara-
bao (water buffalo). Carabaos are employed for farm work 
and are the farmers 1 chief source of fresh milk; 
9. Continuation and coordination of the fertili-
zer program of ACCFA (Agricultural Credit and Cooperative 
Financing Administration); 
10. Accelerate reclassification of public lands 
by the Bureau of Forestry to facilitate the distribution 
of public lands suited for rubber growing; 
11. Intensify the field efforts of the Division of 
Agricultural economics in the conduct of field surveys, 
especially in farm management and in the marketing of agri-
cultural products, and establish close cooperation with the 
College of Agriculture at Los Banos in undertaking further 
studies and research on agricultural economic problems; 
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12. Develop plans and programs for more effective 
research activities in various offices under the Department 
of Agriculture in close coordination with the College of 
AgricUlture and Central Experimental stations at Los Banos; 
13. Make every effort to ensure close working re-
lations between the Agricultural Extension Service and the 
ACCFA in the promotion of agricultural cooperatives for 
production and marketing; 
14. Procurement from Japan, to be credited to war 
reparation payment, of tools, machineries, and equipments 
necessary for the development of the countryts rubber 
industry; 
15. Extension of the Exchange and Trade Control 
until such time when locally manufactured goods can com-
pete favorably, both in quality and quantity, with foreign 
goods in the domestic market. 
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Appendix I - Tapping and Collecting Procedure 
Appendix II - Latex Preparation, Coagulation and Sheeting 
Appendix III- Smokehouse Procedure and the Drying of Rubber 
Appendix IV - Inspection, Grading, Handling and Packing 
Appendix V - Tree Diseases, and Pests and Their Control 
These appendices contain some reproductions of Mr. 
W.E. Klippert's handbook on Rubber Cultivation which was 
originally written to assist in the development of rubber 
on small farms in Central and South America.* 
Some changes have;been made in the original manus-
cript to provide for specific conditions as they are found 
in the Philippines suuh as the difference in unit of measure 
and currency used, as well as, theabsence of various grow-
ing problems in the Philippines as compared 1:1i th South 
America: 
* 6, p. 27-60 
A~PEN;QIX-I 
TAPPING AND COLLECTING PROCEDURE 
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Trees should be brought into tapping when they . 
reach a circumference of 45 centimeters (18 inches) at one 
meter above the ground. It is usually best to wait until 
there are at least 1?.5 trees per hectare (50 trees per acre) 
which have reached this sfuze before beginning ~apping in 
the area. 
TOOLS AND EQUIP11ENT REQUIRED 
Tapping knives 
Tapping Panel Marker 
Spouts 
By far the best tapping knife for Hevea rubber trees 
is the nJebong 11 or oriental tapping knife, now used on all 
modern plantations. Never use inferior types of tapping.tools 
such as gouges, "macl:"t..adinhos 11 or nAmazonas" knives, all of 
which are harder to use, produce less latex, and often damage 
the trees. 
The tapping ~anel marker is used in marking guide 
lines on"the trees which indicate where tapping is to begin 
and mark the proper angle to be follo'\ved in making the cuts. 
It is made from a rectangular piece of tin-plate which is 
nailed to an upright stick so as to make an angle of 30° 
with the horizontal, and so that the tin piece extends from 
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the stick upwards and to the left. The stick should be cut 
exactly one meter long so that when held upright against 
the tree it locates the lower end of the tapping cut uni-
formly one meter above the ground. 
Hold the stick upright against the tree with its 
base resting on the ground, bend the flexible piece of tin 
around the tree to the left, and mark out the line of the 
tapping cut with a nail scratch along the tin gUide piece. 
HALF-SPIRAL TAPPING SYSTEM 
The tapping cut usually extends half-way around 
the tree and always runs from left to right; that is to 
say, that the upper end of the tapping cut is on the left 
hand, and on the lower end of the tapping cut is on the right 
hand, when facing the tree. The direction of the tapping cut 
may seem unimportant at first thought; actually it is very 
important. 
This is because the tiny tubes in the bark which 
contain the latex run upwards in a spiral from left to right. 
Therefore a tapping cut running from left to right on a 
descending spiral would cut across more latex tubes than a 
cut made from right to left, which would more nearly paral-
.lel the latex tubes. The following sketch explains this more 
clearly, and shows why greater yields of latex are obtained 
by tapping from left to right. 
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Shallow vertical cuts should be made at each end 
of the tapping cut; on the upper end to indi.eate where tap-
ping is to begin, and on the lower end, to provide a shallow 
channel down which the latex can run to the spout and thence 
into the cup. 
When tapping is done for the first time, it is nec-
essary to make a number of cuts in order to gradually cut 
away the outer bark so that the latex bearing cells can be 
reached. Thereafter only onec-cut is made at each tapping, 
and the tapping are done on alternate days. Tapping is accom-
plished by taking a thin shaving of the bark from the same 
place that was cut previously, so that the bark is gradually 
removed and the ~apping cut moves down the side of the tree. 
A good tapper must learn to obtain the maximum amount of 
latex from each tree without cutting so deeply that ~he knife 
cuts through into the wood. The thickness of the Bhawing which 
is taken from the tapping cut at each tapping should not be 
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more than from one to tv-m millimeters. '~Thus the bark consumed 
in a month of tapping on the alternate-daily system (15 tap-
ping per month) should not be more than 2.5 em. (1 inch). 
The following sketch shows a vertical section of a 
rubber tree which is being tapped. Note how the blade of the 
tapping knife cuts a small channel down which the latex flows, 
at the same time as ·it cuts through the bark. 
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If tapping is so deep that the wood is exposed,- wounds 
will result which do not heal over evenly, and it will be dif-
ficult to tap this tree in the future when the tapping cut 
returns to the same place. Good tappers should not cut deeper 
than one to two millimeters from the wood. In order to gauge 
the depth of tapping, a nail can be dri~endinto the end of the 
tapping knife handle and then filed off to a flat point. By 
using this frequently to try the depth of his tapping, a tap-
per can learn to obtain the best possible yeild without dam-
aging the tree. 
After tapping has progressed down one side of the 
tree, which should take from 3 to 3t years, a new cut is 
opened on the opposite half of the tree at the same height 
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as before. This allows from 6 to 7 years for the tapped 
bark to gow back before the original cut is tapped a second 
time. 
A metal spout is used to guide the latex into the 
cup. The spout is usually about 6 centimeters long and atmut 
2 centimeters wide, and is tapped from tin plate. It should 
be driven lightly into the bark at a point about 10 centi-
meters (4 inches) below the end of the tapping cut. The 
spout should heYer be driven far enough into the bark so 
that it touches the wood, or a wound may be caused through 
which diseases can enter and attackthe tree. 
For the same reason it is a bad practice to drive 
metal latex cups into the wood as people are accustomed to 
do in many parts of South America. It is much better to use 
a cup-holder made of wire. The best size wire for this is 
a wire about 3 millimeters in diamet~r. The cup-holders are 
made from a straight piece of wire, which is bent into the 
loop in which the cup rests, and the ends of the w:tre are 
bent around the tree so that the natural spring of the wire 
is enough to hold the cup-holder on the tree. It is not neces-
sary to drive the ends of the wire into the tree if the cup-
bolder is properly made. See sketch on the next page for de-
tail of vrire cup-holder.· 
Cup-holders can be made in any size desire, depend-
ing on the size of the trees wbich are being tapped. 
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The most satisfactory c ps for latex are clay cups 
which have been glazed inside so hat they are easy to clean. 
They are generally cheaper than a uminum cups also. Satisfac-
tory latex cups can be made from oconut shells or calabash 
shells if the insiqes of the shel s are well cleaned and 
smoothed, and then painted with o coats of a special rubber-
base paint. Glass cups are also s tisfactory and easy to clean, 
but usually cost more than glazed clay cups which can be made 
almost anywhere. 
Tapping should begin ea ly in the morning just as 
soon as there is enough light for the tapper to see what he 
is doing. This is usually about A.M. in the tropical areas 
where rubber is produced. It is i portant to tap early because 
better yields of latex are obtain d then than at any other 
time of the day. The collection rf latex from the cups should 
begin about 9:30 or 10:00 A.M. G nerally at least 3 hours 
are required for a tapper to tap task of about 400 trees, 
which is the usual task for half- piral tapping. The number 
of trees in a tapper1 s task according to the tapping 
system, age and size of the trees planting density, ect •• 
A five-gallon kerosene in makes a good collection 
can. This can be provided-with a round-iron handle. A better 
system is to make a framework of crap-iron, with a handle 
attached, into which a kerosene t n can be inserted. Such 
a frame will last for a long time and when one kerosene tin 
wears out, a new one can be inser ed. 
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Each tapper should carry a scrap basket in which 
to collect cup lump and tree lace. Cup lump is the small 
piece of rubber sometimes left in the cup when certain trees 
drip latex after collection has been made. Tree lace is the 
small strip of goagulated rubber which forms on the tapping 
cut when the latex flow stops. 
FULL-SPIRAL TAPPING SYSTEM 
After young budded Hevea trees have been in tapping 
for three years on the half-spiral tapping system described 
in the preceding pages, it is recommended that the tapping 
system be changed to the full-spiral system. In making this 
change the tapping cut is extended upwards and to the left 
until a complete spiral exists, and the upper end of the 
tapping cut is directly over the lower end of the cut. With 
this system the trees are tapped every fourth day instead of 
every other day. 
The time consumed in making the tapping cut is a 
minor portion of the time consumed by the tapping operation 
as a whole. Thus, a tapper can tap nearly as many trees 9n 
the full-spiral system as he can on the half-spiral system. 
The average daily task on the full-spiral system is about 
300 trees, as compared with 400 trees on the half-spiral 
system~ This means that a tapper, working 300 trees on each 
of four days with the full-spiral system takes care of 1200 
trees, whereas a tapper~ working 400 trees on each of 2 days 
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on the half-spiral system, takes care of only 800 trees. 
Thus, the gratest advantage of the full-spiral tapping sys-
tem is a saving of labor. ·, 
The yearly production, when the full-spiral tapping 
sys±.em"'is used, is generally from 5 to 15%' greater than 
that of the same area when on the half-spiral system. 
Do not attempt to use t:r.e full-spiral tapping sys-
tem on --.-:very young trees. Experience has shown that it re-
tards growth when used on young budded trees. It is best 
to use the half-spiral, alternate-day tapping system for the 
first three yearf?, and then change over to the full-spiral 
fourth-day system, when the trees are so~ewhat larger. 
THINNING 
The thinning out of the planted area is being dis-
cussed under tapping rather than in a separate section, be-
cause it is directly related to tapping. 
In an earlier section an initial stand of 490 trees 
to the hectare (198 trees to the acre) was recommended. It 
w~s pointed out in the same section that when the trees are 
fully grown, only 250 to 325 per hectare can be supported 
properly. This means that the original sta.nd of trees must 
be thinned out gradually so that 1."1hen the pJanting is about 
ten years old onJ.y ~50 to 325 trees remain. 
A good method to follow in thinning is to take out 
10% of the stand each year over a five-year period, beginning 
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when the area becomes tappable. This means 10% of the re-
maining stand each year. 
For example, if the planting had 490 trees per hec-
tare in the first tapping year, thinning would ta.ke place 
as follows: 
First Tapping Year: 490 less 10% means 49 trees 
per hectare to be taken out. 
Second Tapping Year: 397 less 10% means 40 trees 
per hectare to be taken out. 
Third Tapping Year: 357 less 10% means 36 trees 
per hectare to be taken out. 
Fourth Tapping Year: 321 less 10% means 32 trees 
per hectare to be taken out. 
This leaves a stand of approx-
imately 289 trees per hectare. 
The first two years of thinning should be done on 
the basis of appearance only. In other vmrds, during these 
two years, remove poorly developed trees, deceased tree~, 
broken trees, trees that have been suppressed by more 
rapidly growing neighbors, etc~ 
In the last three years of thinning, the lowest 
yielding 10% of the stand should be removed each year. In 
I 
order to determine which trees are lo'lrrest-yielding, it is 
necessary to make yield measurements over a representative 
period. The following system works "~tJell: 
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Select a certain day for the yield measurements 
and take measurements on this day once each month for six-
consecutlve months. The day should not precede or follow 
a holiday on which there is no tapping. 
On this day, measure. the latex in each cup with 
a graduated measuring glass and make a notation of the amount 
on the tree with paint which will stay for at least six months. 
There are several ways of making this notation on the tree. 
One is to write the yield in cubic centimeters on the tree. 
Sometimes symbols like dots or crosses are used to indicate, 
for example, 10cc., so that a tree having three dots would 
indicate that it produced about 30 cubic centimeters of 
latex on test day. 
Similariy, test measurements are made on other se-
lected days so that at the end of six months, there are re-
cords of six test tappings on each tree. 
At this point., it is easy to select the low-yielding 
10% of the trees which are to come out. Thase can be marked 
with a shallow cross on ~he stem by means of a tapping knife. 
The trees should be cut off close to the ground when they are 
taken out. 
It is often a good plan to wait for two or three 
months after the trees have been,selected for cutting out, 
before actually removing them, however. 
These trees, which are already doomed to be taken 
out of the stand, can then be «sia"N.ghter tappedtt, for a :few 
months, be.fore tl:ey a:r-e removed. This is dane by placing 
extra tapping outs on these trees so that as much latex as 
possible can be aelleeted :frem them be.fol:'e tl:ey al:'e removed. 
Hevea trees will net stand such severe tapping 0ver a long 
pel:'iod, but since these trees are soon to be removed, this 
factor need not be considered in this ease. 
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A P P E N g ! ~ -II 
:U.TEX PREPARATION, COAGULATION, AND SHEETING 
~~e latex should be carried to the factory as soon 
as possible after it has been colle·cted. Upon a:erival at the 
factory it should be strained through a coarse sieve made 
of perforated plate, in order to remove large pieces of barlr, 
dirt, leaves, or pre-coagulated rubber which may be in it. 
This type of sieve is often made of alumin~m plate and has 
holes of 1/16 inch in diameter spaced 1/B inch from center 
to center. The screening material is mounted on a frame of 
wood, which is of a convinient size to permit its insertion 
in the top 6f a kerosene tin. Thus the latex can be strained 
easily from one derosene tin to another. 
Before coagulating field latex it is necessary to 
dilute it with water so that it can be strained through a 
very fine sieve. This is very importan~ in producing high-
grade rubber, as it is the only way to eliminate fine airt 
and foreign matter which would otherwise appear in the fin-
ished sheet rubber and reduce its value. I:Iost latex as it 
comes from the tree contains from 30 to 35% dry rubber. The 
latex is diluted 1.V:\. th':'Wiil.ter to obtain a dry rubber content 
of 12%, 16%, or 20%. Most small planters dilute to approvi-
mately 12%.by _adding one and one-half parts of clean water 
to make approximately a 12% solut!on. 
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On larger plantations, a device known as 11Metrolacn 
or nLatexmetern is used to determine more accurately the dry 
rubber content of the field latex. The following formula is 
used to calculate the amount of water required to dilute a 
given quantity of latex to a given dry rubber content. 
FL X %FL F' 1 1 f Dil t d L t 
-:% DL = ~na vo ume o u e a ex 
FL is leters of Field Latex 
%FL is Dry Rubber Content Percentage of Field Latex 
%DL is Dry Rubber Content Percentage to which Latex is to 
be diluted 
The amount of water to be added is, of course, the Final 
Volume of Diluted Latex (as calculated above) minus the Liters 
of Field Latex. 
Dilution in small factories can be done in an old 
oil drum or similar container. After adding the required 
amount of water, the diluted latex must be mixed thoroughly 
with a wooden paddle in whose blade holes have been cut to 
aid the mixing process. The latex is then strained into an-
other container through a wooden or metal frame holding a 
very fine screen. The specification for this screen is 
"60 meshu, which means that, if it is made of fine wire, 
it has 60 small wires to the inch. Screen made of perforated 
Monel Metal plate is best of all for latex straining and al-
though it is expensive in the beginning, it will last much · 
longer than any type of woven screen wire cloth. This material 
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should be ordered as "No. 26 USS Gauge Monel Metal plate per-
forated with No. 0 round hole·s." 
All strainers should be well washed with clean 
water immediately after using them to prevent latex from 
coagulating on them. Never use striners made of copper, brass 
or bronze, because slight traces of copper may damage the 
rubber. 
After straining and dilution, the latex should be 
allowed to stand for 15 minutes so as to permit any sand which 
may be in it to settle to the bottom of the container. 
Coagulation in small factories can be done easily 
in halves of kerosene tins, which make good coagulating pans. 
Each kerosene tin is made into two coagulating pans by cut-
ting it in such a way that the length of the pans corresponds 
to the height of the original kerosene tin. Any holes which 
may have been in the top of the tin must be soldered shut, 
of course. The cut edges should also be folded over and evened 
to prevent injury to the workers. 
Place three liters of 12% diluted latex in each 
pan of this size. As the latex is poured into the pan, it 
is a good idea to pass it through the fine strainer once again 
just to make sure that it is free of dirt. A wooden frame of 
a size which just fits into the kerosene tin pans, to which 
the strainer material is attached, makes a handy way to do 
this. This latex should be dipped out of the dilution drum 
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very carefully so as not to disturb the settlings on the bot-
tom any more than necessary. When the coagulation pans are 
filled, the latex is ready for coagulation. 
The best coagulant for Hevea rubber is Formic Acid 
and it should be purchased as 11Formic Acid 90%t'. If Formic 
Acid cannot be obtained, Acetic Acid may be substituted for 
it. When Acetic Acid is used, however, it is necessary to 
use about one and one-half times as much acid to coagulate 
the same amount of latex. 
The amount of acid needed to coagulate latex pro-
perly varies with the age and condition of the trees, the 
.dilution percentage used, the amount of anti-coagulant, if 
any, used to hold the latex until it reaches the factory, 
and according to whether it is intended to mill the same 
afternoon or the following morning. 
Anti-coagulants are used to prevent the latex from 
coagulating before it can be prepared and coagulated in the 
factory. It is usually necessary to use them when tapping 
young budded rubber trees. As the trees become older, there 
is less tendency for their latex to coagulate before it can 
be brought to the factory. The best anti-coagulant is a 
liquid Ammonia solution (Ammonium Hydroxide). Liquid Ammonia 
· is usually prepared or purchased in the form of a 20% solu-
tion. If prepared on plantations, it is sometimes made as 
a 10% stock solution. The following is a_convenient way of 
making such a solution on the plantation. 
(a) Purchase the ammonia gas in a steel cylinder, 
and place the cylinder on an ordinary platform scale so that 
the loss in weight (the amount of gass added) can be measured. 
(b) Connect to the cylinder outlet a length of iron 
pipe which is attached to a length of rubber hose. The rubber 
hose is connected to a distributor which is placed in the drum 
which will contain the ammonia solution. 
(c) The distributor consists of an upright length 
of pipe, connected by a five-way union to four lengths of 
perforated pipe placed horizontally so that theyrest on the 
bottom of the container. 
(d) To make 100 kilograms of 10% stock ammonia solu-
tion, put 90 liters of water in the drum, place the distributor 
in the d~ and turn the valve of the cylind?r so as to add 
10 kilograms of gas to the water. It is important to run the 
gas very slowly through the water: otherwise some of it will 
escape. Add the gas at the rate of one kilogram each 4t minutes. 
Ammonia solution should be used as an anti-coagulant 
in the form of 2% solution. A 2% solution may be prepared by 
adding 4 parts of water to 1 part of 10% stock solution. 
In order to prevent coagulation of the latex before 
it reaches the factory, it is generally necessary to use 40 
to 50 ccs. of 2% ammonia solu~ion in the cups for each liter 
of field latex, when tapping young budded trees. As the trees 
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of 90% Formic Acid for each 100 liters of 12% latex. The 
acid, however, is not used full strength, but is diluted 
with water to make a 4% solution before use as a coagulant. 
In other words, add one part of the 90% or strong acid to 
24 parts of water, always pouring the acid slowly into the 
water. For example, to coagulate 100 liters of 12% latex, 
which had not been treated with ammonia, it would be neces-
sary to add 40 ccs. of strong Formic Acid, which had been 
diluted with 24 parts of water, making 1000 ccs. or one 
liter of 4% Formic Acid solution. To coagulate 3 liters of 
12% latex in a kerosene-tin coagulating pan would require 
about 30 ccs. of the 4% or diluted Formic Acid solution. 
The required amount of acid should be added quickly 
to the coagulating tin or tank containing the latex. It is 
very important to mix the acid thoroughly with the latex. 
Where using kerosene tins this can be done easily by passing 
back and forth a small piece of tin in which holes have been 
cut. About 8 or 10 passes of the tin are usually sufficient 
to mix the acid properly. 
During the mixing process a certain amount of foam 
or froth is created which must be removed from the surface 
of the latex; otherwise the sheet will be spongy on that sur-
face when coagulated and milled. This foam is removed with 
a small rectangular piece of tin by gently skimming it from 
the surface of the latex. The skimmings should be put to one 
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side and later coagulated with a little acid to form a lower 
grade of rubber. 
After skimming, cover the pans with cardboard or 
something similar to keep dirt from falling into them, and 
leave them to coagulate~ Coagulation takes place in about 
one hour if the correct amount of acid has been used. As 
soon aE the latex has coagulated, add water to harden the 
coagulum and also prevents the air from reaching the upper 
surface of the coagulaum and turning it into a darker color. 
The coagulum is usually left in this condition over night 
and is milled early the following morning. 
The amount of acid required for proper coagulation 
must be determined after several trials. If too much acid 
is being used, the coagulam will be very hard, and may 
break during millm~g ~ When the coagUlnmmis too hard, it is 
also very difficult to make a thin sheet. When too little 
acid is being used, a milky serum remains in the pans after 
the coagulum has been removed, which shows that some of thee 
rubber in the latex was not coagulated! 
On medium-size plantings it is more economical to 
coagulate in a tank rather than in kerosene-tin pans. Coag-
ulating tanks can be made in various sizes and of various 
materials. A good size for a small opera tion is about 60 
centimeters wide by 300 centimeters long (2 feet-by 10 feet) 
and about 45 centimeters deep (15 inches). Coagulating tanks 
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should be fitted rrith partitions vrhich fit into the slots 
cut into the sides of the tank. The slots are spaced so as 
to make slabs of coagulum about 38 mm. (1t inches) in thick-
ness. The material for partitions is one of the various types 
of very hard fiber aboard or wall board. Do not use the ordi-
nary soft types of wall board; make sure they are very hard 
and that they do not absorb water. It is necessary to attach 
a length of strap iron to the top of each partition to stif-
fen it and to weigh it down when it is placed in the latex. 
It is a good idea to pa.int the partitions 'tvi th either an acid-
resisting varnish or with a special rubber base paint. This 
helps to give a smooth surface so that the coagulum will not 
stick to the partitions. 
If the sheets are to be milled on an ordinary small 
hand sheeting mill, fill the coagulating tank to a depth of 
not more than 23 centimeters (9 inches). If a larger mecha-
nical sheeting battery is available for sheeting, the width 
of the slabs can be increased in accordance with the width 
of the sheeting rollers. Filling the tank to a depth of 23 
centimeters vrill give .a sheet about 38 to 40 centimeters 
in 'tvidth ( 15 to 16 inches) , if the sheet is milled the usual 
thickness of 2~ millimeters~ 
MILLING THE SHEET 
In the small Hevea planter's factory, milling is 
usually done with two small machines; a rolling machine, and 
a marking machine. The first pair of rolls is. equipped with 
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smooth rolls and is used to roll the coagulum into a tin 
sheet. The second pair of roll is fitted vdth corrugated 
rolls which imprint a design on the sheet when it is passed 
through them. This corrugated marking gives a greater dry-
ing surface to the sheet and speeds up the drying time in 
the smokehouse. 
It is necessary to pass the coagulum through the 
first pair of rolls at least 6 to 8 times in order to roll 
it thin enough for quick drying. Milling is started with 
the rolls about 4 to 8 millimeters apart. Af:ter each pass 
through the mill, the adjusting screws are turned down to 
bring the rolls closer together. The coagulum should be 
rinsed in clean water after each pass through the mill. 
An old oil drum can be cut lengthwise and fitted with legs 
in order to provide a place for rinsing the sheets with wa-
ter as they ar~· being milled. It is very important to roll 
the sheets· 'as thin as possible before passing them through 
the marker. When finished they should be no more than 2! 
millimeters. thick. After the sheets have been rolled as 
thin as possible, they are passed through the marking rolls 
once only. 
After milling, rinse off the sheets well in clean 
water and hang them on smokehouse poles in a shaded loca-
tion to drip. After three or four hours on such treatment, 
they will be dry on the outside, and should then be placed 
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in the smokehouse for further drying. It is very important 
never to place rubber in the sun to dry. Always keep rubber 
in a shaded place. Rubber exposed to the sun becomes soft 
and sticky, and buyers will not purchase it in this condi-
tion. 
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A P P E N D I X - III 
--------.. 
SHOKEHOUSE PROCEDURE AND THE DRYING OF RUBBER 
THE SMOKEHOUSE 
There are many types of smokehouses suitable for 
small Hevea plantings, These range from very small buila-
ci.Jil.g~ constructed of treated gunny sacking and roofed vlith 
thatch, to more elaborate smokehouses of wood, adobe, or 
roofing iron. The furnace for providing the heat and smoke 
with which to dry the rubber also vsries in construction 
and cost • 
.! very effective small smokehouse suitable for 
smoking the crop from 2 to 4 hectares (5 to 10 acres) of 
Hevea has been developed by the Rubber Research Institute 
of Malaya. This can be built from local materials at a cost 
of no more than five or ten dollars. This building is about 
1.20 meters (4 feet) squate and 2 meters (6 feet 7 inches) 
high, and holds 60 sheets. The walls are made from gunny 
sacking treated with a mixture of sod±um silicate and yuca 
filiour. The roof is made of the same material, but a palm~ 
thatch additional roof is. placed above it to protedt the build-
mng from the weather. A door on one side permits access to 
the building. A piece of fuelpipe ~ent at right angles ex-
tends from the tunnel up inside the s~okehouse where it 
projects above the ground level slightly. The palm thatch 
roof extends over the trench where fuel is added to the fire, 
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to keep it dry during rains. A kerosene tin can be inverted 
over the projecting fuel-pipe inside the smokehouse to trap 
pieces of ash and dirt which may be forced up inside the 
smokehouse when fuel is added to the fire. The kerosane tin 
should have holes punched in it on the lower pa-rt of the 
sides so as to allow the smoke to enter the smokehouse, while 
filtering out most of the ash and dirt. 
A very effective smokehouse of madiurn size has been 
operating successfully on the plantations of the Goodyenr 
Rub~er Plantations Company at Cairo, Costa Rica, for the past 
7 years. This building wiTI.amoke the crop from 40 to 50 acres 
of Hevea, having a capacity of about 3 tons of dry rubber per 
month. The dimensions are approximately 19 feet ~ong, 16 feet 
wide, and 15 feet high at the eaves. Construction was of cor-
rugated roofing iron for the first six feet of the walls, to 
minimize the fire hazard. The upper part of the walls was of 
lumber, and corrugated iron was used for the roof. There is 
room for two tiers of racks for smokehouse poles. When the 
trees are young probably only one tier of racks will be needed; 
the second one can be added as production innreasee. 
The furnace in this ·smokehouse is placed on the 
ground, and is constructed of four steel rails set upright 
in the soil and covered with old sheet metal to form a rec-
tangle box. The box is fitted with a sliding door on one side 
through which the furnace can be fired. The metal covering 
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on the top of the furnace is per.forated with nail holes to 
allow the smoke to rise and to trap most of the ash. A six-
foot square of roofing iron suspended by wires about two 
feet above the top of the furnace is very helpful in dis-
tributing the heat evenly to all corners of the smokehouse. 
The racks on which the poles are hung can be reached by means 
of cat-walk extending to the sides from the center aisle. 
Access to the upper part of the smokehouse is by means of 
an outside stairway. A door at the ground level is provided 
as an entrance to the furnace and for adjusting the ventilation. 
In Brazil, very successful cheap smokehouses have been 
made from adobe reinforced with wild cane. Smokehouses can be 
made in all sizes and from many different materials. The best 
design for a particular location is usually determined on the 
spot after taking the local conditions into consideration. 
The most important thing to remember in building a smokehouse 
is that it must have good ventilation. Any type of smokehouse 
should have a series of adjustable ventilators at the base of 
the building, and another series at the top of the building. 
In small smokehouses, the same result can be obtained by leav-
ing a space between the earth and the sidel'Talls on the build-
ing, and another one just under the eaves. There must be a 
good circulation of air during the drying period so that the 
heated, moi-sture-laden air can escape; otherwise the rubber 
simply will not dry quickly. 
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.DRYING RUBBER IN THE SMOKEHOUSE 
The best poles for hanging sheets are made of bamboo 
having a thick wall should be chosen, as this type is stronger 
and lasts longer. 
Freshly cut bamboo can be quickly seasoned and hard-
en by placing the poles completely under water for a P,eriod 
of several weeks. After removal from the water, the decayed 
center wood of the poles should be burned out with a heated 
steel rod or poker. If convenient the poles can be left in 
the smokehouse to cure further until they are used. Poles 
for hanging sheets should be from 2t to 3t centimeters (1 to 
1t inches) in diameter.. They are generally made in lengths 
which take two sheets. 
The temperature inside the smokehouse should be 
watched carefully, and should not exceed 50° Centigrade. 
When freshly-milled sheets are placed in the smokehouse it 
is better to maintain a temperature from 40° to 45° Cen-
tigrade. It is generally a good idea to hang a small ther-
mometer inside the smokehouse so that the temperature can be 
watched at all times. It is also a good idea to maintain the 
temperature inside the smokehouse between 40° and 450 Centi-
grade at all times, giving plenty of ventilation to the rubber 
at the same time. It is rather dangerous to use higher tempera-
tures in small smokehouses 't"lhere it is not so easy to control 
temp~ratures. Always remember that heat alone does not dry 
the rubber; its the combination of mid heat and good ventilation. 
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The fire in the smokehouse furnace should not be 
burned brightly, but should smoulder, producing heat and smoke. 
Never use green wood which produces a heavy black smoke. Al-
most any kind of dry jungle wood ~s suitable for smoking rub-
ber. For years many people have had the idea that certain 
woods or nuts produced the best smoke for curing rubber. Re-
cent tests have proved that there is no difference in the 
quality of rubber smoked with one material or another. 
Care should be used in placing wood in the smoke-
house furnace to prevent clouds of ash from rising and cov-
ering the sheets. 
Sheetsmilled to 2t millimeters in thickness should 
dry in about 4 days smoking. It is very important to mill 
the sheet very thin if quick drying is expected. Doubling 
the thickness of a sheet makes the drying time four times 
as long. Fpr example, if a sheet 2t millimeters thick dries 
in 4 days~ a sheet 5 millimeters thick would take 16 days 
to dry. 
Sheetsare dry when they are translucent and have 
no more whitish patches in them. White patches indicate 
that the rubber at this point is not completely dry. Sheet 
can be easily inspected by holding them up to a light or 
against the sky. 
In small smokehouses, it is usually not necessary 
to maintain a continous fire in the furnace. The fire may 
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be allowed to die out during the night. However, always re-
member to close up all windows and doors in the smokehouse 
if this is done, because the moist ni3ht air should be kept 
out of the smokehouse when there is no fire in the furnace. 
In a medfuum-size smokehouse such as the one des-
cribed in this section, the fire can be operated 4 days out 
of each week, when the ·smokehouse is only partly filled, with 
a considerable saving of firewood. This produces a sheet of 
light amber color which is veryattractive. The shade of amber 
which the sheet takes on when it is dry can be controlled by 
the amount of ventilation used. Wood which is not. completely 
dry will produce a darker-colored smoke. Wood that produces 
a pale blue:::-smoke is ideal. 
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A P P E N D I X -IV 
---------
INSPECTION, GRADING, HANDLING, & PACKING 
Before packing smoked sheet rubber it must funspected 
and graded. To inspect sheet bold it up to the light. In·t~is 
position any dirt which it may contain can be seen· easily. 
Larger specks of bark or dirt should be clipped out with a 
pair of shears. 
The next step !s to brush the sheets with a wire 
brush, particularly :lll.t the point where th?y1 batve touched 
the smokehouse pole~. Often small splinters from the poles 
stick to the rubber, and it is important to remove these. 
Sheet which has been inspected and brushed should 
be classified into market grade and placed in separate piles, 
so that it can be packed separately and sold for the best 
pssible prices. There are five standard grades of smoked 
sheet purchased on the American market at the present time~ 
These are: 
Standard Ribbed Smoked Sheet No. 1 
Ribbed Smoked Sheet No.2 
Ribbed Smoked Sheet No. 3 
Ribbed Smoked Sheet No. 4 
Ribbed Smoked Sheet No. 5 
Standard Ribbed Smoked Sheet No. 1 is the best 
quality and the No. 5 sheet is the lowest quality. Quality 
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depends mainly on the amount of dirt which the rubber containsl 
There is also a very special grade of smoked sheet which is 
still better in appearance than the Standard Sheet No. 1. This 
grade is called No. IX, and brings slightly higher price than 
the Standard type. 
It is rather difficult to describe accuragely the 
appearance of these grades. In most area where rubber is pro-
duced there are buyers or experiment stations who have samples 
of each type which can be used as a guide ~y small planters 
who has had no previous experience in grading rubber. 
Most small planter will sell their sheet in loose 
form to nearby buyers, and will not need to pack it in bales. 
When sheet is stored awaiting sale, or carried to market, it 
should be wrapped incclean cloth or straw matting to keep it 
clean. 
If sheet is to be exported for sale in another coun-
try, it should be packed in bales. The standard-size bale mea-
sures approximately 48 x 48 x 61 centimeters (19 x 19 x 24 
inches) which makes a bale containing about five cubic feet~ 
The bales are generally packed in a small.baling press, strap-
ped with steel strappings, and covered with burlap or cotton 
cloth to keep them clean. The grade name or mark of the pro-
ducer, weight, and country of origin should be marked on the 
bale 1dth stencils and a brush if the bales are to be exported. 
Naturally only one grade of rubber is packed in eac~ bale. 
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DEFECTS IN SMOKED SHEET RUBBER 
There are a number of common defects in smoked wheet 
rubber which can be identified and corrected by simple mea-
sures. If not corrected, they place the rubber in a lower 
grade so that the producer loses money on it when he sells it. 
Some of the common defects are given below: 
(1) Small bubbles along the edge of the sheet are 
usually due to insufficient mixing of the acid with the latex 
when coagulating. Sometimes they are due to an insufficient 
amount of acid having been used to coagulate the latex. When 
these bubbles appear in-the sheet, make sure that the acid 
is thoroughly mixed, and check the liquid remaining in the 
coagulating pans after the coagulum has been removed. If the 
liquid is milky in color, try using a little more acid. 
(2) Small bubbles about the size of pinheads occur-
ring in clusters all over the sheet are caused by dirty uten-
sils or coagulating pans. When this equipment is not kept 
clean, small bits of rubber collect and ferment, causing 
bubbles in the latex which shows up in the finished sheet. 
The remedy for this condition is to keep all equipment clean 
and disinfected. In addition to keeping all equipment clean 
as possible, it is wise to disinfect it with a carbolic 
acid solution every two weeks. The solution can be made from 
the usual carbolic disinfectant sold everywhere, usually under 
the name of ncarbolina n. A 2% solution (one part of Carbolina 
in 49 parts of water) should be used to scrub coagulating 
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pans, tanks, and utensils. After this treatment rinse the 
utensils in v.rater and if possible, place them in the sun to 
dry thoroughly, before using them again. 
(3) Irregular small bubbles and small witi~h specks 
all over the sheet are caused by pre-coagulation. This means 
' ' 
t~~t the latex had strated to coagulate befo~e it arrived at 
the factory. Usually this happens when rain falls during tap-
ping. It is also more common when tapping young budded Hevea 
trees, and can be corrected by adding an anti-coaguJant such 
as ammonia to the cups as explained in a previous section. 
(4) Large bubbles and blisters are almost always 
caused by too much heat in the smokehouse. ~n such blisters 
and bubbles occur, examine first all the. temperature in the 
smokehouse, and reduce it to 4oo or 45°Centigrade. 
( 5) Sheets which have small particles of rnand i·n 
them will be put into a very low grade by rubber buyers. Th~ 
presence of sand is due to coagulating the latex before it 
has had a chance to settle in the dilution drum or tank. 
After the field latex has been diluted with water, the mix-
ture should stand about 15 minutes before being measured out 
into the pans or tanks, so that any sand which may be in it 
will have a chance to settle to the bottom. If hhere is much 
sand in the latex as it c~mes fro~ the field, a 12% dilution 
should be used, because with this thinner solution it is 
easier for the sand to settle to the bottom. 
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(6) Dirt and bark in the sheets is the result of 
insufficient or careless atraining of the latex, or of care-
lessness in the handling of the latex after it has been strained. 
Nearly all of the defects which lmver the quality of 
sheet rubber can be eliminated if care is taken to keep equip-
ment in clean condition, and to strain the rucber thoroughly 
before coagulation. If these things are kept firmly in mind, 
any small planter working in a very simple factory can pro-
duce smoked sheet rubber of the very high quality. 
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APPEND I X-V-
TREE DISEASES AND PESTS AND THEIR CONTROL 
The Hevea rubber tree is subject to a variety of 
diseases and pests, many of which are not of particular in-
terest to the small planter. Some of these diseaees and pests 
are found both in the Orient and in Latin America, while others 
are found thus far only in Latin America. 
In this section the major discussion will be con-
fined to those diseases and pests which may be of particular 
interest to small planters in the Philippines. r-1ost of these 
are included in the following list: 
TREE DISEASES AND PESTS 
(1) Tree Diseases 
.. 
(a) Root Diseases 
1 • White Root Disease (Femes lignosus) 
2. Brown Root Disease (Fornes noxius) 
3. Red Root Disease (Ganoderma pseudoferreum) 
4. Dry Root Rot (Ustulina zonata) 
(b) Tappinc Panel D!seases 
1. Nouldy Rot (Ceratostomella fimbriata) 
2. Patch Canker (Phytophthera and Phythium species) 
3. Stripe Canker or Black Stripe (Phytophthora 11 ) 
4. Brown Bast (a physiological condition) 
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(c) Stem Diseases 
1. Pink Disease (Corticium salmonicolor) 
2. Die-bark (Diplodia and Glomerella species) 
3. Cankers (Phytophthera species) 
( 2) Pests 
(a) Animal Pests 
1. Deer 
2. Gophers 
3. Rabbits, Rats, and Lizards 
(b) Insect Pests 
1. Leaf-cutting Ants 
2. Termites 
3. Caterpillars 
4. rntes 
5, Lace Bug 
In order to aid the small planter in his diagnosis 
of disease and pest damae;e, the following taple is given: 
Instructions: If the trees show any of the simp-
toms enumerated below, consult the section indicated in the 
opposite column. 
(1) Leaves turn brown and branches 
begin to die~ 
(1) See section on Root 
Diseases. Also read 
section on Diplodia 
and section on Pink 
Diseases. 
(2) Leaves of nursery plants 
shoe distortion. 
(3) vrhitish mould appears on 
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(2) Read section of Mites. 
tapping .panel just above cut. (3) See section on Mouldy Rot 
(4) Swelling of bark, with oz-
zing of latex·. 
(5) Vertical black lines on the 
tapping panel just above the 
cut 
(6) Tree stops giving l•tex, 
and bark on tapping cut 
peuomes hard and greyish to 
redish in color. 
(7) Pink or silver incrustation 
on bark of stem or branches, 
usually at the fork of the 
tree. 
(4) Refer to section on 
Patch Canker. 
(5) See section on Stripe 
Canker. 
(6) See section on Brown 
Bast. 
(7) Read section on Pink 
Diseases. 
(8) Die-bark of branches after u'.l~R,e~ See section of Diplodia. 
damase of sunpurn. 
( 9) Bark eaten from stem of ( 9) Read section on Deer 
' 
young trees. Damage. 
( 1 0) Taproot eaten off just be- ( 10) See section on Gopher 
low the ground •. damage. 
( 11) Tips of young plants eaten ( 1 1 ) See description of Rabbit, 
off. Rat, and Lizard damage. 
(12) Leaves eaten off. 
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(12) Read section concerning 
Leaf-cutting Ants and 
Caterpillars • 
. ( 13) Trunk of tree plastered w·i th ( 13) See section on Termites. 
mud, or vovered with mud 
trails. 
ROOT DISEASES 
~Thite, Brown, and Red Root Diseases are very much 
alike. All are caused by fungi which live in the earth on 
roots or bits of wood left in the soil after clearing the 
land. 
Each fungus spreads by means of small threads called 
17 rhiz9morphsn which grow along the surface of the roots. These 
may.attack health# young roots from pieces of old infected 
roots which are touching them. 
Root disease of this type spread most easily when 
the rubber trees become from five to seven years old so that 
their roots touch on another in the soil. The diseases above 
can be identified by the color of the threads on the infected 
roots. 
White Root Disease rhizomorphs are white to cream 
in color, and attach themselves in a netwerk to the infected 
root so that it is almo.st impossible to -rub them off. 
Brown Root Disease rhizomorphs form an alomost 
complete covering on the infected part of the root. -The 
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rhizomorphs are brown in color inside, but on the surface 
generally form a blackish crust~ Often the rhizomorphs are 
bound together on the roots with a covering of soil which 
may be quite thick. 
Red Root Disease rhizomorphs form a complete cover-
ing of the infected root, as in Brown Root Disease. In color, 
the rhizomorphs are cream when young, but they quickly become 
orange and then red. The deep red color of the rhizomorphs 
is the best identification of this disease. 
On young plantations it is often worth while to 
make inspections for root disease when the trees are about 
4 years old. If one waits to treat root disease until the 
leaves of the trees turn brown and the branches begin to 
die, it is usually too late to save the tree. The usual sys-
tem is to dig away the earth at the base of each tree to 
expose 15 to 20 centimeters (6 to 8 inches) of the main root. 
It is best to do this with something which will not damage 
the roots, such as a wooden tool. The earth should be re-
placed tramped down firmly if no signs of disease are found. 
If any rhizomorphs are found, open up the roots still further 
until all the infected roots are located, and the infected 
wood that caused the infection is located also. Paint the 
cut ends with the following Asphalt-Coal-Tar-Diesel Oil Mix-
ture, and replace the earth around the roots. 
Heat 75 kilograms of coal tar in a drum, and in 
' 
another drum heat at the same time 12.5 kilograms of Asphalt nDx" 
' 
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with 12.5 kilos of Diesel or Solar Oil. When both drums are 
·- ~ -
thoroughly heated, and no lumps remain in the Asphalt-Diesel 
Oil mixture, pour this mixture into the drum containing the 
heated Coal Tar, and mix thoroughly. This mixture will remain 
liquid but will dry quickly when applied in a thin coat as a 
disinfectant. 
Burn all infected roots and wood taken from the 
infected areas. When trees are killed by root diseases, the 
infected roots also should be removed, as far as possible, 
and burned. 
On older plant.ations, these root diseases often 
occur in patches, because the disease spreads from one tree 
to the tree next to it. It is a good plan to separate these 
patches from the surrounding trees by digging a trench around 
the infected area. This prevents the disease from spreading 
through the lateral or side roots to healthy trees nearby. 
The trench should be from 60 to 90 centimeters (2 to 3 feet) 
deep, and the roots which are cut through when making the 
trench should be examined carefully to make sure that they 
are not infected. If rhixomorphs are found, it means that 
the trench should be made further out from the infected trees. 
Dry Root Rot is different from the root diseases 
above, in that it is carried by spores blown about in the 
air. Further more it does not attack healthy roots, but en-
ters through a damaged or wounded root surface. This disease 
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is easy to identify from the appearance of the infected wood. 
When cut away with a knife, the wood is always firm, white, 
and dry, but contains thin black lines running through it 
in irregular patterns. 
The proper treatment of this disease is to cut 
aw~y all of the diseased area until healthy wood is exposed. 
Burn the infected material, and paint over the open surface 
with the Asphalt-Coal Tar-Diesel Oil Mixture mentioned above. 
TAPPING PANEL DISEASES 
Mouldy Rot is probably the most serious of the tap-
ping panel diseases. It spreads quickly, and is carried from 
on tree to another on the tapping knife. The infection first 
appears on the panel just above the t~pping cut as a black, 
more or less continuous patch, running parallel to the cut~ 
The bark becomes sunken, and later a grey to whitish mould 
appears on the diseased are. If not treated, the disease will 
rapidly destroy the entire tapping panel. 
As soon as Mouldy Rot is discovered, it should be 
treated by painting the tapping panel with the Asphalt Coal 
Ta-Diesel Oil mixture mentioned earlier in this section. 
The'paint should extend to a point about 5 centimeters (2 in.) 
below the tapping cut. In wet weather, and with heavy infec-
tions, paint the panels once a week until the disease is under 
control. (Normally tapping routine panels should be painted 
with this mixture once a month as a routine sanitation measureJ 
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It is also a good plan to disinfect the tapping 
knife after tapping each tree. A 1% solution of Carbolina 
or similar disinfectant is carried in a small bamboo tube 
attached to the tapper1 s belt, so that he can dip the knife 
into it after finishing each tree. 
Patch Canker enters through injuries and may occur 
at points on the stem other than the tapping panel. In fact, 
one of the most dangerous types often appear at the foot of 
the tree. Often the first sign of Patch Canker is a swelling 
of the bark and an oozing of latex from the diseased area. 
On examination the bark is found to be moist, rooted, and often 
of a red-brown color. The bark at this stage has a very strong 
and disaggreable odor. There is often a distinct dividing 
line between healthy and diseased bark. Generally a pad of 
rubber forms under the bark where the latex coagulates. 
Treatment is to cut away carefully all of the di-
seased bark and burn it. Be sure that no diseased bark is 
left. Then paint over the area and the surrounding bark with 
Asphalt-Coal Tar-Diesel Oil mixture. 
Stripe Canker or Black Stripe is identified by the 
presence of thin upright black lines or stripes on the t~pping 
panel a short distance above the cut. The infection goes 
right through the renewing bark into the wood. Sometimes 
the lines or stripes are so close together that they appear 
to be patches. When the bark is removed, the upright 
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black lines are clearly visible on the wood. If not treated 
this disease will destroy the panel by rotting away the bark. 
Treatment should consist of taking the tree cut of 
tapping, and painting the panel every 4 or 5 days with a 1% 
solution of Carbolina or similar preparation. 
Brown Bast is a physiological condition of the bark 
caused by overtapping. It often occurs when the trees have 
been tapped too frequently or too severly. 
Brown Bast first appears as a slight discoloration 
on the tapping cut. The discolorations are usually in small 
patches and the color may range from grey to brown~ There 
is almost always a decrease in the flow of latex along with 
the appearance of these spots. aometimes at this stage the 
latex flovTs only in the form of a drop here and there along 
the tapping cut. Later on the discolored spots come together, 
and the bark takes on a redish bro1in color, becoming dry and 
hard, and without latex •. In some cases the bark color is 
greyish, although it is usually a shade of brovm. 
When observed in the early stages, the tree should 
be rested for two or three weeks. This is usually enougb to 
clear up the Brown Bast tendency. With later cases, where 
the latex flow has stopped completely, a longer rest may be 
necessary. 
Brown Bast is directly connected with severe tap-
ping. If a tree or Clone is being tapped too frequently or 
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on a tapping system which is too drastic, Brown Bast results. 
Some clones, however, can stand heavy tapping better than 
other clones. 
The best system is to adjust the form of tapping 
so that maximum production -of latex-can be achieved, with a 
mini~um number of Brown Bast cases. 
STEM DISEASES 
Pink Disease attacks many different trees and plants 
in the tropics, and is usually the most serious of the stem 
diseases which attack Hevea rubber trees. Most cases .of Pink 
Disease occur during the wet season, and in Hevea plantations 
·it is generally most serious when the trees reach the age of 
five to six years. At this age, thinning out has not yet 
started, and the trees are close together, forming heavy shade 
and damp conditions which make it easy for the fungus diseases 
to spread. 
Pink Disease almost always attacks the trees at the 
fork where the branches join the stem.'-The disease is spread 
mainly by the wind, and the fork of the tree makes a conve-
nient place where the spores can lodge and develop. 
Pink Disease is easily identified by its color. On 
newly infected trees, it appears as a pink incrustation which 
usually extends both above and below the fork of the tree, 
covering both branches and main stem. Later on, the pink co-
lor fades to a silvery white, and the bark begins to send out 
new shoots above and below the diseased area. 
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It not treated immediately, the infection may 
spread and kill the entire tree. The vest treatment is to 
paint the infections, as soon as they are found, with the 
Asphalt-Coal Tar-Diesel Oil mixture. The painted area should 
extend 60 centimeters (? feet) above and the same distance 
below the actual area of infection. The particular advan-
. 
tage of this treatment is to smother the infection under a 
though skin of paint, se that the spores cannot be carried 
to other trees by the wind, and spread the infection. It is 
very important to treat the.infected trees promptly, because 
the disease spreads very rapidly, especially in wet weather. 
Dipl6dia die-back almost always acts as a secon-
dary infection;· that is to say ti rarely attacks 'soUllld, heal tpry 
trees, but follows when the trees are damaged by some other 
means. Die-back often occurs on the branches of trees damaged 
by lightning, and it frequently follows sunburn injuries of 
various types. During very hot, dry periods it is not uncommon 
to have cases of sunburn. on branches, stem, or exposed roots 
of young trees. These are'quite often followed by Diplodia 
infections. Die-back also occurs sometimes at the union on 
bud-grafted trees. Here it usually forms what is called a 
11 spear-head woundn at the junction of scion and stock. 
The treatment 6f Diplodia die-back, once the cases 
' ' 
have occured, is simply to cut off diseased branches and burn 
them, being sure to make the cut where there is healthy tissue. 
In or~er to prevent sunburn, which is usually followed by 
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Diplodia, several measures are useful. In nurseries of young 
seedlings, it is best to postpone weeding during very hot, 
dry periods, so as to keep the earth cooler and minimize re-
flection from the earth to the seedling stems. Young budded 
stumps should be muched in very dry weather to keep the earth 
cool and prevent excessive reflection from the bare ring-
weeded s~ace around the base of the tree. 
Glomerella die-back often occurs where trees are 
growing on poor soil, and can be elmminated frequently by 
applications of fertilizers which stimulate tree groqth. 
Cankers sometimes occur on the stems of Hevea trees 
at places other than the tapping panel. The infection m8y 
enter through wounds or cuts on the stem above the panel, 
or it may enter near the base of the tree though wounds made 
during cleanings or circlings. In some places, cankers at 
the base of the trees are found rather often when the trees 
are three to five years old. Since circling has stopped by 
·this time, the cover crop.comes right up to the base of the 
tree, and forms a moist, thick covering. This provides an 
ideal medium for the development of fungus infections. If a 
number of canker infections occur in such areas, it ·may be 
best to circle the trees during the wet season. 
Treatment of stem canker is exactly the same as for 
panel canker. 
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:PESTS 
Deer damage is often extensive on young rubber 
where the planting is bounded by jungle. Tgese animals are 
fond of rubber-tree bark, and ofte~ strip all the bark from 
the young trees as high up as they can reach. If damage is 
extensive, provably the best remedy is to fence the plant~­
tion. Various repellent preparations have been tried with 
but little success. Where trees have been completely ringed, 
nothing can be done except to cut off the stem and allow a 
new shoot to grow. Lesser damage should have the wood painted 
over with the Aspalt-Coal Tar-Diesel Oil mixture. 
Pocket gophers do much damage to,rubber in most 
of the coun~ries of Central America. These rodents live 
underground burrows provided with a number of entrancertun-
nels, and come to the surface only occasionally at night. 
They feed on the roots of various plants, and appear to be 
very fond of Hevea roots. Most old banana plantations are 
infested with them as they like banana roots also. 
/ 
Rabbits,damage rubber extensively in parts of 
Latin America, where they eat the tips of young seedlings 
planted in the field. In some areas, damage to seedlings r 
planted out at stake for budding in the field was so great 
that plans had to be changed over to the s~stem of budding 
in the nursery. Wherever there are large numbers of rabbits, 
nursery buddine is recommended over field budding. 
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Rats and lizards often dig up freshly planted rub-
ber seeds, and occasionally also chew off ~he young tips of 
newly-sprouted seedlings. Where these pests are a problem, 
it is also better to use the nursery budding system. 
Nurseries can be much more easily protected from 
pests than field areas. When nurseries are planted it is a 
good idea to heap up all brush and debris from the clearing 
on the perimeter of the nursery area. The piled-up debris 
should be liberally sprinkled with crude black oil which is 
effective in discouraging these small pests from entering 
the nursery area~ 
Leaf-cutting ants is found all over Tropical Ame-
rica,.· and does a tremendous amount of damage to all kinds of 
crops. The insects live in colonies in nests built under-
ground. There are various passageways leading to each nest. 
The ants work in groups, cuttong the leaves into small pieces, 
and carrying themsway to the nest where the bits of leaf 
are used to culture a fungus which provides food for the 
colony. 
The insects are apt to be present in large numbers 
on lands which have previously been used for gardens. If the 
nests are not brought under control, the ants may prove to 
be a serious problem. Two preparations are effective in kil-
ling leaf-cutting ants. These are Carbon Bisulfide and Cyanogas~ 
When located, a nest should be carefully examined 
for entrances, by cleaning the earth so that all the entrances 
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can be located. All entrances expept one should be plugged, 
and the Carbon Bisulfide or Cyanogas placed in this entrance, 
after which it should be plugged also. Carbon bisulfide is 
highly inflamable, and must be used with care, while Cyanaga~ 
is a poison which must be handled'carefully also. 
When large nests are treated, some of the ants 
frequently escape, select a new queen, and form a new colony. 
Regular inspection rounds should be made so that these smaller 
nests can be destroyed also. 
Termites or White Ants frequently build nests in 
branches of Hevea trees, which they reach by means of mud-
covered runways leading up the trunk of the tree. These in-
sects always work underground, or protected by mud runways 
which they construct in places where they would otherwise 
be exposed to the air. While termites usually eat dead or 
diseased wood, some species attack living wood also. They 
often begin by attacking a dead or diseased root, and pro-
ceed up the root into the stem as the tissue dies before 
them. Thus an outwardly sound tree actually may be honey-
combed with their galleries, and be blown over in a slight 
wind •. 
The mud-covered runways should be partially scrapped 
trom the trees and smeared with a little Calomel at the place 
where the ants are emerging., This treatment usually Kills the 
termites very effectively. The nests can also be treated with 
Carbon Bisulfide, Cyanogas, or Paris Green. 
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Several kinds of caterpillars attack Hevea occa-
sionally in Latin America, sometimes causing severe defo-
liation in nurseries and young field areas. Probably, the 
most effective treatment is to pick off the caterpillars 
by hand and destroy them. Sometimes the eggs are laid on 
the Hevea leaves, and it is possible to avoid future plagues 
of caterpillars by scraping off and burning the eggs before 
they hatch. 
Mites damage is most common in nurseries and 
seldom is serious on larger trees. Mites are very small 
spiders barely visible to the eye. They damage the leaves 
by puncturing the surface and sucking the juices from the 
cells. The effect is to destroy the development of the leaf 
and cause it to curl up and grow unevenly. In some cases, 
severely attacked young leaves fall off completely. 
Mites can be controlled easily by dusing or spray-
ing with sulfur compounds. Where South American Leaf Disease 
is present together with Mite damage, the Microscopic Wet-
table Sulfur spray mixture, applied about once per week, 
will control both Mite damage and Leaf Disease. 
If Mite damage occurs in a nursery where there is 
no South American Leaf Disease, the Mites can be controlled 
by dusting with sulfur every 5 to 6 days. For small planters 
who do not have dusting equipment of the usual type, a cheap 
··:;•.!/'-:··.-: 
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and effective hand duster can be made from a short ~ength of 
bamboo tube and a large rubber syringe bulb. Fill the bulb 
about half full of dust and replace the tube, slight pres-
sure on the bulb will then produce a fine cloud of dust. 
Lace Bug is a small sucking insect known to have 
caused extensive damage to Hevea plantings in the Amazon 
Valley of Brazil. It has not been reported elsewhere on 
Hevea plantings as yet. 
-The insect sucks the juices from the Hevea Leaves 
during the pronounced dry season found in this part of the 
Amazon basin. Lace Bug damage can be identified easily by 
the dried and lacy appearance of the leaves. 
As soon as the rainy season begins, Lace Bug is 
no longer a problem. Since it works only in dry weather, it 
is not likely to be a ~erioua pest to rubber estates where 
rainfall is well distributed over the year. 
Sprays containing sulfur and retenone have given 
fairly good control in severely damage plantationst 
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